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Laughter
By Katherine George

I
UNAVAILING, I poured out a lifetime of tears to God, and they made no more impression than the thaw of hoarfrost on the ridge of the mountain. But on the day when I laughed, God squirmed.

II
I wept when I caught my finger in the door, and when my grandmother died, and when I dropped my ice-cream cone in the dust, and when youth cracked in my heart, and when I was lonely, and when I couldn’t start my motor car. My tears flowed like wine and water, and all the time God sat on His great gold throne and gave no sign. But on the day when love withered, and illusion was as salt in my throat, I laughed. It was the silent, deep laughter of infinite comradeship, the gurgling laughter of a little child who rides up and down on a hobby-horse, and round and round on the merry-go-round.

And it was then that I had the satisfaction of seeing that God’s great gold throne swelled under Him like a lump, and that He wiped His brow beneath a halo grown uncomfortably warm.
A Panorama of Idiots

By Major Owen Hatteras

IDIOTS who believed that the late war would put an end to war, and establish democracy all over the world. Idiots who argue that the place for women is in the home, and that they are degraded by spending three minutes in a polling-booth every year. Idiots who believe that they will burn in hell if they kiss their sisters-in-law on this earth. Idiots who read the editorials in newspapers. Idiots who swallowed all of the Woodrow rubbish, and are now down with political cholera morbus. Idiots who think that their stenographers are crazy to marry them. Idiots who were astounded when it was discovered that a great many baseball players were crooks. Idiots who serve on juries and believe the perjury of both sides. Idiots ambitious to go to Congress and hear the cloak-room jokes of Uncle Joe Cannon. Idiots who believe that Prohibition will do us all good. Idiots who regard Blasco Ibanez as a more dignified literary artist than Dr. Berthold Baer. Idiots who boast that they have never been in Brooklyn. Idiots who advocate vegetarianism, the New Thought, the initiative and referendum, the Single Tax, birth control and the Plumb plan. Idiots who wear sanitary underwear. Idiots who have never heard of Remy de Gourmont, Ludwig Thoma or Max Reger. Idiots who devour H. G. Wells. Idiots who invest their money through curb-brokers. Idiots who believe in any medical man who wears whiskers. Idiots who love Baltimore, and believe that it is beautiful. Idiots who are afraid to make love to their own wives. Idiots who believe that their souls are immortal. Idiots who subscribe to funds to help the Armenians and are then indignant when it turns out that the money has been spent to paint Constantinople red. Idiots who drink out of the glasses at soda-fountains, but regard it as dirty to chew tobacco. Idiots who long to get away from the city, and to settle down upon some little place out in New Jersey. Idiots who crowd into Baptist tabernacles on Sunday morning to hear other idiots demolish Darwin and Huxley. Idiots who buy books explaining the Einstein theory. Idiots who take up collections on ocean liners. Idiots who shave twice a day. Idiots who march in parades carrying little American flags. Idiots who can't find their tickets on railway trains. Idiots who laugh when a poor Follies girl falls on the stage and bumps her tights. Idiots who stop to listen to brass bands. Now and then an idiot safely caged in Matteawan, where all the rest belong.
CHAPTER I

THERE are still many to whom the figure of Willie Edgerton fifteen or twenty years ago will be more vivid than any other to be summoned out of the present. He belongs, not to the ages indeed, but to a mellow temporal enshrinement. And in ears where youth lingers as the surge in a seashell his name will ring clearer than any of those sounding amid the clang of calciums and cameras—the blurred stage chaos of today.

He was perhaps at his best during those seasons when he played a juvenile rôle, supporting the joint starring tour of beautiful Irene Trowbridge and Vic Stratton—preceding their divorce. A single play sufficed the pair. It held its own for months on Broadway and then "coined" money in cities other than New York. It underwent acid tests in return engagements, including even the vertiginous area which rarely wants anything twice.

Thirty-six months, only casually interrupted, with three inexpensive sets and a small cast, grinding out returns as were they wheels and cogs of a mint-mill! Then, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Stratton took their play over to England.

Unfortunately, they elected not to take their juvenile with them. "No organization can stand three stars," remarked Mrs. Irene Trowbridge Stratton. So Willie Edgerton remained behind.

His part had been a scant dozen "sides"—so short that he had contemptuously refused it at first. He had been persuaded to play it finally by eloquent argument on the filled-in blanks of the contract.

Yet anyone might have realized... Anyone, that is to say, less fatuously self-assured than the eye-filling Irene or less sex-ridden than poor, nearly senile Vic Stratton, with his vast areas of stupidity underlying his over-advertised wit.

In shelving Willie they were slaying the ambrosial goose laying the golden egg with the regularity of seven or eight weekly performances. The twelve little sides had brought him into the play for nearly as many brief scenes. They seemed to occur as if by some compensatory magic, with a sudden quickening of pulses, every time the play's inadequately Shavian badinage grew stodgy. The fact being that his part, trimmed to such sketchiness at the insistence of the stars, was of those conceptions that are interwoven with a playwright's fabric. It never vanished. The collective audience mind conserved it in its absence.

Had the character, so exactly visualized by Willie, never appeared at all, it would still have dominated the author's theme, probably to the author's own surprise. Had the gluttony for visibility in Irene and the avidness for lines in poor Vic further reduced this character, say to two sides instead of twelve, it would no less certainly have insured success. Always provided that Willie Edgerton had spoken those two sides, in plain view, thus vitalizing the arid stretches when he was removed from the range of the audience's vision!
Needless to add, the play, without Willie, proved a dismal failure in London—the first of a series of failures, forever changing the tide of Vic Stratton's luck and directly inducing Irene's relentless defection.

"Eye-filling" is no misnomer in Irene's case. Even today, with a score of added years growling impotently at her battlements, it expresses, very literally, the epic contour, the regal command of facial and corporeal lines, not too immobile, holding their own with something of the authority of a harbour statue. Whereas old Vic Stratton, divorced by her immediately following the London fiasco, has been dead, in a fashion, these many years—having genuinely breathed his last and attained cremation some several months ago.

But we are wandering afield from Willie.

One of the many minor longings of his life was to be known as "William." Always on the programs his name was printed, as if copied from a silver christening mug: William Orpen Edgerton. Not one of his old friends but had been taken to task, in Willie's familiar note of boyish plaintiveness: "Why don't you call me by my own name? I never did like 'Willie'—'William' isn't so bad. But the other sounds like pinafores and bed sheets!"

Wasted effort. When any member of The Thespians—now moved up from the Thirties—addressed Willie as William, he always spoiled it by winking at somebody and inflecting with elaborate care.

Willie need not have minded. At bottom he probably did not, for all his occasional petulance. A gentle derision was his portion through life. It bred the warm affections in those immediately about him which were the breath of his being.

Calumny was also his portion. But it somehow always fell back before the radiance of his youth—as gleaming a thing when he was no longer very young as when it had emerged, full-blown, in his boyhood; nay, his very childhood. For at an age when the average younger is amorphous, inarticulate and ill-favoured, he had proved a sort of Jason, heading an Argonaut touring cities of the West, in juvenile opera. Completely poised at fourteen, clean-cut, clear-eyed, vigorous in his delicacy of coral and amber, it is doubtful if at forty aught had been added to him—or subtracted.

Five years or so thereafter, to be sure, something had been both added and subtracted. A sometimes haunted expression, retouching the challenge of his eyes. . . . An intermittent lack-lustre, in the glow once luminous as Hellenic iambics. . . . A rime of colourlessness, where his Saxon hair curled, close-clipped, above his ears. . . . At five and forty Willie had drunk, ultimately, of the nectar of sensation, if not of the waters of wisdom. Yet, and paradoxically, not to repletion. Repletion with him was unimaginable. There are vessels that will shatter before they will overflow.

Sotto voce—it required but the osteopathy of his Japanese valet, or, behind the footlights, a rub of grease paint (Beckman's No. 2—'Juvenile Hero Flesh') to reincarnate his echo of the singing Achilles, bantering birds of dawn from a dallying chariot.

CHAPTER II

At forty, and even for a time thereafter, it had been Willie's habit to proclaim his actual age, to cry it aloud. There was sensation, there was tang, watching the effect on incredulous ears loath to believe him twenty-five.

At forty-five his tactics had undergone a revision. He began to remark, with jovial spirit:

"I'm getting along! Nearly up to the mid-thirty milestone! Old Fat-and-Forty will be comin' on before I know it!"

It is one thing to look so much younger than you are that your count of years appears miraculous. It is quite another merely to inspire the polite comment, "You don't look it." Willie
had, at forty-five, become gradually conscious of the latter tendency in persons to whom he announced the proud truth about his age. More significant yet, certain women, indubitably amiable of intention, began to compliment him on the marvelous manner in which he "kept" his youth. Well he realized that no person is complimented on "keeping" his youth so long as the evidence in the case has matter-of-courseness. As well might one's flatterers say to one, "How young you do look to look as old as you do!"

Amid all the welter of little triumphs, little romances, little sensualities, and little anguishes which boiled up, even as champagne bubbles, in the crucible of his evasive life, this was perhaps the most acrid drop: that he must take to lying about his years because the truth had come at last to be believable.

Yet it was, at forty-six, that the first of a series of mirages—three of them, to be specific—shimmered out in the clear rose-void of his Indian Summer. For him it was a season unclouded by any conscious complex of disillusionment. He could never genuinely persuade himself that Apollo's chariot had passed its meridian. Only his surface shrewdness was convinced—the thing in him that prompted the understatement of his age—that enlisted the exhaustive service of his Japanese masseur.

Deep in his heart, or perhaps his temperament, lay the faith of some physical immortality peculiar to himself. Underlying his actor's reactions, naïve and ingenuous, this faith pervaded him as the conviction of original sin pervades a Methodist.

What might seem a waning, to eyes of envy, what might even strike his own epidermis sensitiveness as a taking-off, a dimming along some scarce perceptible declivity, yon side the apex—mere heresies. Cobwebs! He brushed them from him, with a gesture as light as they...

Nor does the threadbare metaphor of Apollon's chariot lack renewed appropriateness. Certain women clung to the habit of likening him to Apollo. Their resources of mythology were of the usual scantiness. They might have found readier images in Icarus Hyacinthus, or even Patroclus. Narcissus will not do. The persistence of that evocation, pining to naught at its own water-mirrored intangibility, belies the thing which leaped out toward all life in Willie Edgerton—the soul of him, yearning toward all things that are not of the soul, naked with outstretched pagan-ivory arms.

And these mirages—at forty-six?

Well, no non-existent thing can throw even a phantom image. They arose, unforewarned, upon the horizon of one who had moved in circles of a sunlit desert. Mirage. Phantom. Thin air. But to him they were no less, and no more, than the vanished but never remote adventures from which they were refracted. Faded romances had their hour of renascence. His gesture toward them was, in each instance, the same. As he had met the passion-glowing reality twenty years back, so he met the baseless similitude of twenty years thereafter.

CHAPTER III

MINNA KROWES was the first of them.

That name of her girlhood had been kept alive despite two marriages: the one, with the dandiacal Count de Montfaucon, whom she divorced that he might not reduce her to pauperism; the other, with the scholarly but impecunious Prince de Pacelli, who had speedily succumbed to the war and influenza—possibly also to the boredoms of unaccustomed restoration in the fortunes of his house.

First a Countess; then a Princess Dowager. But the little weeklies still call her Minna Krowes. Since the days when her father—railroad king by courtesy, lucre pirate by inference—kicked one of their representative venerable editors from his Wall Street office, that type of periodical has never disregarded the habit.

It may well be admitted that R. Brad-
ley Krowes regretted his impetuosity. He was rewarded, four days later, by the full publication of the threatened scandal—with an added measure of malice for each and every venerable bruise. He had to expend four times the money, doing openly and impotently what he might have done privately and efficiently had he but kept his temper. The first issue had been sold before he could buy up all the other issues especially manufactured for his purchase.

Thereafter, a typed motto was added to the list kept on his blotter: "He that controlleth his spirit taketh his city at half-price, with a rebate."

For the rest, R. Bradley Krowes lived to treble his millions in three or four coups, so sensational as to be still remembered by archaeologists of finance. But he did not live to get even with the venerable editor. And Minna Krowes, whose infatuation for a juvenile actor once lined this editor's purse, remains Minna Krowes to this day, in the airy but indestructible little sheet that has fathered all the imitators of that sort of thing. To read of her there is to picture her as a sort of ancient crony of the executive and reportorial staff.

Willie knew, of course, about her being back in New York. When a bellboy at The Thespians told him he was wanted on the telephone by the Princess de Pacelli, he underwent only the briefest instant of agitation.

"Tell the Princess de Pacelli"—Willie drawled the name with luxurious languor, sensing its composite effect upon Buttons—"that I left word I would be in at five."

"Right-o, sir!"

Willie did not linger in his bed. As the elevator door slammed, insuring Buttons against disillusionment at such eagerness, he bounded to the floor. Into the mouthpiece of the telephone fastened to his wall he shouted for the barber shop.

"You, Tony? Send up that new masseur. My Japanese boy is on a vacation. Mr. Edgerton speaking."

The receiver was snapped back into its hook.

A black satin mandarin's coat was thrown over pongee pajamas.

Willie might have seemed to be arraying himself for a carnival fête or professional work in a midnight roof revue. He was only hurrying out to the shower.

As the regulated alternations of hot and cold water trickled, or sizzled, or splashed over his body, his thoughts formulated:

"She's too years older than I. That means that in two years more she'll be fifty. (When under a shower, a man doesn't have to lie.) Poor Minna! Her eyes weren't so bad. But oh, that chin! Like those old steel engravings of egg-faced Eighteenth Century courtesans. Phew! Au-oo!"

The final strange noises had nothing to do with Minna or her chin. All his pink, much-osteopathized cuticle had turned to gooseflesh. In his preoccupation he had turned on the ice-cold pins-and-needles. Meditations of Minna gave way to shuddering terrors of rheumatism. He knew! There had been a three-days' nightmare last Winter. He steamed himself until he cooked; hurried into an enveloping towel as to a sanctuary.

At five, precisely, he sat with a quartette of friends at a table in The Thespians' grill. All four were actors like himself. None of them was yet thirty-five. Willie was immeasurably the
youngest among them. They might have been four sedentary uncles priding in a gamboling young blood of a nephew.

A waiter approached him. He spoke with the clarified distinctness that characterized his species when they announce a lady to an actor at his club.

"Mr. Edgerton—the Princess de Pacelli wants to speak with you on the telephone. She says it's by appointment, sir."

Willie turned to his companions.

"That woman!" he smiled—his radiant smile, free of taint of malice. "She's been calling me up all afternoon."

"The Princess de Pacelli," repeated one of the men, and ruminated. "Why—that's Minna Krowes, isn't it, Willie?"

Interest at the table arose like mercury in a thermometer that has been thrust near a radiator. The romance of Minna Krowes' infatuation for Willie had been the basic ingredient of all the latter's press stuff for nearly a quarter-century, thriving on its senility until the war had clubbed it comatose. The count over it had been taken. At exactly this instant it arose, vinegar-sponged and refreshed, ready for a new round.

Willie stirred languidly in his seat, as if to arise.

"Oh, it's Minna Krowes all right. I suppose I might as well see what I can do for her."

"Go to it, son."

Another remarked, "If you still haven't time for Minna, just turn her over to me."

A third seized him by the shoulders and playfully assisted him to a standing posture.

Amid such tokens of added prestige, Willie wagged his hands behind him at them, in the shoofly gesture, and moved in leisurely glory out of the grill and into one of the booths.

CHAPTER IV

At eight that evening he dined with the Princess de Pacelli, whom he had not seen since before her installation in the Faubourg St. Germain as the tolerantly snubbed Countess de Montfauçon.

She had taken a surprisingly modest suite of rooms in one of the older hotels. According to the newspaper summary of persons on her incoming steamer, she had come to New York for rest and recuperation before resuming her war work in Paris. America was not yet in the conflict by a year. But the habit of special headlines even over the arrival of an American-born princess had been temporarily abandoned. Not a New York daily had so much as clicked her image as she came down the gangplank.

She was, therefore, in her actual presentment, a discovery for Willie. A mere twenty-five years or so had perhaps less chemical significance for him than for any other man alive. His imaginative grasp of time or evolution was an irreducible minimum. In a mechanical way he had expected a changed Minna Krowes, of course. What he had not expected, or at least projected, was the actual Princess de Pacelli—she of the two widowhoods, designated betimes by the vulgar as grass and sod.

Ushered with simplest of formality into a sitting-room he noted the table, already laid à deux. He was kept waiting alone a scant three minutes. The Princess appeared in a doorway opposite the gas logs, parting the pale green curtains that characterized this hotel. Her eyes fell on Willie. Forthwith she was radiant—but not with any radiance he had been capable of anticipating, even remotely.

No souvenir of Minna Krowes had been enough tinged with his flair for sentimentality to prevent her being, in the last analysis, a sort of joke on his memory. Romance had apotheosized the joke, to be sure. J. Bradley Krowes' millions, flowering into her rocket-like ascension, had played into the actor's destiny. He could not but accredit her, as protagonist. But no flavour of that exhaustively published affair had been
richer for him than his sense of a tongue in his cheek; Romeo, secret satirist, mooning his dithyrambs to Juliet for the public ear.

The hold of the story on popular interest, or tolerance, had been extraordinary. Syndicated interviews, cropping out like garden weeds, had quoted year after year Willie’s alleged admission, debonnairly pensive: “Yes, it was pretty hard on me, of course—but I guess it was even harder on poor Minna. No—I shall probably never marry. There are things, you know, that knock the matrimonial idea clean out of a fellow.”

In the ominous three minutes while he awaited her entrance these interviews were in his mind. Had she ever seen any of them? Had the half-tones of himself linked to half-tones of herself with chains of broken hearts, drawn by a staff artist in the Sunday supplement from Buffalo, or Des Moines, or St. Paul, ever by chance found a way into the old châteaux of the Montfaucon—
or across the long-dried castle moats of the Pacellis?

Anyhow, he had never paid a penny to a press agent for any of them. That was unction to his not quite easy conscience. There is a certain type of fantasia for which, in normal times, the grotesquely inflated American newspaper will always throw wide its watered spaces.

The pose of renunciation, for public consumption, which sent thousands of women year after year to any play in which he might be, had become second nature. And second nature with the actor is all of nature—like the part that is played until it gets into the blood. He had in the end been most false to himself when he had been most candid with himself about Minna. He had been false to himself in an inability to forget the comedy—her great, moist-hungry eyes, devouring him—her rickety thinness, not then the fashion—the big, loose-flapping hats that had emphasized her likeness to an Easter egg. By the same artifice which had worked, in the depths of his heart, his idealization of the adventure, he should have idealized Minna herself. She had deserved as much.

It was his cynicism of her, the false note in his souvenirs of the episode, that smote him now to humility.

Behind the Princess de Pacelli the pale green curtains fell back into place. She moved toward him. She lifted her face, crowned with piled snow-white hair, veiled of eyelids. Oh, the wasted years of his misconception! He sank to depths that were the lowest. Could he have but guessed she would one day be like this! His cumulative sense of renunciation might then have touched the spheres. As it was, he had crawled along the earth in febrile complacency of having renounced what it would have persecuted him to keep. Oh, thrice a fool to have reconstrued, yet failed to forecast her!

Like the habitat she had chosen, there was asceticism in the straight, long lines of her Paquin tunic, velvet and so dark a green it might be black. Somewhere about the mediaeval square-cut neck a single emerald broke the gracile austerity. The Princess de Pacelli had resuscitated a modernly forgotten trick of gliding slowly in the spaces of a room, as though under some impulsion from within. Willie had thought the trick had died with the aging of Sarah Bernhardt.

Yet even these visual aspects were as nothing. The reality was her voice—when she spoke. His first shock, indeed, had come two hours earlier when someone other than herself had officiated for her on the telephone. Her secretary, a demoiselle of intrepid English, had made the dinner engagement. The formality of a proxy had disconcerted him.

By temperament Willie was neither the detached observer nor the analyst. He did not know that not in the Faubourg had the Princess acquired that voice. There the speech of aristocracy has an edge—at least for intruders. It is cracked and cackly with faded inhibitions. Her voice was a mellow monotone, infinitely enveloping, with a suggestion of warm cadence, like a chant.
He could not realize that in her the dramatic instinct had ever been uppermost—had even accounted for her crass pursuit of himself in the crudity of her adolescence.

Himself an actor, he was by this very fact the last to have perceived that his own profession had been a determining factor in what she was today. To him she was simply a miracle of transformation into the type of her rank; to be accounted for only by dizzying reactions to the inbreeding wherewith she had been surrounded.

The explanation would have been too simple for him—himself an actor. She was reflex of the Comédie Française, the Odéon and the various theaters which, in her disguise of a wealthy and titled patroness, she had haunted. She was the conscientious graduate of a schooling she had imposed upon herself, representing ideals personal to herself. She deserved certificates, diplomas, Latin letters at the end of her name. A like degree of application in any recognized pursuit would have brought them all to her.

But Willie did not suspect that. He would never suspect it. The unreal are not cynics of realism.

They ate together of food so excellent that it seemed inexplicable and drank of wine not selected from the hotel wine list.

She appeared to talk archly and constantly, yet managed to draw from him the story of his chain of success. He told her much about himself. He came to...
it was the exaltation of his priestess. You had given Minna Krowes a future—you had made her. Ah, she seemed a fool—poor Minna Krowes! But her wisdom had the soundless depth of beatitude. She seemed a fool—even thought herself a fool—and not one thing she did was other than inspiration."

The Princess de Pacelli paused.
She raised a tapering attenuated hand and absentmindedly traced the line of contact of her snowy hair with her forehead.

Then, letting the arm sink diagonally across her breast, the fingers stroked her shoulder musingly. She had spoken.
Willie sat looking at her. Icarus? Hyacinthus? Not a trace. He might have been a man of fifty, with the grind of a century in his heart.

When he essayed to answer after a long silence, his voice sounded dry, laboured. At times when it rose, there was something in it premonitory of a crack.

"And so," he began, "you've lived with a tradition of chivalry—breathed it into your being—and now, after twenty years, you've come to persuade yourself that I am not a cad—congenitally, fundamentally, and by force of environment, circumstance, and tradition. The process by which you persuade yourself is beyond me. As we say in this country, I don't get you, Princess de Pacelli. The thing is all involved and elusive—sort of all balled up—and though I'm a case-hardened juvenile actor, I'm not feminine enough to understand. I suppose it would class up with transcendentalism, or something like that. But you've set a hard task for me. I've got to do over again just what I did twenty years ago."

He awaited some word from her. But she seemed of no mind to interrupt.

The Princess de Pacelli drank him in with moist bright eyes that called aloud her identity with Minna Krowes.
He resumed by another laboured effort.
"One reason for you thinking I'm not a cad is that you're not in possession of all the facts. It's up to me now to give them to you. You've reasoned it out, somehow, that giving you back those letters and that jewelry was a fine thing done intuitively, as fine things are done, no doubt, by your Marquises and Counts and Princes, and fellows who get it all easily from centuries back—"

The Princess leaned forward. "It was a fine thing. You were fine—you are fine!"
He made no sign of having heard.
"And even that, good as it may have looked, was no good. It was all doped out. I liked myself, just as I like myself in a part when I like it. But that's not the worst by any means—"
He had to give up for a time. He took breath and pressed on.
"The worst is simply this: Before giving you back those letters I had been persuaded to give Dolingstone a very leisurely peep at them; you know Dolingstone?—the man who printed the story in that edition of his weekly bought up by your father.
"You may be ready to condone even that. You may get one of those strange, women's angles in the matter and reason it out that it didn't harm you in the long run—that it practically set you right—put you in the gear of high soaring, as the best insurance against wayside mud. And from that you'll come to convincing yourself that I foresaw all this in the chivalrous spirit—that I showed Dolingstone the letters through the loftiest, most self-abnegating desire to make you soar."
She arose from her chair; moved toward him.
"But I knew that you had shown him the letters," she cried out. "My father told me. What else could you do—oh, my Apollo—to save me from myself?"
Willie sighed a weary sigh. He had known it would be hard. But he had not pictured how hard it would be.
"I did something else," he said draggingly.
She awaited, her hands still seeming to flutter near his shoulders.
“Dolingstone offered me money. I took it.”

She was behind him now, as if to evade the torture in his eyes. She was behind him, a supple, hovering shadowiness, felt but not seen. In the Saxon curliness of his hair, fingers toyed as in a benediction. From above came the spent murmur of her voice; that voice, modeled by her through years of unflagging patience, after the greatest rhapsodical tragedienne of a passing generation:

“The jewels—you gave them back—Dolingstone’s lean bribes did not exact that you go that far. And you were poor—slaving at eight performances a week—stock company toil—the wheel of Sisyphus! What also of all the gold you might have drawn from Minna with her thousand-dollar bills in her portmonnaie— as the sun draws drops from the ocean—unconcerned—irresponsible? My father told me that Dolingstone gave you money. He told me—”

A harsh laugh breaking from Edgerton interrupted her.

“And did he tell you the rest?” he half shrieked. “Did he tell you that Dolingstone went to him with photographs of Minna’s letters—full-sized duplicates—made with my consent? For all I know they may exist today—eternal guarantees against libel suits from the Princess de Pacelli and her heirs! Did he tell you of the money—the real money that I accepted from ‘papa’ himself—in exchange for a written guarantee—to spurn and shun his too susceptible daughter? Eight performances a week? Wheels of Sisyphus? It is to laugh—as we used to say at the club. For five years after that I did no work. I put myself luxuriously through college. Too many actors are illiterate under their veneer. I was ambitious, Princess de Pacelli.”

“After I got my A. B.,” he concluded, “there was still some money left. As a man of one more year’s superfluous means, I could afford to accept Mrs. Blackman Durand’s invitation to amble and loiter round the world with her in her yacht. That was the way I spent the fifth year of my vacation.”

At five o’clock the next afternoon—the exact moment when Willie, fresh from bath, breakfast and massage, sauntered from the elevator into the lobby of The Thespians—Buttons approached him.

“Telephone for you, sir—the Princess de Pacelli. Shall we say you are in, sir?”

Willie allowed himself a moment of cogitation. Invention exacts thought. When he did reply it was with deliberate care:

“Tell the Princess de Pacelli’s secretary—it is she on the ’phone, not the Princess—that Mr. Edgerton has been unexpectedly called out on location for a picture that is being filmed in Alaska.”

CHAPTER V

By preference Willie sat alone that night in the most obscure corner of the grill. He ordered his favourite long silver fizzes. Now and then he smoked one-quarter of a fresh cigarette. He mused.

His meditations were centralized. They clustered about a most cleanly conscience, as a sermon about a text. His mind was in an ordered state, with the human and quite justifiable touch of heightened self-respect, to soothe such worries as might well beset him.

“And so, for the second time in my life”—this was his text—“I have lied
right lustily, and blackened my character—to save a too generous girl from herself—and—to save my freedom for myself."

He had to make the final admission; though it took the edge off his martyrdom.

From this text branched out the little tangents of reflection. It had been much easier twenty years ago. Then the lying and the character blackening required no direct action. They merely had to be left to the inference of all persons directly concerned.

Yes—decidedly it had been harder last night. No mere inference had sufficed—for the Princess de Pacelli. Her amazing mental slant had exacted lies straight from the shoulder. He had stood under a tilted bucket of tar, of his own impromptu necromancy.

"Cracking good actor as I always am, I was never greater than last night—yet it has taken her just twenty-four sleepless hours to get wise. She divines the truth that I was simply and spectacularly lying. She calls me up. Good God! How intuitive women are!"

But he could not do it all over again. He must see her no more. His strength was spent. Confronted with her plain accusation that he had blackened himself in falsifying himself, he was pretty certain he would break down. Inevitably and inexorably she would probe the truth—that as far as she was concerned his long-ago had been rather amazingly decent—in the fundamentals, anyhow. Old Krowes' money to go through college with? Angels might have laughed at that—or wept. To be sure, Dolingstone's sheet had never ceased to publish it—by innuendo—as a fact established.

Nor had he especially cared. As press stuff it hadn't been bad. It was far more pictorial than the sordid truth it concealed—the prosaic truth of how he had sweated to save that college money—living in a boarding house in the Forties (necks had been craned from windows when Minna Krowes' coupé drove him homeward)—working through long, hot summers in towns of seventy-five thousand inhabitants, twelve performances a week, and another play every seven days.

Then that year aboard Mrs. Blackman Durand's yacht—the Sabbatical year, so to speak. Willie took a cool, fresh nip of silver fizz and laughed to himself—the bright, serene chuckle of the frank Dionysiac. That, too, had been another story.

These were indeed thoughts to make Willie forget his worries.

The worries were there, however—little hair-legged glooms—cluttering the offing.

Yesterday he had telephoned down for the club barber's masseur, for instance. His Japanese boy was indeed on a vacation. It was a vacation of indefinite duress. The caustic, realistic reader has observed that he had no bath attached to his room, and no doubt laid it to the author's ignorance of the manner in which luxurious public idols live at their clubs. Be not hasty. There are graded room-mates at clubs as well as at hotels.

Willie's little place in Westchester was also mortgaged to the hub. He had leased it out for a year, with every precious book, picture and objet d'art he owned in the world, exactly as when occupied by himself. Even storage expense is an item sometimes to be avoided.

The tragedy of Willie was unique, though not unprecedented. Out of the heavens a new Jerusalem of gold-paved streets had descended. Its foundations were garnished with jasper and chrysolite and beryl; and a winged seraph with a trumpet, like unto the voice of ten thousand newspapers, called through the glittering vaults of space; lo! the Kingdom of the Camera is at hand!

Less apocalyptically put, Willie just missed being rich beyond the dreams of avarice by being born a shade too early—a shade unmistakably registered by the merciless scrutiny of the close-up. Had the New Jerusalem of Moviedom but revealed a gleam of the glitter so
soon to be vouchsafed to chosen ones, even as late as the year 1910—but why harry the might-have-been! It was now 1916—and the auriferous canonizations, setting in about the year 1913, were not for such as Willie. Obscure juveniles, who might not have touched the hem of his garment had he been their contemporary, strutted in photographic tailoring through the twelve gates of pearl onto the streets of gold. Willie had just passed beyond the password.

His tragedy was, therefore, that of any man or woman whose hold on the stage rested in physical beauty, and whose physical zenith was at the dawn of the twentieth century instead of twelve or fifteen years later. There are but a few of them.

Willie had duly appeared in the movies, to be sure. What actor has not? But alas, he had had to work for a salary—not for a contractual arrangement conferring the touch of Midas by competitive incantation. When they began asking him to play youthful fathers of glorious camera heroes, recruited from chorus men, something within him shied—as at a spectre. Vaudeville looked preferable—tabloid versions of himself as he had been... Mirage again!...

Even to acceptance of the camera fathers had he come at last, however, at the time of the Princess’ return.

“A man must live” is the ritualistic bromide for Gethsemenes of the soul. The last silver fizz this evening no longer laved his self-felicitation. The glooms were on-pressing hordes. His sword arm was faltering.

“It will take me out of town at any rate,” he told himself by way of the last feint of a thrust, “If I remain here, refusing to play lens-papa to René Slap-My-Wrist, the Princess will not only surely find me—she will discover that I am broke!”

And, sombrely yawning, he arose and sauntered toward a carnival group of clubmen across the grill, where, being stormily welcomed, he was assisted to forget.

CHAPTER VI

So passed the first crucial test of that period in Willie’s life which certain psychoanalysts have held to be more dangerous for men than for women.

Then, in the following Spring, came Irene Trowbridge.

Forsaking her Surrey villa with its rose gardens, now turned into a hospital for war convalescents; forsaking also her statuesque recruiting poses in Trafalgar, she came over to visit briefly her native land. She came over in a diamond-striped ship painted like a lizard, which, like a lizard, seemed to dart hither and yon, evading submarine weazles as it progressed. Irene enjoyed it, with the lustiness of sensorial capacities unjaded by the cataclysm which had diverted her so limitlessly.

The beauteous giantess had never quite given up the stage; just as poor old Vic Stratton, her erstwhile husband, had never quite surrendered his mortal coil. There was indeed a parallel in the two instances. In his wheel-chair in a private sanatorium overlooking the Hudson, Vic had stoutly asserted a long lease on life, and planned marvelous ventures for the future when his wheel-chair should be rid of him.

Equally stoutly had Irene stood by her pose of professional activity. She had staged herself in fully three London productions during the past dozen years, all of them of brief tenure. She meant to work regularly as soon as the war should be over. Every once in a while her purchase of some play for her future use found announcement space most miraculously in the Paris journals... When a Paris poet or musician turns Poilu, he goes on composing in the trenches. The sales price may be cheap; but *Figaro* will mention the achievement.

For the rest, Irene’s dozen years had not been empty. They had started out right, with intimate seedlings of success left by distinction’s winnowing fan. An Emperor had entertained her aboard his yacht. He was destined to be deposed, as well as much hated, by the country
of her adoption. But at the time of the conferred distinction nothing more propitious for British social success could have descended upon her. Then another Kaiser, but this time of the money world, had given her a theater all her own. The cream of England's aristocracy adored her. Irene managed to hurl the Super-Woman into the teeth of the scowling brood of Nietzsche.

With her recruiting work, her patronage of the sputtering torch of French literature, her marvelously administered Convalescent Hospital in Surrey, she was all but the Anglo-Saxon Answer.

When she arrived in America she paid Willie a surprising compliment. She sent for him. It was almost a royal summons. She sent for him. It was almost a royal summons.

Irene's idea of war-time unpretentiousness differed essentially from the Princess de Pacelli's. She had taken, entire, the Vanterling's house, in the East Seventies, a half-square from the Avenue; a quiet, flat-fronted structure of pale graystone. It had stood empty, with all its gorgeous interior trappings, for two years now. All the women of the Vanterling dynasty were in Paris working for widows or soldiers or orphans. Irene had met them all. Very probably she refused to accept a few weeks' use of it for nothing, and so got it for a song, together with the addresses of a half-dozen excellent servants. Trust Irene.

The summons came to Willie in a note written on paper as thick as parchment, bearing Irene's specially designed coat-of-arms, and delivered at The Thespians, personally, by her butler.

DEAR WILLIE EDGERTON:

You cannot be still angry with me. When the play, which had always of course been your play, failed in London, you had your revenge. I knew you were bitter toward me. But there were reasons, old dear, why I would not take you to London. And there are other things to put forgiveness in your heart,—if this terrible war hasn't already done so. Dine with me tonight. If there is some other engagement, you must break it. I know all about the fragility of your 'other engagements.'

Irene.

Willie read the note by the light of a noonday sunbeam which fell through the upper part of The Thespians window across the little bed. The sunbeam burnished his curly hair to warm amber. But his smile was as frosty at the close-cropped areas about his ears.

"Reasons why I would not take you to London!" He sniffed. "She won't even call it 'we.' And poor old Vic lifted her out of a stock company in Winnipeg."

Needless to add, he accepted the invitation with feverish alacrity; with something approaching genuine excitement.

"I'll be on hand, W. E.," he scrawled on a sheet of club paper which he sent by her awaiting butler. He had another positive engagement. But Irene had been on sure ground as to all that sort of thing.

Yet nothing in the universe of lesser proportions than Irene could have dynamited the earlier arrangement. It was with Mrs. Blackman Durand. She also had returned to New York from some one of her esoteric sojourns in the Orient.

Willie was now forty-seven. He was unmistakably breaking in health, if not invariably in appearance. Doctors had striven to interdict even such innocuous solaces as silver fizzes. They had interdicted just about everything Willie liked best to do, in terms of Mortality and Nemesis. Every congenital instinct, or life-habit, was banned. They were directing him to imitate being dead in order to keep moribundly alive.

How the zest of prospective encounter with Irene put new life in his veins! When he entered the grill before summoning a taxi, around six in the evening, he was noted. Bill Mackett caught him by the shoulders, turned him under the full rays of a ceiling globe and inspected him as if he were a newly scoured coin.

"What's the Radiant Thought, Willie? Just run into a war baby or something?"

"Something like that," replied Willie. "No—no cocktails, thanks. We've
all got to taper down toward national prohibition."

"That fellow," said Mackett, as Willie dodged and ducked from the group, "must be near fifty. And he still looks like a fresh-minted million."

"Sometimes!" grunted one or two under their breath. But most of them were heartily agreed.

Willie had indeed dropped fifteen years. For an hour or two, anyhow. Irene herself wasn't ready for him. Various persons had told her that Willie—but they calumniated good-looking men just as they did beautiful women! So many persons delight in muddying the fountain of youth by stirring up the enumeration of years at its bottom.

Not the least of her reasons for returning to America had been an article in a weekly paper which wrote of her as if she had belonged to a generation of grandmothers. The house in the East Seventies had that morning sheltered a great drawing-roomful of interviewers who could see for themselves.

She made a feint of pretending that Willie had outdone her.

"I hate you, Willie Edgerton," she exclaimed as he entered. "How do you do it?"

"Stop kidding!" returned Willie.

He had been ushered to her in the Vanterling library. It was a room like the inside of a monstrous ruby. Luminous crimson bathed all its contours with a glow that seemed alive. The books were deep shadows, in alcoves high arched, about the central patio. In a huge fireplace real logs burned genuinely, with grotesque affection of the archaic or the elemental. It had been a marrow-chilling March. He had interrupted her in the seemingly serious business of warming her hands, most pictorially. The fingers that were not extended toward Willie then patted the head of a staghound which had arisen from the porphyrial hearth and snuggled beside her. She had timed the act to the exact minute of her guest's appearance. Trust Irene.

She moved about, not caring to sit, followed by the dog. A servant wheeled in a bus, and she mixed a shaker of cocktails with efficiency, energy and statuesque grace. Willie did not omit the usual reference.

"Just the same," he added from the depth of his Venetian throne chair. "Juno playing at Hebe!"

"I have thought it would be jolly if we had our little meal together, right in here, in front of the fire."

"You know!" she added in a moment, pouring the cocktails. "A deux!"

"I know," admitted Willie.

CHAPTER VII

"And now," she said, when the dinner things had been cleared away, "you've heard nearly everything I have to tell you about myself."

She had indeed covered an astonishing number of personal triumphs in the space of an hour's dilatory nibbling at very solid and English food. In these hypothetically conclusive words was however, an effect of her having hardly started.

"You're a dear," she went on. "You understand women. You know that all they ask of a man is to let them talk."

Willie had heard the same profundity in exact reversal. The sex of sophistry is interchangeable.

"And I haven't touched upon any of the things I most wanted to discuss."

He had known that was coming. He drew the liqueur bottle closer; made ready for another hour of Elysian attentiveness.

"Willie Edgerton—you never suspected several things in those two or three years when you were the star ex-officio of the Irene Trowbridge and Vic Stratton joint starring venture. You never suspected, for instance, that I was in love with you."

"No!" exclaimed Willie, and sipped at a refilled thimbleful.

"Or, if you did suspect it," wavered Irene, "you kept it pretty well hidden. That was my real reason for canning you for London. Hell hath no fury—and so forth."

"And how about poor Vic?" Willie
spoke softly. "He was mad about you."

"Why waste that tender tone on old Vic Stratton. Being married to him made a woman feel just like a harem."

Willie nodded, sipping again. "I get you. A sort of compound entity. A hundred ideals, blonde, brunette, petite, statuesque, feminine, super-feminine and ultra-super-feminine merged into one orgy of infatuation. And all of it simply in poor Vic's questing brain."

He concluded after a silence: "I suppose it was trying for every one of the women on whom his lightning fell. It would be."

"Exactly. A woman doesn't mind a man's philandering-"

"Call it universalizing," interrupted Willie. "Vic was a big man."

"Call it what you like. I don't mind a man's being in love, from the day he was born, with every woman alive. But when he concentrates his ardours for every woman alive on one woman, and that woman happens to be oneself, it's—it's hell."

She indulged herself in this sort of use of the word after a slight hesitation. The past several years had trained her to hesitancies as to when not to say such things. The habit tugged now and then, even in the free-as-air professionalism of this tête-à-tête with a fellow actor.

"It was Vic's misfortune," said Willie musingly, "to love one woman, and one only, at a time—to cleave to her—worship her—apotheosize her and—create her! When his lightning chanced to strike it was a vitalizing current—blasting almost any chance petticoated creature into fame—fame—fortune—glory!"

"Willie—you're rude."

"More'n rude," agreed Willie. "Raw! Women prate of 'nobleesse oblige' and know but a single law: 'Moi—je m'oblige.' The trick was too easy with Vic. All the chance Petticoat—apotheosized—had to do was to decide on the safe moment, get his back bowed, spring from it into the saddle. A man bows his back, even lies on his belly, when he feels lonesome. Flop up and fly! Mazeppa stuff. It's so easy, Irene, to goad a man into feeling lonesome when he loves a million women in one. You don't have to do anything—just let the monogamous harem get so draughty that the Pasha shivers. Sit back and let him do the rest. He'll fall automatically—as the woman always knows. You did better, whiter, by Vic than either of your successors. I'll grant you that. You merely galloped off. The last two kicked him from under."

Irene was regarding him with the fixity of glorious, shadowy eyes.

"You're a staunch, loyal friend, Willie," she said, with the hint of a thrust. "Would that he had been as staunch and as loyal—to you!"

"He made me," returned Willie, simply. "I owe all the successes I've ever had to Vic. I can always bring him that bouquet, anyhow, when I drop in and try to cheer him up—over there."

He made a vague gesture in the direction of the Hudson River. Before his mind rose the picture—grassy terraces, and Vic in his wheeled chair, clutching with the unparalyzed hand to detain the visiting friend while he further outlined large schemes for the future.

"He didn't stand by you on the London venture, Willie. I had no real power to prevent your going, you know."

"Oh, yes you did. More! You had the real power to prevent Vic's going himself—if you'd desired it. You even deliberated upon it—didn't you? Confess! He was within an ace of sending you—trusting through fulfillment of any wish of yours to be less lonesome. But you were wise, Irene, old dear. You made careful calculations. You weren't quite ready to go alone."

"Willie," said Irene, and there was the flutter of a tremble for once unintentional in her voice, "if I had elected to go alone—you well know it would not have been alone. You—would have gone with me. We would have electrified London!"

"Steady!" admonished Willie. "Even two arc lamps of our class don't make
a buzz sign. There's got to be a dynamo somewhere."

"He would have done it—for me."

"That's the immortal pathos of the thing. He came to me, in secret, and suggested it. His only longing was to do anything that would gratify you—make warmer the chilled spaces of your heart."

Unquestionably it was merciless of Willie. The beautiful Irene was no longer a carven statue. For an instant she forgot to manipulate the levers of her persistent and aggressive vitality. She looked a great white mummy, with painted mouth.

Willie leaned toward her, speaking softly:

"And he never for an instant doped it out that I was the very last man to trust in such an arrangement. He believed he would be safe with me. None are so unsuspecting as those whom the world calls roues."

So they remained good friends—professional pals. Willie even persuaded her to visit Vic in his wheel-chair at the sanatorium on the Palisades. They went together; and on their way up the Hudson she admitted that she had come to America with broad plans for Willie's own rehabilitation.

Among the plays she had purchased (at war bargain rates) was one cut as if to William Orpen Edgerton's measure—an accidental fit for him, so exact as to smack of the miraculous. She had meant to present him to London. Not with herself opposite. No, no. She was too large. Merely her production. Certain American players were braving the air raids with fabulous showers of gold rewarding their courage. She was sure Willie's light was also of a calibre to pierce the pall. And the prestige she could throw about him! And the patronage she could swing toward him!

But Willie was a simon-pure coward. He assured her of it in a manner that left no room for doubt. He'd desert the Prince of Wales in a stage box, he said, in the climax of his biggest scene, at the first faint echo of a Zeppelin's snort.

What she must do was to invest the sum she had meant to risk on himself in security for poor Vic, who was at present being looked after precariously by small donations. They were collected from time to time among several old friends, some of them none too prosperous. He reasoned that such security legitimately belonged to Vic, if only on a commission basis. Irene saw the point.

Thus, though Irene became a mirage, the London season he had missed fifteen years earlier did not.

But the third and last mirage had come upon him, all but simultaneously with the drifting glory of Irene.

Mrs. Blackman Durand.

CHAPTER VIII

She was very angry when he broke his engagement the night of Irene's invitation, though he telephoned apologies next day. He broke up his best sleep at noon to explain to her how he had been unfortunately detained out on location, on a motion picture being filmed in remotest Long Island.

Mrs. Durand was sure he lied. She swallowed her resentment as a gunner swallows irritation at a buck easily frightened off. She sympathized with him on the telephone. The ill-luck which had kept him at midnight in a sandy, fish-smelling wilderness in the neighborhood of Quogue deserved forgiveness, she told him—and compensation. She had definitely made other plans for tonight, but she'd cancel them and play the Samaritan to the overworked movie actor. He should be confronted with wine and food.

Willie wouldn't hear of it. She must break no engagement on his account. He would convalesce from Quogue somehow or other.

There was much interlocution of this sort, with Willie's interrupted pillow calling aloud, out of range of the receiver. They found a mutually open evening three nights later.

Already since Mrs. Blackman Durand's return they had met once or twice.
She had driven to the club and motored Willie halfway across the state and back, as it seemed to him. (The habit of world-girdling in her struck him as persistent.) She had also induced him to meet her at Boué Sœurs one afternoon, for the purpose of censoring a half-dozen daring creations on Oriental lines. Willie didn't tell her they wouldn't do in war-time, though she had been afraid he might. For all her newspaper notoriety, Mrs. Durand was a very private woman. Her sessions were essentially closed sessions. It really didn't matter. He made her heart glad by encouraging her to buy them.

Society heard of her. It saw her only when she was pointed out. Such is the penalty, and the reward, of having lived one's own life in one's own way—without being a prima donna.

As for Mrs. Blackman Durand, it is doubtful if she visualized society in any way concrete enough to make it existent for her. Her scheme of relativities was her own. Naturalists declare that there are certain animals whose optic equipment alters the whole scheme of reception on the retina so that they see things upside down, or endwise foremost, or notched when they are smooth, or curved when they are planed. Always, of course, on the unproved and unwarranted assumption of standardized normal vision, which records things as they are. Science fails to consider the ophthalmic mode of its divergences.

Mrs. Blackman Durand was under no exaction to look into the orthodox diagnosis which would label her freakish. She fulfilled her own necessities, nor came a cropper on any of the laws she seemed to break. Automatically she was self-preservative. The degree of her ability to survive and surmount made conservatism look like sickly annihilation.

She was, for instance, a most excellent business woman—keen, efficient, crafty. Amid her deliberate emulation of the Arabian Nights, she had found time, somehow, to double or treble a fortune, partly inherited, partly left her by Blackman Durand, a first husband who had promptly died.

Several succeeding husbands who had not died had yet faded out, without accomplishing the feats of financial extraction they had doubtless intended. Their very names had faded with them, leaving the advertising solely to the first-mourned. All proving that infatuation is not always an incinerator. Mrs. Blackman Durand had no doubt divided herself into zones. Her danger zone of susceptibility was quarantined off.

Willie dined with her in the house in Fifty-ninth Street, reopened after being boarded up eight or nine years. It overlooked the Park, but had no other distinction, its Walpurgis and Brockenberg surprises being all inside.

The ground floor was a stone court, with fountains and stone seats, statues and round pools, bordered with dwarf olives, miniature cypresses and figs and lemon trees like an exterior. There was even an open loggia at the back, dropping upon a brief turf and marble terrace, with an arrangement of striped awnings so clever that surrounding cliffs of apartments, hotels and lofts were all but cut off. At any rate, you forgot them. Manhattan was three-fifths 'round the globe away.

They had their dinner a flight of stone steps above all this, in a Moorish vastness of deafening old rose, amber and peacock; reclining, of course, among cushions, alongside little lone teakwood tables. Mrs. Blackman Durand reacted to the conventional life in terms of the persecution of chairs. She hated them, as she hated clothes. Truly and at last an individualist. The dinner was à deux, but they had a teakwood table apiece.

Part of the time between sweetmeats, odd powdery dried substances and like exotics of dubious caloric voltage, she spent showing him her more recent collection of jewels. The food didn't matter anyhow. Willie had known that it wouldn't.

After the weird apéritif, with its "kick" cloudily impearled in the most kinetic sugariness Willie had ever
tasted—and his record was not negligible—the champagne was conservative enough. It had race, as well as class. Like some blonde patrician beauty, it was paradoxically blue-blooded. When you whiled away a tangible pipe dream with Mrs. Blackman Durand, only the wine counted. It balanced the score of the fourth-dimension menu with a surplusage.

"This Ikon of diamonds, and these three strings of pearls," expounded Mrs. Durand, holding them before Willie's blinking but complacent eyes, "were given me by poor Narodnovitch. That was his assumed name for private sociability, you know. He foresaw the revolution. He said I might as well have them. If I didn't, the Reds would find and wear 'em, with strings of glass beads when they went to their compulsory Beethoven concerts."

"Clever of him," admitted Willie unsteadily.

"An Inca is never so much an Inca as when he's incog," nodded the reclining lady of fifty. "I met him always at Louise Beratini's—idol of the old St. Petersburg Opera—shot, they say, trying to escape as a peasant."


His active reaction to romance had evoked the divinest tragic melancholy. Epicureanism can go no farther. At last, and after a lifetime, the Perfect Dinner!

"These emeralds—"

She held one of them up between her thumb and forefinger.

"They make a noise," interrupted Willie, "like a cross current on an induction coil. Szz-szz-buzz! So!"

"The Swami of Cherra Punji gave them to me! But only one at a time—mark you that—only one at a time! He lives privately a thousand miles from any of their cities, in his palace, with his hundred beautiful Nautch girls—a misanthrope embittered by the degradation of his lost power. They chant dirges in all his mosques when the tax collector comes around—not the money, you know—the humiliation. He..."
any more. I must have swooned. But when I went away he gave me the great
emerald:"

"But there's—two emeralds," insisted Willie.

"Ah, I'm coming to that. There was one time more. Exactly as before, only more so. He gave me the other emerald. I fled away that night. They carried my litter through the jungle moonlight, beset with snakes and tigers. All the time at the palace I had been terribly, terribly afraid. Something seemed to consume me with hot fire within and without!"

"Bad climate'sh in India," nodded Willie, earnestly. "Bad sultry climate'sh."

"I believe he would have killed me had I remained. I believe he always killed those to whom he gave the emerald. He had never before given one to a white woman."

"Good for you, old girl'sh! Too wise'sh for him! Got the emerald and beat it'sh!"

His hostess was manipulating a long, oddly shaped implement resembling a pair of curved silver reeds with an eccentric outflaring receptacle of porcelain, or possibly agate, at its base.

"Smoke a little, Willie," she advised with maternal solicitude. "My champagne's going to your head!"

It was merely one of their characteristic "parlour socials." Willie had been entertained like this by Amélie Durand before . . . At intervals during his life . . . The last time, eight or nine years back . . .

CHAPTER IX

Mrs. Durand had not shown Willie all her jewels.

In her possession was another—of exquisite purity and beauty. She had, thus far, kept it hidden.

Little Amélie had been born a short time after her separation from Ian Sieves, the Hebredean poet.

It had almost approached the clarity of a love-affair—that marriage with Ian. Clean-limbed, rough, with the blue of far sea-spaces in his eyes, he had looked every inch the Viking that was a salty wind in his improvisations of mist-opal ruggedness. It was said that lionizing had made him mercenary. Amélie Durand always took, or pretended to take, the attitude that he was a poseur whom she'd outwitted. She had grown shy of mention of his name, which signified something: whether a bad conscience, or distaste, or regrets, or mere forgetfulness, who shall fathom?

There is a plea for Ian and the sorry taint of that brief marriage. A staunch yawl may drift in clean safety through blue depths, cool with icebergs, and drink the wind in its patched singing sails. Its haven is an inlet of still water amid the rocks and the huts. But what of it, by some caprice of passengers on an ocean liner, it be caught, bound and towed to the dry-docks of Babel? Worse yet—what if, eventually, it be carried inland and set on wheels like some pasteboard float, and garlanded with paper flowers smelling of dye and musk? You can buy it then—if you have the price.

Little Amélie would be just twelve years old," mused Willie on his way to Amélie Durand's, a week or so after their first real evening together.

These "real" evenings had resumed themselves as a habit. They were indeed the easiest way.

"She's home," Amélie senior announced to him, quite casually and by accident, some time before midnight. "I had them fetch her down from school. She is beautiful beyond dreams. For the life of me I can't pinch myself into knowing that she's mine!"

"I want to see her," said Willie. "She's asleep," answered his hostess.

"I'm following their instructions religiously. Beside her teachers, she has nurses and governesses. Enormously expensive—my little daughter. You can't say I'm neglecting my duty toward her."

"Let's see—you hadn't seen her for
eight years, when you came back," calculated Willie.

"And seven months," she added.

"You are a good mother," declared Willie fervently, and meant it.

But in his mind was a misgiving.

How of the time when little Amélie should be sixteen, seventeen? Amélie Senior would then be fifty-four or five. A beautiful daughter at hand. A whole newly possible world of fresh and proxy excitements through the radiant lens of youth. Poor little Amélie! He sighed, inaudibly.

"Let me see her," he demanded, with an edge in his tone.

They stood by a bed in a cool little gray-blue room. Little Amélie's straight long hair hovered hood-wise about her sleeping face—a yellow so pale that it seemed tinged with silver, like frost-rime upon rock-saffron. Almost white was her hair. Her skin, too, was white—a warm white, iridescent as tinged snow. She had thrown the hot, blue satin coverlet from her in her sleep, and disarranged her white shift. Her long limbs, lanky with sudden childish growth, were partly uncovered. She was as exquisite as a poet's abstract conception of immaculateness.

Willie gazed long upon her. She stirred restlessly, as if with troubled dreams. Once she opened two eyes, glowing with the blue that is cold yet not cold—fathomless ice-depths imprisoning blue flame. They stared wonderingly, and closed again. She had not awakened.

"You are right," whispered Willie. "It doesn't seem possible that she's yours."

They tiptoed from the little room, closing the door softly.

Mrs. Durand wore the look that Willie had known her to wear when some casual deal on the stock market had turned out miraculous, even inspirational—as her deals so often did.

"It will be wonderful when she is grown. That will be only four or five years more. Then I can have her. She will be mine. You don't know, Willie, how lonesome I sometimes get."

"I see."

So his misgivings had been right. It would be too much to expect of an Amélie Durand that she would remain as good a mother as she had been thus far. She had stayed away. But in a few years she would stick around.

"I shall bring her out in society when she is seventeen. I mean she shall have the most lavish début any girl ever had. She shall drink of life to the fullest."

"I see—like her mother."

"Oh, she will do better than I. She will be a beauty, you know—tall, blonde, stunning—the English type. I was never beautiful—always small, dark. Oh, believe me, I've wept bitter tears over me!"

"The Oriental type gets by," demurred Willie, gallantly.

"Mere tricks!" His hostess snapped her fingers. "I had to learn how to distribute my parts, as it were—learn how to make myself go 'round."

"You were enormously successful," bowed Willie; and being no fool, she saw in the bow his manner of construing her admission that she'd made the maximum of her good points.

"Wretch!" she exclaimed, and joined in the laugh on herself.

But after a little she told him a strange story that happened not to be fiction.

Ian Sieves was trying to persuade her to surrender possession of the daughter. He had purchased a sizable country place in Scotland, was comfortable in means, had never remarried. He lived now a life of sequestration, sending once in a while out into the world a poem, a play.

"You know!" said Mrs. Durand. "The sort of thing they do with two or three others at matinées, or in freaky little theatres?"

There was, it appeared, a legal Scotsman of title—apparently a close personal friend, who looked after Ian's ever-increasing royalties and other interests. And this titled Scotsman was
in New York now, at this very moment, exerting pressure to induce her to give up the child. From his own point of view, Ian Sieves' plan was doubtless dutiful and beautiful. Teachers for his daughter would dwell under his own eye, in his house. "It seems to be a sort of restored old Highland fortress," sneered Mrs. Durand. Little Amélie's life would be largely out of doors; her friends few but chosen. So the titled friend had presented the case.

"Wanting to bury my poor child like that—the monster!" she ratted on. "And would you believe it? The silly little thing for some reason wants to go! She has never seen her father—yet she begs me to send her!"

"The call of the blood," said Willie. But he felt his own blood pulsing strangely.

"Of course, it's explicable by her being still just a baby—they're always eager for change and novelty—aren't they? Her mental development is very slow. Sometimes I wonder if even at sixteen or seventeen she will be enough grown up to be a companion for me—a pal—helping me ward off this growing, terrifying loneliness. I can't seem to find her emotional centres!"

Willie's pulse was beating faster.

"I try to tell her of the glories of life I'm preparing, planning, exerting my imagination to invent—all for her. But, well, it simply baffles me. She wants to go. She pleads and implores to go." "Then," said Willie, taking his first deep breath, "you must send her."

"Oh, I must, must I?"

She laughed in derision. Something in his tone got on her nerves—some presumptuous and imperative.

It came upon him, as through a roar of impending waters, that at last he faced his opportunity. In the mire, and the flood, drenched and drowning like a white rat, with all the meaninglessness of his life to justify the inundations of fate, here was the one return he could render for all the indulgence of his exemptions, all the fallowness of his shirking! Here was the one service he could render to Eternal Right. Here was one little, white gleam of the ideal, in the vast, fetid murkiness closing in.

"You will send her."

Something ominous was in the air.

"Oh, I will—will I?"

"You will."

"One would almost think you'd managed to marry me for my money, like the others," she rasped.

He was looking at her.

"Your nerve even exceeds Ian Sieves'," she added, her heat growing apace with its vague confusions.

"You will send that little child to a clean future, and her father."

"I will do nothing of the sort," she barked, swarthy, small, rumpled, annoyed.

He arose. He stood over her. Never had she seen him like this—him nor any other man—not even the so-called "cave men," the truckmen, the brawny sailors, the baseball heroes, the prizefighters she had from time to time affected, in her traverse of the circle.

"Damn you!"

Her back was to the wall. He looked a giant. She cowed, as if forfending a rain of blows.

"Rough neck!"—she tried to sneer.

"Your acting's improving. Maybe you can now begin to earn something—maybe I won't have to stake you—"

Not once had he made the motion of laying hands upon her. Yet she had the sensation of his fingers closing, closing about her throat—a sense of gasping—a sense of being held under water until she should say the word demanded for her freeing.

"Bully!" she cried. "Bully! Rotter! Coward!" and collapsed into tears, pierced by little staccato noises—foiled enunciations of abuse that had the effect of shrieks stunted by a febrile will.

He waited. After a while she quieted somewhat. Knowing the crisis was over, he spoke softly:

"She is of his race—not yours. You well know that. But that is the least of the reasons why you will send little Amélie to Ian Sieves as he asks you to do, apparently so courteously, so decently."
"And supposing I don’t?" she sobbed. "You will. It’s unsupposable. If you did not—then a course would still be open. Ian Sieves would be permitted to know the full truth about you. Doubtless he knows something already—enough at any rate to make him understand whatever at the time of his separation remained inconceivable. Were you to change your mind, were you to refuse again to send little Amélie, which you will not, then further information can be conveyed. He can be apprised to the last detail of the type of ménage into which you begin already to plan accommodations for a running partner—for the child of his loins, with his clean race touching her forehead. And I don’t have to tell you what will happen when he knows—when he realizes—as he shall, unless you let him save that little girl. Damn well you know he’ll hunt and find you—if he has to seek you in the ends of the world. He’ll throttle you if he has to trace you in spirals among a thousand dope-dreamed Swamis and Ikon-stealing Black-Bearovitches!

He halted, realizing that he had worked himself up over a settled matter.

"I waste energy," he said. "No need being overwrought, is there, Amélie, old girl? We’ll accompany little Amélie to the steamer day after tomorrow. We’ll see her off with our blessing. Under the circumstances I don’t see how our blessing can do her any damage. It’ll be as clean as we can make it, anyhow."

CHAPTER X

And it was as Willie had willed it must be. They went to the steamer, where little Amélie was formally surrendered for the voyage into the keeping of Ian’s entrusted agent, of gravely frank eyes, youthful lineaments and strong, kindly voice, resonant with hidden courtesies beneath its half-shy detachment—Sir Steven McLaurie, barrister, litterateur and Scotsman.

Little Amélie was introduced to this gentleman. She looked once only, but long, into his eyes. Then, contentedly, she received his affirmation that he was truly the one who was to take her to her papa; and stood, a lanky white stripling, while her mother rained kisses on her cheeks.

But when it came time to say good-bye to Willie, now an old, old friend of two long days, she clung to his hand.

"You’ll come way, way over the ocean some day," she said, the blue flame leaping from its congealment in the ice of her eyes, "to see my papa and me? Won’t you?"

He stooped to kiss her, and her long, straight, silvery-flaxen hair brushed his shoulders. A wisp of it caught in his scarf-pin and had to be untangled.

"Over the wide, wide ocean to see my papa and me?" she repeated. "Both of you!" said Willie. "But you, particularly—some day."

* * *

Several months later Willie was found dead in a little room he had taken—pending reconstruction of his club house—at the Valenciennes, rendezvous and shelter of the playfolk and movie guild.

It was said of him that for weeks he had never drawn a sober breath. Yet they found him faultlessly groomed and dressed in his dinner jacket, ready to keep some engagement, somewhere.

Death must have overtaken him suddenly. Yet he lay in orderly fashion across the bed, as if snatching a last moment of relaxation before starting out. The fingers of his right hand were lightly touching a ring on his left.

When they found him his arms had already stiffened into this position, and no attempt was made to alter it. He was laid away for eternity, touching the ring.

An odd ring. An object of speculation among his friends. The setting was a crystal, transparent seal, a tiny oblong box of cairngorm, into which was curled a little circlet of five or six soft hairs, silvery flaxen.

(Finis)
IN proportion as a man's intelligence grows, his admiration for the simple increases, and with it his dislike for the complex. Your normal man, the man of ordinary intelligence, has just the opposite likes and dislikes. He prefers complex and intricate detective stories to stories which portray some simple aspect of life. In an art gallery he is bewitched by the multitudinous details of a meissonier or an Alma-Tadema, and has no eye for the simple colours of Corot. He likes plays full of plot, those in which the mystery isn't unravelled until the very last line. He eats in restaurants which serve dishes under French names in preference to restaurants in which the same dishes are served more cheaply under English names. He buys twelve cylinder cars, if he can, rather than four cylinder ones. His only partiality to the simple, instead of the complex, is along the distaff side. A pretty, simple little country girl will fetch him quicker than the super-sophisticated product of the Winter Garden. But the lapse is only a seeming one. For the simple little country girl isn't by any means as simple as she appears.

Lines

By Le Baron Cooke

The lion hides behind the trees,
The thunder back of clouds;
Yet Love who trembles while he speaks,
Stalks boldly through the crowds.

IN her first love affair, a woman assumes a new rôle. But thereafter she plays in repertoire.
Amy's Story

By Thyra Samter Winslow

I

When Amy Martin was thirteen years old she read, in a book she had borrowed from the Fortnightly Library, something that interested her a great deal. She liked the thought so much that she accepted it quite thoroughly and kept it with her as a delightful secret. It was to the effect that each person's life is an interesting plot and that, if written out, it would make a fascinating story.

To Amy the idea opened up infinite avenues of adventure. Until then she had taken for granted her life in Belleville. Now, other things seemed just about to happen to her.

Amy was one of two children. Her brother Clarence was two years younger, a slow, shy, blond boy. Her father was a fat, soft fellow, with bushy reddish hair which stood up in a stiff halo from an always slightly red forehead. He had no chin at all, but he did have rather a thick neck, so that below his mouth his chin and throat formed a sagging, uneven line. He carried his head a bit high, and his prominent nostrils seemed as peering as his eyes.

Mrs. Martin was a neat, dark-haired woman, a trifle sleek and oily as to complexion and hair. She liked to spend her time mixing not particularly good cakes or talking with her neighbours, taking hours to elaborate over trifles. She liked to give the impression of being always busy, though she kept one servant and did not do much of anything.

Mr. Martin was in the retail hardware business. On the front of his store and on his letterheads he used the picture of an ax, in red, with the irrelevant motto: "It Pays to Trade at Martin's." There was only one other hardware store in Belleville, so he had quite a good trade.

The Martins lived in Myrtle Street, one of the nicest streets in Belleville. The house was of clapboards, painted a cheerful yellow with white trimmings, and had a wide porch with a scroll-work railing. The yard had several nice fruit trees and a variety of bushes placed without regard to landscaping. The house was cut up into small and not particularly attractive rooms.

At thirteen Amy was a freshman in high school and already a recognized member of Belleville's "youngest set," with dancing school Saturday afternoons, parties on Friday nights, and many Christmas-week activities. After she read that every life is an interesting story, Amy began to visualize herself as the heroine of a definite romance, still without plot, but alluring and pleasant. The thought became personal, immediately. She forgot that every other life in Belleville contained a plot for a story, too. The thought seemed to belong only to her. Life stretched out, fragrant with the possibilities of living.

Crossing the street on an errand—to borrow a cup of sugar from Mrs. Oglesthorn—Amy noticed the shadow of a tree on the dusty street. She made up sentences:

"As Amy crossed the street, the sunshine and shade cast contrasting shadows on her—"

"Amy ran across the street, enjoying the warm sunlight—"
AMY'S STORY

She made up frequent sentences. Why not? Wasn't she a person in a story? Wasn't anything liable to happen to her at any time? Often, after that, she thought of herself in the third person.

Amy's first year in high school was pleasant enough. She envied Luetta Corman when, in the Christmas cantata, Luetta was chosen Queen of the Good Fairies and wore white tarlatan and spangles, while Amy, as one of the Pleasant Dreams, had to be content with a silver-starred wand and pink cheesecloth. What did that matter? Later, she was going to live, to have important things happen to her. She could laugh at these little disappointments in Belleville.

The next year Amy had a real ambition. Because several people had praised her singing, she decided she had a good voice and should become a singer. The Martins had an upright and rather tinny piano, a symbol of small-town gentility, and Amy had had three years of piano lessons.

She had no talent or real love for music, and she hated to practice. She felt that learning to sing would be more pleasant than learning to play. She was rather a pretty girl, with light brown hair and indefinite blue-gray eyes. In her imagination she saw herself on the concert stage and in opera even, costumed in any of the roles she could think of. On the stage she would find real romance.

Her vocal teacher came to her house for two half-hour lessons a week. She was not an inspired teacher, but Amy needed nothing better than Miss Patten could give. She hated scales and breathing exercises. But she sang, eagerly enough, sentimental songs. Those by Carrie Jacobs-Bond were her favourites. After six months of lessons she sang "Spring Rain" in a thin, uneven voice, noticeably weak in the lower register, at a pupils' recital. Her parents were quite proud of her.

Two months later she sang at a concert given for a local charity. On the program was a fairly well-known visit-
red where the originator had put daubs of red, unquestioning. The homes in Belleville were filled with these pictures in elaborate gold frames, the work of Miss Matson’s pupils. The “still-life” studies were of groups of fruit or vegetables, a yellow mixing bowl, a red tomato and a green pepper, or, perhaps, a pitcher, two lemons and a slice of cake.

Amy copied pictures all summer. Then someone told her that this was not art, so she joined the still-life group. So—she was going to be an artist. She tried to see colour in everything that year. She read the lives of the painters. She knew that years of hard work lay before her, but she felt she wouldn’t mind that. She knew she would do something remarkable. Life was seizing her—going to make an artist out of her—to think that her romance, her story—was coming out this way.

The next winter she went to high school and spent three afternoons a week, after school, with Miss Matson. At the end of the year she could do a “still-life study” of a couple of eggs, a mixing bowl and a bunch of radishes with fair skill. She went to parties and enjoyed them. She giggled with Lulu over the boys. But she felt that life stretched out beyond Belleville.

That summer she persuaded her father to let her go to a nearby city and take a summer course at an art school. She was only sixteen, but there were cousins with whom she could stay. Her mother and Clarence wanted to go to Benton Springs, near Belleville, where her father could go for week-ends.

Her father laughed condescendingly and told her that she could study, that he thought it would be very nice to have an artist as a daughter.

The art students were older than Amy and greatly in earnest. Amy lived near the school and worked hard. All summer she didn’t pay attention to anything else. She always felt embarrassed when she met a model from the life-classes, wrapped in a bathrobe, waiting to pose. Amy was not in the life-class, but knew that drawing from the nude was all right “for art’s sake.” She even peeped into a life-class and pretended that she didn’t mind, though she really felt that she was doing something wrong.

She attended a series of lectures and learned something about anatomy and the history of art. She even learned a little of colour and composition.

She found art a serious thing. She met men and women who had been working for five or six years—and still were doing charcoal drawings. She hated charcoal as a medium. Others spoke knowingly of schools of art and of new interpretations, and these things annoyed and puzzled her.

At the end of the term she had done half a dozen drawings from casts, three compositions and a few outdoor sketches. She had thought of art as a way to produce pretty pictures quickly. She saw how inadequate she was for such a big subject and that she lacked ability and ambition. She was glad to be back in Belleville for the opening of high school. After all, life offered many things beside music and art.

II

Amy had a good time during her junior year in high school. She and Lulu were invited to all of the Friday night parties. She was not as good a dancer as Lulu, but she always had all of her dances taken. On Sunday she and Lulu and two of the boys would go for a walk, calling at the post office for any possible mail and then stopping for sodas.

But that wasn’t life. Amy wanted something above Belleville and high school parties and a father with a hardware store with red axes on its windows. She read a great deal of fiction that year—everything in the Fortnightly Library that had large print and wide margins. While she read she remembered that, to her, too, romance would come, that her life would be an interesting story.

She fell in love with Reed Maddon
when she was seventeen. He was a tall, black-haired boy. His father kept a leather and harness store. He played on the Belleville high school football team and was rather shy. He didn’t pay much attention to Amy, at first. It was pleasant, being in love with him. He sat back of her in the high school study hall, so she kept a little pocket-mirror in her desk and could find his face in it whenever she wanted to.

She tried to make Reed be nice to her. Lulu saw through her little tricks and laughed. Lulu, at seventeen, was already making eyes at grown-up men.

Amy dreamed of Reed, thought of him all day. Being in love seemed a beautiful prelude to living, to the story that was going to happen. She pursued Reed so patiently that finally he did pay a little attention to her. He took her to a couple of dances. One night, on the way home, he put his arm around her and, in the shadow of the climbing rose on the side porch, he kissed her.

His kiss lifted her into an ecstasy. She lay awake nearly all night thinking about it, about his hair, the curve of his cheek, the feel of his lips. She whispered “Reed, Reed, Reed” over and over. Only once more did Reed make love to her. That was a week later, when he came to tell her that he was going to St. Louis to work for his uncle. He put his arm around her and, in the shadow of the climbing rose on the side porch, he kissed her.

Amy watched, eagerly, for something to happen. At first she was in love with Reed, but the activities of the university made her a bit dulled toward him. A letter from him, around Christmas of her first year away at school, gave her only the smallest thrill. She could think of his mouth and his eyes with great calm. She rather missed not thinking about him.

Amy did not fall in love at the university, and no one fell in love with her. She went to dances and the other entertainments, treated the boys with the usual half-comrade, half-coy attitude of the other girls, and was fairly popular.

But this was not life, really. It was just waiting for things to happen. Things must happen. She felt that. She was going to have a real story happen to her—would probably have exciting adventures and meet a wonderful man and fall in love with him.

In the evenings, at dusk, she would sometimes get away from the other girls and take long walks by herself. She would get so restless and eager for something to happen that she wanted to cry out for it. Every new face might bring romance. She almost trembled when she passed anyone or when she made a new acquaintance. She often woke up early and, after trying to read, would lie in bed, half-awake, and imagine things that might happen.

Life—what did it mean? Would she fall in love again? Being in love with Reed had just been puppy love, of course. Was the real man only a little way off? Was she destined for great happiness or great unhappiness? Even that—

She learned little things about men, was even humble enough to profit by Lulu’s wisdom, even while she disapproved of Lulu’s unconventionality.
Lulu seemed to know, instinctively, things that she had to learn.

Two years at the university, a smattering of history and French and German and literature, and Amy was home, ready for "society." She felt another ripple of triumph—Lulu's social position would not warrant a formal social entrance—the Martins planned to introduce Amy with a party at the Elks' Club.

The party was quite a success. Mr. Martin, his chin and neck a bit more indistinguishable, Mrs. Martin, smooth and sleek, buttery almost, stood in the "receiving line," together with several "socially prominent" friends. Amy wore a white organdie that came from Chicago. There was Robinson's Orchestra and dancing. For supper, the local caterer had sent to the city for fresh lobster, a delicacy unobtainable in Belleville. The party was not surpassed by the other four débutante parties of the season.

Amy went to innumerable social affairs that winter. When a theatrical company came to Belleville she was always one of a box party, composed usually of the débutantes and four of Belleville's most desirable young men, all in evening clothes, the girls in dresses bought at the New York Store or made by Madame Jackson, Belleville's one modiste, the men in rather wrinkled suits, but unmistakably their own.

Something was missing, Amy felt that. Reed came back to Belleville, but he was not attractive any more. He went with Claudine Harper, and Amy did not care. Nothing thrilled her at all.

Sometimes, at a dance, an especially good dance with a good partner would awaken her just a little. A chapter from a popular novel could be mooned over half a day. A play sometimes had a moment which lifted her above things. She read poetry, and soothing rhythms pleased her. Sometimes she tried to write, but never achieved anything beyond a vague scribbling about longings and life and love. That was not living.

She wanted to scream out, to batter down something that seemed to stand between her and the story that ought to be happening.

III

Amy went with her father and mother and Clarence on a trip to Niagara Falls, Buffalo and New York City. She pretended a great wonder over the falls, but in reality she did not care for scenery.

In New York she felt something of the same emotion she had felt when, at the university, she had taken long walks by herself. She wanted to thrust herself into the city, yet she remained apart, aloof, watching it. Her father, who had been to New York before, took the family on tours of inspection, pointing with his cane—to Amy's embarrassment—to things of interest. Amy saw the tallest buildings, rode in the subway and busses and taxicabs, visited the museums and Chinatown. In Fifth Avenue she bought some frocks and hats for twice as much as she had ever paid in Belleville. In the lobby of their hotel, a commercial hotel of tremendous size, Amy glanced eagerly at the men who stood there, and thought she recognized famous faces, actors or writers or politicians. Once she even smiled at a man who seemed unusually handsome. He started to walk toward her and she became frightened and took the elevator to her room. On the streets she wanted to know people, any of the busy, well-dressed crowd. There were men who looked as if they might be just the sort she liked to read about, clever, cultured. She did not meet any of them.

Back in Belleville, she took up her usual activities, telling of the theaters and show places she had seen in New York. Things seemed duller than ever. Men in Belleville were so definitely unattractive. She wished she lived in New York. But, even as she wished it, a fear of the city came over her. She realized how dreadfully lonely she would feel if she were there alone, how
inadequate she was to fit into any of the
groups she had seen.

That winter, by putting her mind to
it, she became rather a good bridge
player. She was made a member of
the Hospital Board League and spent
afternoons planning how to raise money
for various hospital needs.

Lulu Brown married a man whom
she had "picked up" in front of the
Belleville House. It happened that he
was a New York business man, in
Belleville about the new cracker fac­
tory, and quite wealthy.

Amy went to the wedding in the
small Brown cottage. She gave Lulu
a small traveling set of imitation ivory.
She envied Lulu in her blue going-away
suit more than she had ever envied her
before. The man Lulu married was
named Fredericks and was a striking-
looking fellow. Fredericks told about
a New York apartment that he had
taken for the winter. Lulu was mar­
rried and going to live in New York.
She—why she was richer and better-
bred than Lulu and she had to stay in
Belleville, and nothing happened to her.

Two months later Amy went to an­
other wedding. Reed Maddon mar­
rried Claudine Harper. Amy went with
the crowd to the station to see them
leave for Chicago on a wedding trip.
She was surprised to find how little she
cared. Outside of a breathless moment
of jealousy she didn’t really feel it at
all. Yet Reed was the only man she
had ever cared about. But, of course,
that had been when she was a little
girl. She would fall really in love soon
and life would begin.

Amy spent the next two winters in
Belleville. She and her mother went to
Benton Springs for the summers, and
her father and Clarence, who was now
a partner with his father, came up for
alternate week-ends. Her father was
more condescending than ever now, be­
because she had not married. He was
fatter than ever, and Amy did not like
to look at his profile.

At Benton Springs Amy flirted with
the men at the hotel, colourless, small-
town men who were trying hard to get
pleasure out of an inexpensive holiday.
She did not find them very entertain­
ing. She attended the hotel dances on
Saturday nights and went to another
hotel for Wednesday evening festivities.
She played tennis and golf.

She had a mild love affair with a
young lawyer from Texas, and he
kissed her one night as they were walk­ing
backward the hotel.

After she had gone to bed she
thought about him. He was not the
sort of man she had planned to marry
at all. He did not attract her, but the
masculine smell of his coat had been
pleasant and he was not bad looking.
Amy decided that, if he asked her to
marry him, she would accept him. He
did not propose. He left the hotel three
days later. With the exception of a
picture post-card, she never heard from
him again.

Something like a panic seized Amy
the next winter. The girls in her set
were getting married one after another
and new débutantes were appearing
each season. Great adventures did not
come to her. Even little things did not
happen. She felt almost trapped. What
if she were wrong about life, about the
story?

She visited, with new clothes as aids,
herself cousin in Harperton and
her Aunt Ella in Demont. She had good
times. Girls gave bridge parties for
her. Men took her to parties. She did
not have a love affair or any other ad­
ventures. She felt she was just as attractive as other girls. They found
beaux. Still, to the others, she might
seem popular, too. She got candy and
flowers and invitations. It was just
that nothing really came close enough,
love or marriage or any sort of hap­
pening. She still felt as if she were not really living, as if life were waiting
for her, outside of some gate. She was
bound to find it, if she waited.

She returned to Belleville in Janu­
ary, and the next month Millard Ken­
ton came to Belleville on business. His
cousins lived there, so he was included
in the town’s social affairs. Amy met
him, as she always met the visitors.
Kenton was attentive to her immediately. She disliked him at first. He was small and had brown hair which was getting thin at twenty-eight. There was nothing forceful or vital about him. His strongest opinions seemed to have no importance. Nothing he could do ever could have any significance, Amy felt.

Yet, because he liked her, Amy ignored Kenton's colourlessness and made herself as attractive as she could. She was slender and had nice eyes and hair and wore pretty, small-town, fluffy dresses.

When Kenton called, they sat in the living-room and talked or played bridge with other couples or went to the theater.

Sometimes, when she was alone with Kenton, Amy looked at his indefinite, uninteresting face and wondered how she could keep on talking with him. What a bore he was! She liked him a little better, but felt that he was more insignificant than a man ought to be.

Kenton's home was in Minota, Oklahoma, where he was with an oil company. He went back to Minota and wrote to Amy on his business stationery in a small, slanting handwriting. His letters were colourless, too.

Kenton came back to Belleville in April and asked Amy to marry him. She had encouraged him in little ways, listening with flattering attention to his opinions, answering his letters with half-finished sentences that were meant to show that she liked him.

Amy had never had a real proposal of marriage. She felt that the great romance, as she had dreamed it, would never come to her. But all the other girls were marrying. Being married would open new avenues. Maybe, after marriage, she would have adventures. If things did happen—she could leave Kenton any time she wanted to—

IV

They had a church wedding. Amy wore a very elaborate wedding gown and veil, and six of her best friends were bridesmaids, in pale green. Amy showed her artistic training by designing huge fans for the girls to carry, instead of the usual flowers.

Amy and Kenton went to housekeeping in an apartment in Minota, Oklahoma, which they furnished with huge, overstuffed chairs and mahogany furniture.

Amy did not like Minota. It was an oil town, and the smell of the oil permeated everything. Minota was a little smaller than Belleville and definitely newer and flimsier. She knew several former Belleville people there, so, after a first loneliness, a feeling of not belonging any place, she settled down comfortably enough. Soon she was one of the set of "younger matrons" and went to bridge games and parties quite as she had done at home.

She missed Belleville. After six months she went home on a visit. When she got there she was at once restless and dissatisfied and didn't know what to do. After she had seen her parents and her friends and had walked down the familiar streets, she was quite willing to go back to Minota again.

She grew to like Kenton a great deal. Now that she could read while he was at home, or ignore him altogether, he did not bore her. They had so many things in common—their home, their friends—that at times he seemed almost interesting.

A year after Amy married, Millard, junior, was born. Amy had read and thought that motherhood was a thing apart, almost an exalted state. She welcomed it, frightened but eager. It left her much the same, without the ecstasy she had anticipated.

Two years later Maria-Anna came. Amy was very fond of her children.

When Millard was four Arnold Thompson came to Minota. He was good-looking and had the reputation of being popular with women. Amy encouraged him to notice her. The Ken-tons were living in their own home now, a white bungalow, and they had a colored maid who took almost entire charge of the children.
Thompson telephoned and asked to call one afternoon.

Amy sent the maid out with the children and dressed in a great flutter of excitement. Thompson came about four. They talked, and Amy listened attentively, though, to her surprise, Thompson's conversation was just like the other men's she knew and did not interest her. She played a little on the piano. Before she knew it, Thompson had put his arms about her, was kissing her. She lay passive in his arms for a moment, even kissed him in return. The thrill she had expected was not there. She felt cheapened instead. She pushed him away, not angrily, but rather with indifference, and told him "you'd better go."

For weeks after that Amy suffered keenly from remorse. It was the deepest emotion she had had in a long time. Kenton was so good—and she had let another man kiss her. What must Thompson think of her? If Kenton should find out? She was ashamed of herself. She was greatly relieved when, a month later, she heard that Thompson had left Minota.

Life in Minota went on pleasantly enough, punctuated with visits to Belleville and even a visit to New York, after a successful business deal. Kenton was doing well in business. The children were growing nicely.

Sometimes Amy felt the old desires, the wanting to live. She would grow restless and walk in her room, up and down, and long for something to happen. Then would come a reaction, a hope that nothing would take place to change her comfortable state as a nice little married woman.

Things did not change until Amy was thirty-six. Then Kenton took cold and died of pneumonia after only four days' illness. Amy grieved sincerely. She missed Kenton a great deal and told everyone that theirs had been an ideal life.

She sold the house, and she and the children went back to Belleville to live with her parents.

In Belleville Amy took up, in a quiet way, the activities of the women of her age. Kenton had been insured. The hardware store with the red axes on the windows was still prosperous. Amy's father was bald, now, and quite fat. Her mother was complacently busy about home and church matters. Clarence was married and had a home of his own. Life in the Martin home was comfortable, in a quiet, uneventful way.

Lulu Fredericks came through Belleville on her way to California and stopped for a visit with relatives. Amy was rather awed and resentful at Lulu's clothes and her grand manner and Eastern accent. Lulu had traveled in Europe even. Lulu, who had been of so much less importance in Belleville, had had adventures. And she, Amy, hadn't lived at all—nothing had happened.

Amy remembered the book she had read when she was a little girl, that had said that each person's life contains a plot for a story. It made her angry to think of it. Her life hadn't been a story. Nothing had happened to her. She was sorry she had read that book. If it hadn't been for that she would never have felt the way she did about life. She might have enjoyed things more, one at a time. Now, though she couldn't touch them definitely, she felt that she had missed pleasant things, or ignored them, because she had wanted bigger things instead.

The author of that book had cheated her—life had cheated her. How could anyone have written such nonsense? Amy knew there was no story in her life—in most lives. Yet she knew that there always would be people like Lulu to remind her of the fact that there were people whose lives were like stories, after all.

After the children were in bed, Amy sat at the window and looked out on the little lawn. The trees and the bushes looked badly taken care of, neglected. She must see that the yard was fixed up, right away. Her life—it was all she had—it did seem too bad that nothing had happened to her—school—parties—marriage—babies—widowhood—nothing—no story at all.
§ 1

On Criticism.—(1) The notion that a critic, to be competent, must be a practitioner of the art he criticizes; (2) the notion that a doctor, to cure a belly-ache, must have a belly-ache.

§ 2

In Extenuation and Apology.—There are two kinds of dramatic critics: destructive and constructive. I am a destructive. There are two kinds of guns: Krupp and pop.

§ 3

The Journalist.—The fiction of such romantic fellows as Jesse Lynch Williams and the late Richard Harding Davis is probably responsible for the widespread notion that newspaper work makes for a high degree of sophistication, and that old newspaper men are all very sharp and skeptical fellows, with keen eyes for quackery and very hard to fool. This is actually true of only a small minority of them. The average newspaper man, young or old, is quite as credulous and sentimental as the average stock-broker or delicatessen-dealer. It was an appetite for romance that took him into the profession in the first place, and that appetite is constantly fed and fostered by the somewhat childish excitement of his daily life. The events that chiefly concern and arouse him are not genuinely important events, but merely melodramatic events. In other words, the typical newspaper man is one who reacts to terrestrial phenomena like the typical reader of his paper, i.e., like the typical idiot. His so-called nose for news, so much praised by persons who confuse it with the colour sense of a Velasquez or the delicate ear of a Brahms, is simply a capacity for determining instinctively what a car-conductor or a Baptist clergyman will regard as interesting. This, nine times out of ten, is something that is utterly uninteresting to a civilized man.

It takes a naïve and hollow fellow to develop any such talent. He must start off with a profound ignorance of all genuine human values, and he must reinforce that ignorance with a vast knowledge of bogus values, painfully acquired and taken quite seriously by himself. To say that the possession of this blowsy and imbecile knowledge is sophistication is to say nonsense. If it is, then so is the knowledge of a Swedenborgian theologian or a negro witch-doctor. The burden of it eventually destroys all that remains of the logical sense of its possessor. No man is easier to fool than an old journalist. The politicians, in fact, make a regular trade of fooling him; he must be fooled before the rank and file of the boobery may be fooled. Press agents find him an easy mark. He is constantly victimized by the hocus-pocus of such mountebanks as the Hon. A. Mitchell Palmer. He believes childishly in all the heroes of the proletariat, from the Hon. Babe Ruth to the Hon. Herbert Hoover. He is so far out of contact with the intellectual life of his race and time that he is quite unable to comprehend it. He sees the world essentially as a police sergeant or a ward heeler sees it. His instinctive antipathy to all...
civilized culture and aspiration is the instinctive antipathy of obtuseness. He hates intelligence because intelligence is the enemy of his habitual sentimentality.

Journalism, of course, also has room for a quite different sort of man, to wit, the cynic. This cynic is attracted to it by its very imbecility; he delights in belabouring the boobs with their own bosh, and even more in having fun with other journalists. Often a streak of boyishness is in him; he likes the uproar, the mountebankery, the combat. Such a cynic was the late Charles A. Dana. He believed in nothing. To him the battle of ideas was a mere spectacle. His intelligence revolted against the assumptions made by both sides. Another journalistic cynic of high talents is Hearst, a man much hated by his inferiors. Yet another is Watters- son. But such superior intelligences are rare in journalism. Few journalists have their sharp sense of reality, their serene immunity to emotion, their capacity for intellectual detachment. The average is a fellow who believes in his own balderdash. In brief, a fellow indistinguishable from a Congressman, a clergyman or the owner of a prosperous sash-weight factory.

§ 4

The Galatea Complex.—A man, when taken with a woman, seeks to make her over in accordance with his own standards and ideals. The more she responds to his sculptor's chisel, the more his admiration for her is augmented. But, presently, when the statue is completed and perfect, the man turns to another slab of uncut marble by way of fresh experiment for his unsatisfied vanity.

§ 5

Patriis Virtutibus.—That Prohibition has taken from the American one of his most amusing pastimes, the Prohibitionists loudly challenge. They assert that if drinking and becoming pleasantly alcoholed is an amusing pas-
whiskers, turn my collar hind-end foremost and, thus disguised as a Methodist clergyman, sneak it across the Canadian border myself.

§ 6

Query.—If, born over again, you had the choice of being any other man living in the world today, which man would you select? I ask the question purely out of idle curiosity. As for me, I'm darned if I can pick one.

§ 7

On Patriotism.—Patriotism is conceivable to a civilized man in times of stress and storm, when his country is wobbling and sore beset. It then appeals to him as any victim of misfortune appeals to him. But when it is safe, happy and prosperous it can only excite his loathing. The things that make countries safe, happy and prosperous—a secure peace, an active trade, political serenity at home—are all intrinsically disgusting. It is as impossible for a civilized man to love his country in good times as it would be for him to respect a cheese-monger.

§ 8

The Eternal Proletarian.—It is curious that no one has ever thought to test the practical efficacy of popular education by subjecting a few thousand normal individuals of the lower classes to a rigid intellectual test. The current school statistics reveal nothing. They show that the average plowhand, say in Ohio, can read and write after a fashion and is able to multiply 8 by 17 after four trials, but they tell us nothing about his stock of fundamental ideas or about his capacity for elementary logic. Is such a fellow appreciably superior to the villain of the Middle Ages? Sometimes I am inclined to doubt it. I suspect, for example, that the belief in witchcraft is still almost as widespread among the boobery, even of such advanced states as Iowa, as it was in the year 1500. Surely the negroes of the hinterland all believe in witches, and no doubt most of the whites are with them, though not disposed to talk about it. The belief in ghosts penetrates to very much higher levels. I know very few Americans, indeed, who are wholly innocent of it. One constantly comes upon grave defenses of the imbecility by college professors. I venture the guess that an honest and secret poll of the Harvard faculty would show a large majority on the spooky side. In the two Houses of Congress it would be difficult to find a dozen men willing to denounce such nonsense publicly. It would not only be politically dangerous for them to do so; it would also go against their consciences.

When one comes to the more attenuated varieties of supernaturalism one may almost say that the American people, despite a century of education, are still unanimously believers. There are whole states in the Republic in which it remains social suicide for a man to let it be known that he does not believe that he will turn into a gaseous vertebrate when he dies and sit upon the right hand of God. All the current religions of the land hang upon the theory that there is an immortal soul in every one of us, proof against both the embalmer's formaldehyde and the crematory's fire. To question this theory is still a form of social indecorum; no newspaper ever does it, even by inference; even such godless sheets as the Nation, the Freeman and the New Republic never do it. For simply mentioning the matter in this place, I will be denounced by 100% Americans in all parts of the country, and no doubt this issue of The Smart Set will be barred from the Long Island roadhouses, the Lambs Club and the Albany night-boat.

§ 9

Spiritual Values.—One sniffing at such puerile tosh as the Woodrows, Billy Sundays and Bryans of the world
unload is always accused of being anesthetic to spiritual values. The charge is more tosh. I do not despise spiritual values, messieurs; I simple despise the ignoble spiritual values of ignoble men. My plea is for honesty, justice, self-respect, dignity, decency, honour. In other words, the things I ask for are precisely the things that none of the professional mongers of spiritual values can comprehend.

§ 10


§ 11

Safeguarding the Young.—During the past three or four years the Comstocks have managed to suppress two American books of high and dignified quality and to prevent the publication of perhaps three or four more. Meanwhile the leading advertisement in the leading American literary journal is that of a dealer who offers a long list of frankly pornographic works. Such, in brief, are the fruits of the regulation of the arts by pigs.

§ 12

The Cinema as an Instrument of War.—That the movies were the one great factor in assisting the government of the United States to prosecute successfully the late war against Germany and make the world unsafe for Pschorrbräu must be apparent to any professor who studied the situation with an open mind. For example, that the sinister workings of the Wilhelmstrasse would have remained a cryptic menace to the United States had it not been for the complete exposé of those deviltries by the sagacious films, few can longer doubt. While the American Secret Service was still baffled by the uncanny activities of the German spy bureau, while it was still utterly in the dark as to the precise mysterious manner in which this spy system was subtly accomplishing its nefarious ends, the movies came to the rescue of the nation, showed up the entire business and put a spike into the whole doggone shebang.

Take, for instance, the amazing movie entitled “Behind Hunnish False Whiskers,” produced for the information and enlightenment of the baffled United States Secret Service by the Super-Excelsior Film Company. Until this picture was flashed upon the screen, the United States Secret Service had laboured under the false impression that what the agents of the Wilhelmstrasse were most eager to accomplish was the general weakening, in one way or another, of America’s military and naval efficiency. On this indefinite theory the American Secret Service was expending all its effort and wasting precious money and invaluable time while the German spies were left free to the consummation of the dirty work they were, unperceived by our Secret Service, actually up to. Imagine the surprise of our Secret Service agents and the officials of the United States government, therefore, when they drifted casually into “Behind Hunnish False Whiskers” (scenario by the eminent military expert, Miss Mae Alys Winckmann, of Los Angeles) and learned to their intense consternation that what the German spy system was really centering all its energies on was not the debilitating of the mass of American fighting forces on land and sea, nor the blowing up of warehouses and ammunition works, nor yet the plotting against railroad shipments, nor the sowing of discord among labourers in the shipyards, nor the buying up of senators from the Middle West, nor the arming of a vast horde of aliens along the Canadian border, nor anything like
this, but the blowing up of what was apparently the most important strategic bridge in all America, the blowing up of a bridge that, once destroyed, would completely disrupt the military plans of the United States and render those plans practically useless, the blowing up of a bridge whose enormous importance had not even occurred to the American officials—the bridge, to wit, that spans the small creek back of the Bull Durham billboard in the vacant lot two blocks to the left of the Super-Excelsior Film Company's studio over in Fort Lee, New Jersey!

I betray no secret when I tell you that it was directly as a result of this startling exposé that the United States Secret Service agents arrested Herman Schmierkäse's son-in-law, August Rinderbrust, and found, in the back room of his delicatessen store—and not three hundred yards from the bridge—a Brownie kodak and several undeveloped snapshots of the Fort Lee ferry, Grant's tomb and Olga Petrova.

Consider, too, the now famous case of the manner in which the eyes of the officials at Washington were opened by the movie entitled "Inside Secrets of the Kaiser's Wiener Schnitzel, or, How the Berlin Spy System Has Enveloped America in a Net of Marinierte Rostbraten," written by the celebrated military strategist, Miss Minnie P. Dingle, of Goshen, N. Y. (winner of the Grandioso Film Company's prize of ten dollars in gold for the best 25,000 word motion picture scenario dealing with the war), and produced by the Grandioso Film Company, J. Pierce Stonehead directing, in its California studios at an expense of no less than $80,000, of borrowed money. (It will be remembered that, up to the time this masterly movie was presented, the authorities were resting complacent under the delusion that the Kaiser's agents in this country were directing their chief intrigue toward such ends as disabling American ships and German ships that had been taken over upon the declaration of war, spreading insidious propaganda, making blue-prints of coast fortifications and harbour works, and the like.) It was "Inside Secrets of the Kaiser's Wiener Schnitzel, or, How the Berlin Spy System Has Enveloped America in a Net of Marinierte Rostbraten" that disclosed the true intent of the enemy and permitted the authorities to take action and save the country before it was too late. This movie—and here I but repeat what is now history—gave the first inking that what the Huns were up to in America was by no means what the United States authorities ignorantly and foolishly supposed but, quite to the contrary, that what they were up to and what they were bending all their energies to accomplish was nothing less than the chloroforming of William A. Brady's daughter Alice, and the snitching from her of a blue-print which, so I have been informed, contained the valuable secret of the exact amount of open floor space available in the Famous Players' studio in West 56th Street for Elsie Ferguson's next picture.

The part that the movies played in stirring up the patriotism of the nation and keeping that patriotism at white heat—an essential thing in the successful prosecution of the war—cannot be overestimated. Who so callous that he could resist the appeal, for example, of the movie showing the ruins of the Bon Ton Shirt and Collar Factory at Thirty-second Street and Tenth Avenue after its recent fire and labelled "What Was Left of the Village of Fromage de Brie after the German Hordes Had Passed Through It"? And who so without soul that he could remain passive before the display of a few hundred feet clipped out of an old movie of "The Two Orphans" and set forth as "View of Two Little Belgian Kiddies Whose Father Was Shot by the Huns"?

But the value of the movie as an adjunct of war by no means rests here. That the movie may serve as a record of the war, as a history of the war, one can doubt no more than one can doubt what I have already proved in these other important directions. For instance, let me recall to your mind the famous movie entitled "With the German
Armies on the Eastern Front,” displayed promiscuously in this country before we entered the war and announced as “official” and as having been taken by a staff of German government photographers directly on the firing line. Can one forget the vividness of this remarkable record? Can one be oblivious to its value to the school-children of the future in learning the methods of warfare, the manner in which the enemy carried on its Russian campaign, etc., etc. Who, for instance, can fail to appreciate the value as a strategic military document of the well-remembered scene in this movie showing German soldiers drinking beer out of tin cans, of the equally unforgettable scene showing the Kaiser attending a garden party at Stuttgart in 1905 and labelled “Ovation to the Emperor in Warsaw After the Recent Taking of that City by His Troops,” of the remarkable scene showing two young German soldiers washing their socks, and of that never-to-be-forgotten picture of German efficiency showing a Prussian lieutenant successfully shaving himself in front of a broken mirror?

That the movies assisted, more than any other thing, in making America realize, while we were still a neutral nation, the imperative necessity for preparedness, is now fully obvious. The manner in which these movies brought home to us the horrors consequent upon an invasion of the United States by an armed and relentless foe and so awakened us to an immediate need for a sufficiently big and powerful army and navy, is readily recalled.

Chief among the movies which eloquently proved this to us was the one called “The Fall of a Nation.” As I remember this stirring screen document, it brought home to us the terrifying realization that down on Long Island there lived a blonde against whom the whole German army had evil designs. That the United States was as a nation asleep and that it was all-vital that it wake up instanter and put a couple of million trained men in the field and build a fleet of a thousand new battleships to keep the Boches from imprinting unwelcome kisses on the mouth of this Long Island blonde, the movie demonstrated so clearly that the government at Washington got busy at once. And I violate no confidence when I tell you that the sinking of the Lusitania, supposed by many misinformed persons to have been responsible for the waking up of the country to German frightfulness, had very much less to do with it than the scene in “The Fall of a Nation” which showed the Freeport virgin being chased around the room by a bibulous Hun file-closer.

Then, too, there was the similar movie put out by Mr. J. Stuart Blackton and called, if I am not mistaken, “Defenseless America” or something of the sort. This movie, a powerful plea for Preparedness, brought to the attention of our government the error in “The Fall of a Nation” and explained that it was not a Freeport blonde that the German army had its eyes on, but a New York brunette. The moment the enemy landed in America, this movie showed us, it was due to make a bee-line for the home of this dark metropolitan chicken and surround the house while its Commander-in-Chief went up to the library on the second floor and made a lascivious eye at the houri.

Plainly enough, such things were enough to make any nation, however backward, sense at once the need for a strong fighting force. And so I confidently repeat that movies like this and the many allied movies were the one great and incontrovertible aid to our government in its prosecution of the war. Without these movies, I shudder to think what might have happened.

§ 13

Two Definitions.—Democracy, on the one hand, is the desire to be impertinent to one’s superiors. On the other hand, it is the yearning to be respected by one’s inferiors.

§ 14

A Simple Complex.—Imagine a respectable and (intellectually) well-ironed young man grown stage-struck.
Imagine him a bit conscience-smitten, and eager to purge his soul. Imagine him setting about it by seeking for virtuous elements in the thing he admires. Imagine him finding them—for example, intellectual purpose. Imagine him now seized by a pedagogical passion to impart his discovery to other respectable folks. Imagine them grateful to him for relieving their minds. Imagine—but you have already imagined a worthy man, Prof. Brander Matthews de l'Aca­démie Américaine, A.B., LL.B., D.C.L., Litt. D., LL.D.

§ 15

The Red Gospel.—It is commonly urged against the so-called scientific Socialists, with their materialistic conception of history, that they overlook certain spiritual qualities that are independent of wage-scales and metabolism. These qualities, it is urged, colour the aspirations and activities of civilized man quite as much as his material condition, and so make it impossible to consider him simply as an economic machine. As examples, the anti-Marxians cite patriotism, pity, the aesthetic sense, and the yearning to know God. Unluckily, the examples are ill-chosen. Millions of men are quite devoid of patriotism, pity and the aesthetic sense, and have no desire to know God. Why don’t the anti-Marxians cite a spiritual quality that is genuinely universal? There is one readily to hand. I allude to cowardice. It is, in one form or other, visible in every human being. It almost serves to mark off the human race from all the other higher animals. Cowardice, I believe, is at the bottom of the whole caste system. In order to escape going to war himself, the peasant was willing to give the warrior certain privileges—and out of those privileges has grown the whole structure of modern society. Go back still further. Property arose out of the fact that a few relatively courageous men were able to accumulate more possessions than whole hordes of thoroughly cowardly men and, what is more, to retain them after accumulating

them. Socialism would go aground on this rock, as communism has gone aground upon it in Russia.

§ 16


§ 17

Philosophy I.—If I had my life to live over again, I would live it precisely as I have lived it. Well, precisely is probably going a bit too far. One thing, at least, I would have done differently. I would have laid in a bigger stock.

§ 18

The One-Legged Art.—To me, at all events, painting seems to be half an alien among the fine arts. Its credentials, of course, are sounder than those of acting, but they are surely not so sound as those of music, poetry, drama, sculpture and architecture. The trouble with painting is that it lacks movement, which is to say, the chief function of life. The best the painter can hope to accomplish is to fix the mood of an instant, the momentary aspect of something. If he suggests actual movement he must do it by palpable tricks, all of which belong to craftsmanship rather than to art. The work that he produces is comparable to a single chord in music, without preparation or resolution. It may be beautiful, but its beauty plainly does not belong to the highest order. The senses soon tire of such beauty. If a man stands before a given painting for more than five or ten minutes, it is usually a sign of affectation; he is trying to convince himself that he has more delicate perceptions than the general. Or he is a painter himself and thus engrossed by the technical aspects of it, as a plumber might be engrossed by the technical aspects of a fine bathroom. Or he is enchanted by the story that the picture
tells, which is to say, by the literature that it illustrates. True enough, he may go back to a painting over and over again, just as a music-lover may strike and restrike a chord that pleases him, but it can’t hold him for long at one session—it can’t move his feelings so powerfully that he forgets the real world he lives in.

Sculpture is in measurably better case. The spectator, viewing a fine statue, does not see something dead, embalmed and fixed into a frame; he sees something that moves as he moves. A fine statue, in other words, is not one statue, but hundreds, perhaps even thousands. The transformation from one to another is infinitely pleasing; one gets out of it the same satisfying stimulation that one gets out of the unrolling of a string quartet or of such a poem as “Atalanta in Calydon,” “Heart of Darkness” or “Faust.” So with architecture. It not only revolves; it also moves vertically, as the spectator approaches it. When one walks up Fifth Avenue past St. Thomas’s Church one certainly gets an effect beyond that of a beautiful chord; it is the effect of a whole procession of beautiful chords, like that at the beginning of the slow movement of the “New World” symphony or that in the well-known and much-battered Chopin prelude, opus 28, No. 20. If it were a painting it would soon grow tedious. No one, after a few days, would give it a glance, save perhaps strangers in the city.

This intrinsic hollowness of painting has its effects even upon those who most vigorously defend painting as the queen of all the fine arts. One hears of such persons “haunting the galleries,” but one always discovers, on inquiry, that it is the showrooms that they actually haunt. In other words, they get their chief pleasure by looking at an endless succession of new paintings: the multitude of chords produces, in the end, a sort of confused satisfaction. One never hears of them going to a public gallery regularly to look at this or that masterpiece. Even the Louvre seldom attracts them more than a dozen or so times in a lifetime. The other arts make a far more powerful and permanent appeal. I have read “Huckleberry Finn” at least forty times and “Typhoon” probably twenty times, and yet both pleased me as much (nay, more) the last time as they did the first time. I have heard each of the first eight symphonies of Beethoven more than a hundred times, and some of Haydn’s quite as often. Yet if Beethoven’s C Minor were announced for performance tonight, I’d surely go to hear it. More, I’d enjoy every instant of it. Even second-rate music has this lasting quality. Some time ago I heard Johann Strauss’s waltz, “Geschichten aus dem Wiener Wald,” for the first time in a long while. I knew it well in my goatish days; every note of it was still familiar. Nevertheless, it gave me exquisite delight. Imagine a man getting exquisite delight out of a painting of corresponding calibre—a painting already so familiar to him that he could reproduce it from memory!

§ 19

The Celluloid Artist.—Much of the prevailing sniffing at moving-picture actors, in this place and elsewhere, is plainly based upon a bilious and impotent jealousy. The movie mime is simply one who approaches more closely than any other familiar man to the ideal life of the standard American vision. That is to say, he does little work for a great deal of money, achieves heroic acts without running any risk, and is constantly pursued by women of an oriental and sinister voluptuousness. This is precisely what every normal American young man, graduated from a reputable American college, hopes to come to himself: the dream well mirrors the high aesthetic and ethical flight of the American people.

§ 20

Finis.—A charming woman is any woman who believes that you are not a fool.
Wow

By W. B. Seabrook

I

ONE summer evening, a sentinel who stood leaning on his spear at the entrance to the Han Ku Pass—for this was many years before the building of the Great Wall—beheld a white-bearded traveler riding toward him, seated cross-legged upon the shoulders of a black ox.

Said the venerable stranger, when he drew near and halted:

"I am an old man, and wish to die peacefully in the mountains which lie to the westward. Permit me, therefore, to depart."

But the sentinel prostrated himself and said, in awe:

"Are you not that great philosopher?"

For he suspected the wayfarer to be none other than Lao-tze, who was reputed the holiest and wisest man in China.

"That may or may not be," replied the stranger, "but I am an old man, wishing to depart from China and die in peace."

At this, the sentinel perceived that he was indeed in the presence of the great Lao-tze, who had sat for more than a hundred years in the shadow of a plum tree, uttering words of such extreme simplicity that no man in the whole world was learned enough to understand their meaning.

So the sentinel threw himself in the ox's path, and cried out,

"I am a poor and ignorant man, but I have heard it said that wisdom is a thing of priceless worth. Spare me, I beg you, ere you depart from China, one word of your great wisdom, which may, perchance, enrich my poverty or make it easier to bear."

Whereupon Lao-tze opened his mouth, and said gravely:

"Wow."

After which he ambled westward in the twilight and disappeared forever from the sight of men.

As for the poor sentinel, he sat dumbly scratching his head, saying over and over to himself in puzzled, uncertain tones, "Wow. Wow! Wow?"

For this absurd monosyllable had precisely the same meaning in ancient Chinese that it has in modern English, which is another way of telling you that it had no meaning at all, and that Lao-tze might just as appropriately have said, "Poo," or "Ba," or "Oh, hum."

But the sentinel, who imagined himself the possessor of some mighty incantation, went about his affairs as one demented, secretly repeating the strange word twenty thousand times a day, expecting with each breath that his wife would suddenly become young and beautiful, or that his hut would be transformed into a palace, or his spear into the ivory baton of a mandarin; until finally the exasperated captain of the guard took note of his strange muttering and had him beaten on the soles of his feet until he confessed the whole story of his encounter with Lao-tze.

And that was the end of the unhappy sentinel, for he died from the beating, but in due time the captain reported the saying of Lao-tze to the governor of the province, and eventually it reached the ears of the emperor.
II

Now the emperor cared more for the happiness of his subjects than for his own ease, and was accustomed to seek wisdom that he might apply it to better the condition of his people; so when he learned that the great Lao-tze’s valedictory to humanity had been “Wow,” he called his vizier and bade him consider the mystery.

The vizier engaged in a holy meditation on “Wow” for forty days and nights, after which he returned to the emperor and spoke.

“O Son of Heaven, doubtless it has often chanced that while engaged in the hunt, you have seen two vast companies of lions, arrayed in martial order, maiming and slaying each other in mighty battle.”

“Never in my whole life,” replied the astonished emperor.

“But surely, then, O Son of Heaven, you have noticed when coursing wolves, how certain of the pack are accustomed to act as slaves and burden bearers for the others.”

“You know very well that I have never seen such a sight,” answered the emperor, “but what I do see plainly is that my vizier has taken leave of his wits.”

“I beg forgiveness, O Son of Heaven,” persisted the vizier, “but I am at least convinced that you have observed how certain animals imprison others of their kind in chains and dungeons; how certain ones starve amid plenty; and how all the beasts of the forest, save a divinely favoured few, are compelled to engage in heavy, life-long toil.”

“It is with the deepest pain,” interjected the emperor in a tone of exquisite politeness, “that I shall now call in the executioner to cut off your honourable head, but I am comforted by the reflection that this will probably cause you only a slight inconvenience, as you seem already to have lost the use of it.”

“My poor unworthy head will be too highly honoured, O Son of Heaven, but harken yet once again ere you decree my death. You have never seen such things as I have described, because the animals, whose communication is limited to ‘wow,’ or ‘Baa,’ according to their kind, live naturally and simply as God intended; while man, who alone among God’s creatures has invented speech to his confusion, is the only being afflicted with wars, prisons, slavery, poverty and sorrow.

“This is the hidden meaning concealed in the mystic utterance of the wise and holy Lao-tze:

“Abolish Language, and man will return to primal simplicity and happiness.”

“A most excellent idea, and I forgive you,” replied the emperor, “for while the abolition of Language may not accomplish all you say, it will at least put a stop to the incessant chatter and quarrelling of my wives.”

So presently heralds were sent throughout all China, with an imperial decree that Language was to be abolished in the empire, beginning with the first day after the Festival of the Full Moon, and that thereafter none might say aught but “Wow,” on pain of death. The people obeyed.

III

And so there dawned on China an era of simplicity and peace—a Golden Age, in which wars ceased, and industrial bondage and exploitation disappeared, for without spoken or written language they could no longer exist. Desires grew fewer. Each family tilled the soil just sufficiently to supply its own simple wants. Husband and wife, father and son, neighbour and neighbour, dwelt together in harmony and peace, for none said aught but “Wow,” and hence all were agreed. Laws were no longer necessary. Though there were armour and weapons, there was no occasion for donning them. People no longer roved about, for they were everywhere content. Though there were ships and carriages, there was no occasion to use them. Where two villages lay close together, separated only by a little hill, the voices of their cocks and dogs were
mutually heard, yet people came to old age and died with no desire to go from one village to the other.

And the emperor, who had grown very old, lived as simply in his palace as his people in their villages, for his empire was no longer a burden on his shoulders, and was governed perfectly because it was not governed at all.

But in the meantime there had been born in a distant village a child with an impediment in his speech, who, as he grew to manhood, endeavored to say "Wow," but could only say "Wo." At first he was ashamed and envious, but later he persuaded himself that his incompetence was a virtue and that his blemish was a mark of superiority, and whenever he heard people saying "Wow," in the contented, old-fashioned way, he would puff out his chest and ostentatiously cry, "Wo," at the top of his voice, until finally he made himself such a nuisance that he was driven out of the village with sticks and stones.

When he arrived in the next village, where they knew nothing of the impediment in his speech, and stood in the market place saying, "Wo, wo, wo," the people arose and would have slain him, when suddenly one of their number, who like the rest had been content to say "Wow" all his life, suddenly took his stand beside the stranger and began to shout vehemently, "Wo! Wo! Wo!" And presently, strange to relate, half the village was imitating him.

Strangest of all, they immediately became discontented, and driven by an irresistible restlessness, abandoned their tranquil firesides and began to wander about the country, as in the old days, traveling in ones and twos and companies, arrogantly clamoring, "Wo, wo," spreading amazement, quarrel and dissension.

All this began in a far-off province, and did not come to the ears of the emperor, who continued to live peacefully year after year in his palace, until one day the door burst open and his ancient vizier appeared, bent with age and exhaustion, covered with dust and sweat.

The emperor was greatly astonished, and uttered an amazed "Wow," for the vizier had departed to his native village nearly a century before, and the emperor had never expected to see him or have need of seeing him again.

"O Son of Heaven," cried the old man in a trembling and unaccustomed voice, "the time for saying 'Wow' has reached an end, for a marvellous thing has come to pass. On the great plain which lies not far beyond the palace walls are two vast armies, armed with scythes and clubs and stones—and they of one army are furiously screaming 'Wow! Wow! Wow!' as if they had gone mad, while they of the other army, with equal fury, are replying 'Wo! Wo! Wo!' Each army is trying to outshout the other, and if they come together in battle the rivers will run red with blood, for their numbers are constantly increasing, and town is arrayed against town, village against village, family against family, brother against brother."

At these strange tidings, the emperor raised himself with difficulty from his couch, and with trembling hands lifted the lid of a massive chest from which he drew the sacred imperial robe of yellow and gold, embroidered with the emblem of the Great Dragon. His vizier's robe of state he also drew forth, and when the two old men had vested themselves in the panoply of power and wisdom, supporting each other, arm in arm, they tottered out of the palace.

When they came to the Yang Shi Bridge, outside the walls, they saw that the waters of the river were running red.

As they stood sorrowing, they heard a confused shouting, and beheld two remnants of the battling armies, the one in pursuit of the other. And it appeared that there would be fresh slaughter at the river's edge. But when the two onrushing bands espied the emperor and his vizier, they gave over flight and pursuit, stopped stockstill, and ceased their shouting.

The aged emperor stepped forward, raising his arms in a gesture that was at once paternal and majestic, and would
WOW!

have spoken. But straightway he was greeted with an angry chorus of "Wows" and "Wos" which were so mingled in the din that they sounded precisely alike to his astonished ears. And shouting thus together, for the moment, at least, in perfect harmony, they seized the emperor and his vizier, tied them together with a huge stone around their necks, and threw them headlong into the crimsoned river. After which, they remembered their former quarrel, and resumed their mutual slaughter.

And when the yellow moon rose, it shone, as of old, upon human strife and fields strewn with the dead, while naught remained of the emperor and the vizier and Lao-tze's holy wisdom save a few empty bubbles floating on a river of blood.

The Wall

By Eugene C. Dolson

At odds with Love, she built a goodly wall around the garden of her heart;
And the wall was so well built that Love could not enter,
And so high that the sun could not look in, and the garden was lit only by
A dim cold twilight, where no flower could grow.

A SPINSTER'S idea of a man is a being who spends half his time attending burlesque shows and the other half watching women board trolley cars.

WHEN love dies, it isn't buried. It is cremated and the ashes are put in the tin box with the marriage license.

THE light that lies in a woman's eyes evidently takes advantage of the Einstein theory.
HENRY P. SMITHERS was a believer in mottoes. The walls of his private office were covered with them, neatly framed. Sometimes he called them slogans. One of his favourites was, "It's The Little Things That Count."

"What's that you're reading?" he asked his young assistant, Pelham Brainard, one afternoon as the latter was preparing to depart for home with a book under his arm.

Mr. Smithers made it a point to notice everything about his employes, from the exact minute of their arrival in the morning to the style in which they brushed their hair.

The young man reluctantly submitted the book to his employer, who glanced at the cover, then at the title page. It was a copy of Epictetus.

"Never heard of him," said Mr. Smithers. "Who's he?"

"He was a—a philosopher," replied Brainard, his pale face apologetic behind tortoise-rimmed spectacles.

"A highbrow, eh?" snapped the president of the Smithers Hardwood Sales Corporation; "and how much did he make out of it?"

"Well, you see, he wasn't exactly trying to make money," meekly began Brainard.

"Precisely," interrupted the other dryly. "You must get over wasting your time with such stuff if you ever expect to amount to anything. It isn't the way to succeed in life. Let me give you something to take home that is really worth reading."

He entered his office, and in a moment returned with a book entitled, "One Hundred and One Ideas for Increasing Sales," by Augustus Epstein, of the Venus Corset Company.

"There's a man who has really made a success in life!" he said. "And, what's more, he tells you how he did it."

And Mr. Smithers, sternly exalted by the consciousness of duty well done, retired to his sanctum to dictate a dozen or more telegrams before taking his own departure.

It would be going too far to say that Henry P. Smithers' hundred or more office employes and employées loved him for the aggressive personal interest he took in their welfare, but he paid good salaries, and if they found it rather difficult to measure up to all the lettered admonitions which stared accusingly at them from the wall when they were called into their chief's office, they had, at any rate, the encouragement of his high example, for he was a hard and conscientious worker. He believed sincerely that genius was "one per cent inspiration and ninety-nine per cent perspiration." He wanted them all to be geniuses like himself. Just what the word genius meant to him might be gathered from another of his handsome mottoes which proclaimed that "Salesmanship Is The Greatest Of All Professions."

Still another of his favourite slogans, strange to say, was "Keep Smiling!"

He was as incapable of a real smile as an Australian pygmy would be of contemplating the problems of the fourth dimension, for nothing in the wide world was either humorous or amusing to him. But he had gathered from reading the business uplift magazines that smiling was a valuable commercial asset, and so he had trained the
muscles of his face to break, on occasion, into a sort of grimace which creased the lines of his cheeks and partly disclosed his teeth, while his eyes maintained their customary cold and level stare. He imagined that this corpse-like rictus was pleasing and ingratiating. To nervous or sensitive people it was appalling.

Early in life he had read, in a periodical devoted to "system," that "Efficiency is the elimination of everything that interferes," and it was one of the maxims on which he had modeled his successful career. Novels, music, theaters, he regarded as a waste of time and energy. Anything tainted with an intellectual flavour he viewed with profound suspicion and contempt. He considered such things "weak" and "impractical." One of his ambitions was to see big business take over all the educational institutions of the country and operate them on what he termed "practical lines." Carrying out this idea in a small way, at his own expense, he had employed a professor of English to go through eight or ten grammars and rhetorics, eliminating what Mr. Smithers called the "frills and ornaments," and boiling the result down to a book entitled "Salesmanship Talks With A Punch."

Faithful to his favourite motto, "It's The Little Things That Count," Mr. Smithers was always on the lookout for some "little thing" to criticize or change in every piece of office detail that passed over his desk for approval. This made his employees and employees careful. Frequently it also made them unhappy.

One day Mr. Smithers sent for his young assistant, Pelham Brainard. They were engaged in plans to entertain at luncheon a hundred or more preachers and church trustees, to whom the sales manager was to present the advantages of a new style church pew which one of the Smithers plants had begun to manufacture in large quantities. Afterward there was to be a "follow-up campaign" with letters and circulars.

"I want you to go out and get some fine, white, unruled paper of foolscap size," specifically directed Mr. Smithers, "to be fastened to a writing board with a clip, and circulated, with a pencil, among the guests, so that they can write down their names."

This seemed a small matter, but the long-suffering young assistant knew his chief—knew that nothing was a small matter to him. He went out, repeating to himself, "It is the little things that count," selected the paper carefully, secured a writing board of exactly the proper size, sharpened a pencil with meticulous attention . . . surveyed his work . . . and then said to himself:

"But suppose a man absent-mindedly puts the pencil in his pocket and passes the board on to a neighbour who has no pencil. This would be psychologically wrong. It would annoy the second man, and perhaps put him in a state of mind un receptive to Smithers hardwood pews."

Here was a problem.

Close at hand there happened to be a ball of green silk cord. It caught the young man's eye, and with it came an inspiration. He cut off a piece of convenient length, made a notch in the pencil and tied it to the clip of the writing board.

Modestly, but triumphantly, he laid it on his chief's desk, and was about to retire when Henry P. Smithers paused in his dictation, glanced at the result of his assistant's handiwork, and called him back.

"Pelham—a little point. Now just what will be the effect of this cord?"

"Why, sir, its effect will be to keep the pencil from getting lost."

"You don't quite catch my meaning," said his employer, with a touch of impatience, accompanied by that curious, cold, mechanical smile which his subordinates so much dreaded. "I mean, what will be the effect of the green colour? You know, we are dealing with ministers. Don't you think pearl gray or black would be more suitable?"

Something suddenly snapped in the back of the young man's brain.
Three words in huge gothic letters seemed to detach themselves from the wall and rush upon him. They were: "DO IT NOW!"
An hour later they found Henry P. Smithers in his chair, staring at his mottoes with sightless eyes. The green cord was knotted tightly around his neck. And he was quite dead.

The Singer

By A. Newberry Choyce

AS I came by Kildorory
I met a slender lad,
And he had thinly-shapen hands
And shining eyes he had.

More of a woman than a man . . .
Yea, O rough-throated men!
But I would drip my reddest blood
To hear him sing again.

Though naught he told of high amaze
Nor any clever whim,
But only the sweet olden ache
Was in the heart of him.

So build you houses straight and strong
To shade you from the sun
And you shall stand in his dear debt
When everything is done.

Whose slender hands and shining eyes
Hath fashioned in the town
A thing that shall be safe and sweet
When walls are tumbled down.

ALL women are anti-Prohibitionists, to this extent, at least: they all wish that some drink would be invented that would make their husbands fall in love with them all over again.
Nocturne

By Sam Hellman

He placed his cold feet against his wife's warm skin and contentedly fell asleep dreaming of their great love.

The Stronger

By Zoë Ongley

I CLENCH my love, I beat my love,
I stamp it to the floor;
It turns to me and says to me
"I hold you more."

I slash my love, I knife my love,
I brand it with hot bars;
It turns to me and says to me
"You bear my scars."

I seize my love, I choke my love,
I try to cut its breath;
It turns to me and says to me
"My death's your death."

DANCING is nothing but hugging set to music. The puritan wants to abolish the hugging; the gay boy wants to abolish the music.
BELDEN undressed slowly, looking about him at the furniture of the unfamiliar room. It was the typical bucolic "spare room," that was plain. The dresser at one end of it was covered with an elaborate hand-embroidered scarf and on top of this reposed a large hand mirror face down. The hand mirror was quite superfluous, for the dresser itself was surmounted by a large oval looking-glass.

Belden rather guessed that the hand mirror had been a present—one of the good-looking, useless kind that evokes admiration at the time of its receipt and detestation ever afterward. No brush, comb, pin cushion, or any object which might have served the purposes of an overnight guest was in evidence—only the silver-backed hand mirror lying on the embroidered scarf.

The wash-stand at the other end of the room was more utilitarian. In addition to the dignified bowl and pitcher, it boasted a soap dish in which there was actually a piece of soap. The bed stood in the center of the room, an extra blanket folded carefully across the foot of it. The instantly recognized smell of the matting on the floor reminded him of spare rooms he had occupied in other such rural houses. The oil lamp which his host had left on the corner of the wash-stand was also reminiscent of long-forgotten visits to friends and relatives in the country.

When he was ready for bed he blew out the lamp and sat down in the darkness by the window. He could make out nothing clearly. There was rolling land with clumps of trees and in the distance the lights of another farmhouse. There was no moon, but the sky was spattered with gleaming stars of all sizes. In the city, one forgot that there were so many stars.

They had been out in the lane looking up at the stars just a little while before. His host—it was funny to think of that curly-headed fellow in the next office as his host—had struck a match to light his cigarette, and his young wife had playfully blown it out.

"That's my last match, too," the young husband had observed ruefully.

"Oh, baby!" The words had been accompanied by a caressing grasp on her husband's arm. They held the repentant note of a fond mother who apologizes for having thoughtlessly overturned her child's house of blocks, and they carried into the night air an echo of an all-absorbing love. It was an utterly silly exclamation, of course, but the young fellow seemed to understand it in all its intended significance. For the moment the two had forgotten the presence of their guest, and he had gazed steadily at the stars. The stars had suddenly formed a large constellation that swam about in a phosphorescent sea.

Looking out at them now from the window of the darkened spare room, it seemed that they grinned mockingly. Belden felt older and lonelier than he ever had before. Life was as black as the shadows beneath the window. The past was as useless as the hand mirror on the dresser and the future was as colourless as the water in the pitcher on the wash-stand. Belden admitted that the curly-headed youngster in the next office had beaten him in the game
men called living. He wanted somebody to say something to him, no matter how silly it might be, that would hold one-half the expression of that funny exclamation he had heard under the stars.

He got up and stumbled across the matting in the direction of the bed. For a long time he lay awake thinking, and it seemed to him that the cruel grinning stars had found their way into his thoughts and were torturing him with the white-hot irons of lonely misery.

II

When he came down to breakfast, the morning sunshine filled the dining room. The baby sat in its carriage near the window and laughed and gurgled and played with its hands. He knelt on the floor and talked to it baby fashion, but his eyes were so serious that it became frightened and began to cry.

He chatted and joked his way through breakfast with a sense of difficulty. The meal over, there was little time left before they caught the train to town. As he bade his hostess good-bye, it seemed to him that he must be just emerging from a tender but painful dream. The train carrying him and the curly-headed youngster into the city passed a stretch of wooded land where a small army of trees successfully held off the advancing sun. He thought that he had suddenly been shown a picture of his own soul—a dark place full of the growth of selfishness, and almost proof against the warmth of actual life.

But not quite. There were places in that long stretch of wooded valley where the sun’s beams had forced their way, where they paraded triumphantly as they sometimes did in the still aisles of empty churches after having melted the hearts of the stained-glass apostles and so gained forbidden admittance. And somewhere in his consciousness there was a similar vulnerable spot at which the seemingly trivial experience of the night before had taken careful aim.

Belden found himself wondering what had become of the girl whom he had formerly associated with such dreams and fancies as that experience had suddenly revived. It was a long time since he had given her a thought. He had almost convinced himself that he had forgotten her, and now by a simple invitation to spend a night in the country, this rash Benedick beside him had worked he knew not what incalculable mischief.

Somehow, Belden could not rid himself of the feeling that he ought to be riding in another train, past other and far more pretentious expanses of wooded land. It was somewhere beyond a stretch of wooded country to the north that she filled up these stupid days with teaching.

He wondered if she found her brief journeys to and from the old high school as dull and profitless as this interminable ride into town. He was glad he didn’t live in the country and have to make this monotonous trip every day. His companion must become sickeningly tired of it. When his work was done, he had only to go to his rooms and make ready for the evening, while the curly-headed youngster must wait for one of these damned trains and be carried out into the country with this commuting army. And yet, it was very beautiful in the country, especially under the stars, and at times he thought that he could cheerfully part with all he had if only to know that someone cared enough about him to call him silly names because his last match went out.

At the end of the day, he sat at his desk long after the curly-headed youngster had left the office to rejoin the army of commuters, and debated with himself whether or not he was a fool. Three times he assured himself that he was not and began a letter to a school teacher in a northern State, and three times he told himself that he was, and tore the letter into small pieces. But that evening in his lonesome rooms he confided to his books that he didn’t give a damn and that he was going in search of her anyway. And the next morning he arranged for a week’s leave of absence.
III

The red plush seats of the familiar railway coach looked older than when he saw them last, but they were none the less friendly for all that, and when a sunbeam jumped from one window of the car to another the dingy plush shone with all of its old time allure­ment. How full of romance and mystery the world had been in those days! What a difference a small bundle of years could make. It had not been such a long time since he went away, and the scenes he had traversed thus far did not appear to have changed greatly; and yet he felt strangely out of harmony with them, strangely alien and old.

He wondered whether she would find him so, or whether he would fit naturally into the picture after a little practice and appear not to have suffered any more at the hands of the forgotten years than the old plush seats in the coach. He was sure that she would not be changed. He would seek her out in her school room, and she would be a little more dignified, perhaps, than when he had seen her last, a trifle more mature, a little—a very little older; but she would turn to him the same clear, understanding eyes and almost before he had a chance to speak to her she would know why he had come.

He wondered if she had known that he would come all the while, and as he thought about it he seemed to realize more and more clearly that she had. Well, she had been wiser than he. And yet, perhaps, he had known it too, only he had kept the certain knowledge hidden away somewhere, pretending that he didn't really possess it, until that night in the country lane when the subtle influence of star magic had instantly brought him face to face with it.

Yes, it was the girl wife of the curly-haired youngster in the next office who had uttered the mystic formula—such an infernally silly expression!—grasping repentantly at the arm of the young husband who had just been deprived of his last match. It was the magic of the stars that had revealed it to him, and it was the stars that had bored the realization of it into his aching soul afterward in the spare room of that little house in the country, while all the crickets in Christendom had sung about it in the neighbouring fields to make doubly sure he shouldn't forget it by morning or think that it had been a dream.

He had not written her that he was coming. After he had torn up the third letter, he had decided not to write any more but just to come, as quickly as the two railroads between them could cover the miles of woods and fields and pass all the troublesome cities. The first railroad had been left behind yesterday and most of the cities with it, and now the second, the old familiar one, was bearing him along past the last of the woods and it would be only a few hours before he could alight at the little brick station and turn his eager steps in the direction of the school house.

By degrees he felt himself becoming more a part of things. The awkwardness began to wear off. He stretched his legs under the seat in front of him and smiled at the cushioned back where the sunlight reached it from the window. If life could not be mysterious any longer, perhaps it still held romance, and if he could shake himself altogether free of this lethargic spell which the years had cast over him, he felt sure that he should still find it vigorous.

IV

When the conductor opened the rear door of the coach and called the name of the little station, the sense of unreality came back again. The conductor's voice seemed like a hoarse echo of utterances he had once heard in a language that was no longer used. Belden gazed earnestly out of the window in an effort to recover his grip on the past. Surely it must come back to him. Nine years was not eternity.

There was the marble works, and in a moment they must cross the river. Yes, he could see the sun on the water. The train began to rumble across the iron bridge. There was a scattered group of
workmen's houses next, then a forgotten street with a flagman at the railroad crossing. A few of the passengers were getting ready to leave. The station was very near. Another street. The houses were thicker here. Yes, he could see the white posts with the black railing at the extreme end of the station lot. He was in the aisle with the others and he felt just a trifle unsteady. It continually recurred to him that he had no business here, and he was displeased with himself for thinking so. Ahead of him a traveling salesman wrestled with a heavy sample case.

He stepped onto the platform and walked a short distance away, where he stood watching the train. A breeze scurrying past carried an odour of petunias from the circular bed opposite the station.

With the departure of the train, his feeling of alienation increased. He paused after a few uncertain steps in the direction of the town, wondering why he should feel as he did. Surely he had not mistaken his own wishes. He had truly wanted to come back to this place of memories; had formulated a definite purpose. Why was he waveriing now? He seemed suddenly to be oppressed with a strange sense of loss, a feeling akin to homesickness. Shaking off the threatening depression, he walked on. Slowly the streets took on a more familiar look, but there was something remote in it that he was at a loss to understand. The houses seemed to be peering out at him from behind barriers, viewing him as children look with suspicion upon a strange and unattractive visitor.

When he reached the school house he stood for what seemed to him a long time looking at its austere windows and its forbidding bricks. Somehow, it exhaled none of the welcome that he had anticipated. It stared at him as though to rebuke his temerity in making any claim to its acquaintance. He mounted the steps almost apologetically.

In the principal's office, a strange young woman rose quickly from her desk with the unsolicited information that this was the hour of the day when the principal taught chemistry. Was there anything she could do? He looked at her searchingly. She resembled no one whom he had known.

In reply to his question she gave him the commiserating glance reserved for strangers and prodigals. No, she was not there. She did not teach any more. He knew, of course, that she and the principal were recently married.

V

Leaning back on the faded plush of one of the seats in the old railway coach, Belden could not tell whether he was profoundly sorry or simply relieved. One by one the landmarks that he had once known, but which had forgotten him, passed out of sight. The train was carrying him back in the direction of the loneliness he had fled from only to find a sense of greater loneliness at the end of the journey.

He thought of his work at the office, of the prospects it offered, of his comfortable rooms, and of his freedom from responsibility, and the allurements of the city with its numerous and varied attempts to please. If he had found her as he had expected to, and they had returned together, it would have necessitated many changes in his mode of living to which he had given no thought when he reacted to the emotional impulse born under the light of multitudinous stars on a spring evening in the country. Perhaps he would have found many of those changes difficult. He was not sure, after all, that his journey had sprung from anything more fundamental than a vague discontent, and discontent was common to all men at intervals.

"I guess I'm just growing into a selfish, sentimental old bachelor," he mused, and the monotonous chuckle of the wheels under the old coach seemed to impress him with the conviction that he had spoken the truth.

But hours later when he looked out of the window and perceived the first stars in the sky, he experienced a momentary pang.
A Pound of Chocolates

By Walter Yust

I

For six years Lily loved Zoll; for six years she wept at intervals on Mama Zoll's breast; for six years she suffered the humiliation of Zoll's coarse indifference to her; for six years, off and on, Zoll chucked her boxes of cheap chocolates by way of expressing that he was still courtin'; and finally Lily married him, ... She couldn't do much else, after keeping company for six years. Zoll was her one best bet.

Her wedding was something of a shattering of dreams.

"They won't be no beer at our weddin', hah, Bill?" she had begged. And Bill grunted. It was his privilege, being a man, to grunt at woman.

"I want to be married in a church," said Lily, "with an organ, an' a minister in his robes."

And for the first time since he was a small child, Zoll stood inside a church. "I'd try anythin' onc't," said he, gallantly.

They returned from the church to their bridal home on Clark Street which Zoll had rented. It was the little frame house that neighbours were happy to point out as having been built over the bed of the Cohocksink Creek that flowed in the days when dirty Kensington was all green fields and farms. The bridal couple returned to their home in a carriage trailing old shoes and white ribbons and "Just Married" signs. An old can, that banged and clattered behind, especially excited Lily's risibility as she cuddled close to her career. When the pair of them, with bridesmaid and best man, left the carriage, they were welcomed by the elder Mr. and Mrs. Zoll and Mrs. and Mr. Werther, Lily's parents, and they all sat down to supper. It was just what Lily had planned, had been looking forward to for years, this quiet happy supper with Bill and the folks alone in her own home. And she was radiant.

But before the meal was ended a loud pounding on the door shook the little old house and Lily's life.

Annoyed, she opened the front door, and a chorus of neighbours greeted her:

"Hail, hail, the gang's all here:
We come to see the bride,
We come to see the bride."

George Branden, fat Uncle George, stood on the top steps. His coat was turned inside out; on his head tilted a fireman's hat; and he was directing the chorus with a hatchet. In back of him followed four men, each of whom gripped an end of two parallel boards. Between this improvised carrier was strapped a large beer keg, and nailed to the keg was a stick with an American flag floating from it.

The army behind the keg—an army of neighbours, men and women, who carried packages and who sang lustily—marched through the open doorway, Uncle George leading. The women clustered around Lily in the parlour and the men, who gathered together all the packages, romped into the dining-room where Uncle George shortly superintended the ritual of tapping the keg. The guests dumped their packages on the table—packages of cheese, bunt-wurst, ham bologna, pretzels, kimmel bread—and Mrs. Branden made sandwiches.
All this while there sounded a constant chatter, and laughter very loud, and ribald innuendos about the bride and groom.

Soon every glass was filled and promptly emptied. Somebody started the phonograph, a wedding gift from the Werthers; everybody said “That’s a fine record”; but nobody really listened. Somebody sang; Uncle George clowned it a bit.

“Ain’t George killin’?... wait... just wait... when he’s got a little in ’im, he’s funnier still!”

When Lily could, she slipped upstairs. Mrs. Zoll found her on the bed weeping.

“My nice supper,” she sobbed. “Oh, my nice supper... damn him! Damn George Branden! Damn George Branden for this...”

And so the evening wore merrily on, till it was early, the next morning, till most of the men were drunk, and one of the women.

Came the good-byes.

“Goo’ bye... goo’ bye... goo’ bye...” thickly from Bill. Everybody seemed to be shouting “good-bye” and “good luck,” so he supposed he ought to be doing it too, being the master of a house of his own now. He wasn’t quite clear what it was all about, however.

He stood beside Lily in the doorway. She was waving her hands to the departing guests.

Bill weekly raised his.

“Goo’ bye... goo’ bye... many happy ‘turns the day...”

He might have fallen asleep at the door-jamb, but his wife led him by the arm into the new home. She closed the door behind her.

The gas flickered with the rush of air. The chairs were where the guests had pushed them as they crowded about in the stuffy little rooms. On the shiny top of the parlour table were seven beer glasses—three on their sides, the beer dripping to the floor.

Bits of bread lay on the carpet where they had dropped from hands none too steady. A sandwich with a corner bit-

ten out of it was on the gilt chair Zoll’s mother had given them “not to sit on, but to look at.” Out in the dining room, the table was covered with a clutter of greasy manila paper, the skin of blutwurst, broken pretzels, an empty quart bottle thrown over on its side, a thread of whiskey spreading out into a little pool at its neck. Beside the table, and resting on cross sticks, stood the keg with its little Stars and Stripes hanging limp.

Bill had fallen into a chair and now stared stupidly at the door. Suddenly his eyes brightened, and then he shook with maudlin laughter.

The next morning there were three deep scratches on Bill’s heavy face... “Foolin’ with our damn cat,” he assured his smirking friends.

II

Such was the beginning of Lily’s married life in her new home where the Cohocksink Creek once flowed when Kensington was all green fields and farms.

For a year or so after the fateful wedding day, Lily’s married life was not intolerable. There was much to do, even for so small a home, to keep it clean and neat. As a wedded wife, too, with much responsibility, shopping at the market, in the stores, proved to be a kind of game to make ends meet; to carefully pit her weekly allowance from Zoll against their needs and the prices of the merchants. Proudly she recounted her economies to her husband while he sat grunting at his meals. And for a time, Zoll enjoyed listening to her little victories; for a time he was content to remain at home nights reading, as his good father was accustomed to read, while Lily sewed, as her good mother was accustomed to sew; for a time even to go out together, to call on their friends, to see the movies, held a measure of mild amusement for Zoll.

But not for a long time. Zoll had been too arrogant a wooer for six years. As a matter of fact, it was only reasonable that a man of Kensington should
be an arrogant wooer. Otherwise, he would lose caste with his fellows and perhaps lose the girl. Bill had never permitted Lily to interfere with his diversions, and Lily, true to her kind, never really tried to interfere with them during the long courtship.

"Bill ain't bad," she used to weep on Mama Zoll's breast. "It's on'y he's so easy led"; and Lily continued to be, as it seemed her duty to be, the constant welcoming harbour to which Bill, a kind of tramper, might return for repairs when broken with sailing on the multitudinous seas. She received him gratefully when he chose to swing back to her. And if Lily, more or less unbound, waited for him six years, certainly Lily tied down by marriage rites and a home would still wait. Besides, Lily's gossip about the neighbours and the housely and neighbourhood interests ran too insipidly the same, breakfast after breakfast, supper after supper, night after night. And, too, no children ever came.

Instead of "settlin' down" after the marriage, as Lily and Bill's mother had hoped he would, he returned to his old friends. At first for a number of years, fitfully; but later, regularly. He soon ceased going out with Lily, and never bought her chocolates any more, and came home nights only to sleep. He let Lily wait with her supper until it was cold; he remained in bed in the morning until Lily shouted herself hoarse. Frequently he did not return home for supper; not infrequently he stayed away all night. And the days for Lily began checking themselves off, endless, monotonous, one after the other, like the ticking of the gilt clock in her darkened parlour. The hands of the clock never moved synchronously, and never pointed the right time; but Lily lived her weary days to learn that "it's tickin' was comp'ny" and she always kept it wound up.

She soon stopped thinking; its pain made her apathetic. Sometimes she glanced at last night's newspaper which Zoll on rare occasions brought home, but never could she read for long. Late in the afternoon, she shuffled about to get ready a supper for Zoll, and then sought the rocker again to wait. If Zoll returned home late, and when he returned at all it was usually late, and the supper was dry and cold, Lily whined about his belated arrival; and he, in indignation, would snarl and eat his ruined meal or leave the table to buy his supper elsewhere. Those nights when he stayed away till very late or all night, Lily would light the dim gas in the kitchen and rock until sleep overpowered her. She would drag her stiff legs up the narrow winding stairs to her lonely bed. Lily had waited for so many things: for the happiness that hid always behind the horizon, for Zoll to marry her, for the children that never came. Now she only waited for the sound of Zoll's stumbling feet on the steps, for the fumbling of his key at the keyhole, waited for the slam of the shut door,
waited for the sight of his drunken self. The only pleasure—it can scarcely be called a pleasure—the only satisfaction she experienced, was the satisfaction of his actual coming, after she had waited so long. And it wasn't Zoll who gave her that satisfaction, it was merely his coming. If she had waited long for the rain, and it had fallen, she would have felt the same kind of satisfaction . . . She waited with serious purposefulness now, as if Zoll couldn't come if she didn't wait.

And then, one night, while she was waiting, Lily heard the creek lashing around down under her cellar . . . swishin' like a swell's skirt with spangles . . .

And after that night, whenever she listened, she heard only those two things, the tick-tick-tick of the gilt clock and the creek . . . moanin' . . . down in the cellar.

III

ZOLL reported on the afternoon of the day before Christmas at the auditorium of Murphy's Cotton Mills where he worked. A notice had been posted in all the departments about the usual Christmas celebration.

And it was the usual Christmas celebration: a beaming parson with a Sunday School smile invoked the blessing of his friend, God; somebody played "Silent Night" on the organ; three women, wives of the officials of Murphy's mills, sang an old English carol and went home convinced that they experienced the glow of sacrifice freely made; the beaming parson for fifteen minutes amplified the Bible story of the manger; finally, Mr. Murphy himself with his wig and comfortable stomach told the assembled employees how honoured he was to be associated with such an intelligent body of men and women, and how it was not so much a present to receive as it was a privilege to give this pound of chocolates to each and every worker in the mills in appreciation of their service and good-will during the year gone by. He wished them all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, and then signalled that the pound box of chocolates be distributed as the men and women filed out.

Bill Zoll, hair streaked with gray, fat and red, grasped his box of chocolates, and sauntered over to the "club" where he might secure his drink in spite of the prohibition officer. There he remained the rest of the day. He refused to let go his pound box.

"What y' huggin' them chocolates for, Zol?"

"For the ol' woman," Zoll had to explain to more than one inquirer that afternoon and evening. "She used to like can'y onct . . . when we was young."

He wept reminiscently as he sat with George Branden, quite old now, at a table in the club. Neither of them was sober enough to play cards with the others.

"Mus' go home—soon," Uncle George hiccuped his sticky words, "Gotta trim Chris'mas tree. Paid dollar'n half for tree . . . ridic'loush—price . . . but gotta have tree. Don' look like—Chris'mas 'thout a tree. When he tol' me—dollar'n half . . . thinks I, tha's dam ridic'loush price for tree. But don' look like—"

Zoll solemnly held up his box of chocolates for George to see. The box was very dirty, the ribbon was untied, the elaborate bow gone. One corner of the box was smashed in.

"For th' ol' woman," explained Zoll. "She used to like can'y onct . . . when we was young."

It was close to midnight when Zoll and Branden reached their homes. The light from the parlour of the Branden home shone through the yellow curtains.

"Mer' Chris'mas," he said to Zoll. They gravely shook hands.

"Same to you an' many of 'em," answered Zoll and felt his way up the steps of his home.

He fumbled with the key, finally opened the door. He took the battered box of chocolates from under his arm, held it in front
of him with both hands and with drunken dignity marched to the kitchen.

"Here's poun' box o' choc'lates ... used to like can'y onct ... Mer' Chi—" Zoll was saying to his wife when she sprang at him.

Lily Zoll stared at the bloody bread knife. Her husband lay on the floor, red blood fast gathering at his breast and running to the carpet. The chocolates were scattered about.

Lily listened.

The gilt clock had stopped.

"The crick ... " she whispered.

"Swishin' aroun' ... like it was a storm ... there ...."

The knife dropped from her hand.

Down the cellar steps she sped.

Dugan, the policeman, found her early Christmas morning. He heard wild screams coming from the Zoll cellar. He broke in the door and found Zoll, dead in a spread of blood, and Lily Zoll crouched in the corner of the coal bin, "dribblin' some damn nonsense," he said, "about a crick."

The Kiss of Love

By Stewart Holmes

The kiss of love is enkindled on the hands, flames to the throat and lips, smolders on the cheeks, and dies in cold ashes on the forehead.

Spring

By Oscar Williams

Spring is the scent
Of some god's beautiful flower
Whose petals are the dawns.

PIE—Two crusts of indigestibility separated by a layer of cholera morbus.
Ten Additions to the American Credo

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

I. That neither of the parties to a stage kiss derives any enjoyment from it.
II. That no college professor understands baseball, but that every college professor sneaks off at periodic intervals to enjoy a good hot burlesque show.
III. That all insane people insist that they are sane.
IV. That all patent-medicines are hooch in disguise.
V. That seagulls fly around and around, never alighting until they drop dead from exhaustion.
VI. That motion-picture directors always throw away the working 'script after the first scene, and make up the action as the play progresses.
VII. That country garage-keepers sprinkle the nearby roads with crushed glass.
VIII. That revenue officials imbibe at least three-fourths of the booze that they confiscate.
IX. That no matter how badly she wants to be kissed, a girl will demur for a time just to make things interesting.
X. That clergymen slip on store collars with ties attached whenever they leave their sacred duties, and raise hell in general.

Had I Forgotten

By John Russell McCarthy

HAD I forgotten, or only dreamed awhile,
The fair strange sea that never ceases calling?
Her mighty heralds she sends me, file on file,
Great trumpeting heralds, with their white-caps falling.

Had I forgotten, or only dreamed a space,
The sea, my mother in ancient mighty days?
I must go back to greet her timeless face
And walk an hour in her ageless ways.
A Pastel of Vienna

Matinée at the Hofoper

By Helen Woljeska

The footman in his fur-trimmed livery jumped off the box and opened the carriage door. There was a great deal of laughing, rustling, scrambling, and then they all stood on the sidewalk, in velvet coats, with picture hats, fluffy hair and rosy faces.

"Vite, mesdemoiselles," said the governess nervously, "venez vite, il fait un vent glacial"—and she led the way up the broad marble stairs.

But mesdemoiselles were not in any hurry. Archly ogling all around—at fashionable carriages, officers in gay uniforms, beautiful ladies, sweet little girls and sweeter little boys—mesdemoiselles walked slowly, gracefully, heads erect, perfectly conscious of their beauty and style, these little women, not ten years old.

The lights were still up as they entered their box. The wide interior of the opera house was ablaze with dazzling light. And in that sea of light swam many, many people, many, many faces, each with its little universe of joy, and grief, and guilt.

Mesdemoiselles sat down, dignified, haughty, the governess back of them like a black guardian angel. Mesdemoiselles looked through their opera glasses, recognized friends, bowed, blushed, smiled, whispered to each other. In the imperial box they discovered a solitary youth, dark, smooth-faced, in simple uniform. "It must be an archduke! Perhaps one of those we saw in Reichenau last summer? He is very handsome... But look over there, in the pit, yes—Rudi and the others with their English tutor. Ah, now they see us!" The young ladies and gentlemen bowed to each other with perfect grace and dignity.

Suddenly the lights die out. The music bursts forth, brilliant, rapturous—and the beautiful curtain slowly, slowly rises. Ah! A fairy palace, glittering and glistening in magic illumination. Slender palms and large-leaved bushes with glowing exotic flowers. In the foliage flutter jewelled butterflies and strange tropical birds. And with rhythmic grace the ballet enters—dainty gilded fairies and graceful elves, sinister gnomes and mischievous vixens, fire sprites, and the black horrible ogre—oh, it is beautiful, beautiful—it seems like a dream.

"And do you know—those are real children who do the acting! How I envy them! What fun it must be, to dance every night, so beautifully masqueraded, and be admired by everybody! And when they grow up, they are real actresses—ah!—and live a life of joy and love and roses—!"

"Truly, Valerie," whispers Yella importantly, "everybody likes that kind of a woman—just everybody! I can tell from the way people talk, papa, and uncle, and all, you know. Oh, yes. While goody-goody people—" she leans far over and speaks very, very low—"old maids, like our governess—why, everybody makes fun of them. Yes, Valerie. Even papa and mamma, Valerie!"

Between the acts the young gentle-
men come to call on the young ladies. And they converse, and court, and flirt with keen enjoyment. It is really too bad that the play begins again and they have to part.

The music starts once more, very low, moaning, mournfully. Something sad is going to happen now, surely! They are all tense. Valerie heaves a deep, trembling sigh.

Then she leans over to Yella. "Why do you pretend you love Rudi, when I know you don't?" she asks gravely. "Or do you?"

"Love him!" laughs Yella, "of course not! But when I grow up I want to be his countess..."

"I—" whispers Valerie dreamily, "I—would rather be a grande amoureuse..."
Three Swallows, Clear!

By Donal Hamilton Haines

I

"THREE swallows, clear, dear!"
Rita Sherrod stretched out her hands and took the coffee-cup which her husband held out to her across the breakfast table, tilted the silver pot and then waited tensely.

She knew exactly the point to which John's third cup was to be filled; there was a blue band around the inside that marked the proper level. But he was never content to leave it wholly to her sense of accuracy; at the critical moment he always gave a little warning exclamation.

It came now.
"There!"
She stopped pouring and handed him the replenished cup. He lighted a cigarette and vanished behind the ramparts of the morning paper. For several minutes the only signs of his presence were the little puffs of smoke which jetted up above the top of the paper.

Rita remained motionless, making tiny yellow balls out of a fragment of muffin.

Neither her expression nor attitude betrayed the tension which lay close to the surface. She might have been easily planning her day's activities or idly following some pleasant train of memory.

As a matter of fact she was fighting back an impulse to cry out, to hurl something brittle and heavy that would make a deafening crash, to do something to break the choked, thwarted sensation which oppressed her. She would have done it but for a cold certainty that the outburst would not accomplish the relief it promised. Whatever this strange incubus which had settled upon her proved to be, she was quite certain that it could not be dispelled by anything so simple as girlish hysterics. She must keep herself in hand until after John had gone.

This morning it seemed as though he would never finish his preparations for departure. Their number and unchanging sameness had never so impressed her. When finally his kiss—slightly redolent of shaving-powder and Turkish tobacco—had been bestowed and returned, she could have screamed with the sensation of relaxed tension.

She wanted to drop into the biggest and softest chair in the living-room, and sit there for hours with nothing but her mind active, yet she did not do so. She had discovered that a wasted hour after breakfast meant a congested domestic schedule, a feverish haste lasting through the day, and a badly planned and worse dinner. There was a great deal of hard thinking to be done, but it must be done to the accompaniment of the succession of household duties.

Introspection was a mental process which Rita had never heard defined by name, and with whose nature she was almost equally unfamiliar. At infrequent times in her life she had indulged in brief fits of what she called "thinking things out." They had been so rare that even now she could recall the details of most of them. The last had occurred when she was compelled to choose between John Sherrod and Richard Alden. Like all the others it had been a purely objective process; she had not probed among her inmost feelings,
but had compared the visible qualities of the two men with merciless thoroughness, and made her decision.

Now she knew that she was confronted by another occasion for swift and unhesitating decision, and that it was quite different from the others she had faced.

She was bewildered and a little frightened. Something had happened to her. It was still formless and undefined, and she must, somehow or other, arrive at an understanding of its nature before she could do anything else.

She stood beside the breakfast-table thoughtfully fingering the blue-and-white cup in which the dregs of coffee and the ash from her husband's cigarette had formed an unlovely paste. It was perfectly absurd, and yet everything seemed to center about that harmless bit of china. She could not tell when she had first been conscious of that feeling of irritation at John's way of holding out the cup, and the unvarying remark which accompanied the gesture.

They had been married two years, and he had certainly asked her for "Three swallows, clear!" some hundreds of times. There was nothing in either the act or the speech to irritate a normal human being, and yet the oft-repeated phrase had come to grate on the raw edges of her nerves until this morning it had seemed past all endurance. Something had made her flinch as though the innocent request had been a physical blow.

What was it?

She considered first the obvious outward aspects. Could it be that there was anything actually wrong with her? Did horrible nervous breakdowns begin that way? She did not believe it. Never in her life had she felt more splendidly healthy, enjoyed with greater zest everything she did. And her family had always been famed for its total lack of nerves. Yet there it was! She could not shake it off like the persistent effect of a nightmare. She had only to close her eyes and visualize the breakfast table to feel again that tormenting, prickling sensation which seemed to be just beneath her skin.

By the time she was half-way through her morning's duties, Rita had pretty well stripped the occurrence of all the sensible supporting facts which might have explained it, yet it stood, stubborn and unyielding without their assistance, refusing to vanish just because it was inexplicable. There was nothing the matter with either her mind or her body; there was nothing in John's harmless habit to justify its effect on her, but her direct-moving mind demanded that it have a cause. Rather desperately she drove her mind in a fresh direction with somewhat surprising results.

"Perhaps it's John!" she muttered.

The instant she had leaped to this conclusion she experienced a startling feeling of satisfaction and relief. It was almost as though she had yielded to that impulse to do something violent which had assailed her at breakfast, and had found in it the vent she had so terribly needed.

Placing on John the blame for her own condition seemed to restore her balance, to provide her with a direct and easy path straight to the heart of what had threatened to be a baffling mystery. Within the space of a few seconds (the time required for dusting the top of the piano and putting away the scattered sheet-music, to be exact) John's guilt had changed from a despairing and doubtful hypothesis to an established truth whose very details began to resolve themselves into concrete form.

That extended cup which had come to be a part of the breakfast ritual, the terse phrase which was so nearly a command, thrown out as it was without so much as a raising of the eyes from the columns of the paper, was the most characteristic action which John Sherrod performed in the course of the day. It was his whole personality condensed into three words and a gesture!

He was a neat, orderly person. In Rita's eyes—during the time when she had been making up her mind between him and Dick Alden—this quality had seemed a shining virtue.
John's inherent neatness had made Dick's carelessness the more glaring and undesirable by contrast. And since their marriage, her husband had lost none of that exemplary orderliness. Indeed, it had been a veritable blessing to her. He never left masculine litters of any sort for her to clear away, he was never in doubt as to the whereabouts of a single one of his possessions, the immaculate state of his bureau drawers shamed the occasional confusion of her own, and he had been positively a spendthrift in the purchase of vacuum-cleaners, washing-machines, and other efficient, labour-saving devices for her benefit. She had never had to concern herself about the state of his clothes, the security of his buttons, and his promptness at meals.

It was now borne in upon Rita that a virtue might be carried to such a point that it became a vice. It was comforting to know that if John preempted the kitchen-table for repairing his fly-rod, every particle of the mess would be removed before he left the room, and the white enamel top of the table if anything cleaner than when he commenced operations.

It was just as satisfactory to know that at precisely a quarter to six every night the door would open upon his return from the office.

But suddenly to encounter the bitter realization that in her husband's eyes she was of a piece with the accurate and dependable alarm-clock which woke him in the morning, or the thermostat which intelligently governed the flawless furnace was positively maddening.

Yet the truth was only too evident. He knew that at a certain moment during the twenty minutes devoted to breakfast she would be in the chair opposite him, her own meal finished, with nothing to occupy her except the immediate gratification of his desires. He didn't need to glance up from his paper as he held out his cup; her presence, her instant readiness to pour his coffee were as assured as the rising of the sun!

Like many another ardent discoverer, Rita Sherrod came close to making rash mistakes. In the emotional ecstasy of the moment it was easy to leap to unwarranted conclusions, to take too much for granted, to believe that the discovery of the evil was equivalent to its cure.

The full truth flashed upon her just as she was attaching the cord of her vacuum-cleaner to the floor-plug, which Sherrod's discerning eye had placed in the exact spot where it would render her the maximum of service. She paused, the plug dangling from her fingers.

"Suppose," she mused, "that I should get out of my chair and slip out of the room just before he finishes his second cup and lights his cigarette. He'd never notice my going." (This wasn't true, but Rita was thinking too swiftly to be logical.) "Then when he stuck out that hateful cup I wouldn't be there to take it!"

The idea was tempting. It had about it a flavour of positive audacity.

Rita flushed as she made the admission. To think that it actually required daring just to interrupt the trivial daily routine of one's own husband! But it did. Interrupting the Swiss-watch schedule of John's day was like stopping a town-clock or flagging an express train just to make it late.

Yet, for two reasons, Rita abandoned the plan.

If she tried to carry it out, she would have to begin with a cold-blooded, unemotional discussion with her husband, the mere thought of which positively frightened her. There might come a time when she was ready for such an encounter, but it had not yet arrived.

Not more than half-a-dozen times during their married life had she and John discussed matters about which they had a serious difference of opinion, but her memory of these one-sided contests was only too fresh and humiliating. In such encounters she had to admit that she was no match for Sherrod. His
mind was a positively hateful organization! He always had accurate knowledge with which to oppose her guesses, facts (often with tedious details of statistical figures!) against her theories, and finally, a half-paternal, half-professorial manner which was about as effective as it was maddening.

If she let herself be involved in argument about anything as impalpable and elusive as the discovery she had just made, she would be so much clay in his hands. Bad enough when they were discussing anything as hard and definite as the price of a fur-collar; infinitely worse when the subject was a hazy idea, about which Rita had as yet only feelings instead of thoughts.

Her second reason for abandoning the plan was more satisfying, though perhaps not so logical.

She decided (after some minutes of pondering during which the cleaner remained idle, its dust-bag hanging limp and flaccid with an air of thwarted virtue) that just breaking the breakfast routine would not be a sufficiently violent and impressive piece of tactics. It might—though she was none too sanguine even on this point—arouse John to a realization of what he had done, but this was by no means all that Rita required.

Her desire, which grew stronger every moment, was for a complete and rather melodramatic declaration of independence. She wanted to hurl some sort of a psycho-spiritual bomb. Henceforth she was determined to be something more than a perfectly functioning cog in John’s well-oiled universe. Such a convulsion could not be achieved by mere failure to see an extended blue-and-white coffee-cup—at least beginning it in such a way would not give her that sense of immense satisfaction to which she felt she was entitled.

Here opened a vista of possibility so breathlessly alluring that Rita shamelessly trundled the cleaner back to its lair under the stairs, and stretched out on the chaise longue to do full justice to the temptation.

She turned over in her mind one mad scheme after another, vexed that her imagination seemed so barren of adventurous suggestions. By degrees her thinking became less chaotic and more constructive as she began to realize the limits within which she would have to work. She must plan and execute single-handed; there was not a woman to whom she could turn for help. As for a man—

Rita caught her breath sharply and stopped thinking in order to feel more thrillingly. She had been searching for desperate measures, startling tactics, and in a single leap her mind had pounced upon the perfect solution—another man.

There was evidently a single tertium quid at her disposal: Dick Alden. But he was surely the one best fitted to play the rôle, the one on whom she could most completely depend.

Having endured some months of his courting, she felt that she knew him at least well enough for her present purpose. She had not seen him a dozen times since her marriage, and these encounters had all been of the most casual sort. But no woman, however happily married and thoroughly in love with her husband, permits herself to lose all track of an old flame if she can help it. Rita possessed a very fair story of information concerning Alden’s existence since the moment when she had definitely said “no.”

He had continued to live in indifferent rooms—which were probably as badly kept and disorderly as ever—and to paint an immense number of careless, hasty sketches which sold readily for small sums, instead of the few really good pictures he might have done had he been willing to sentence himself to hard work. (Rita liked to believe that exactly the opposite would have occurred had she married him.) He was as intermittent in his work, as unstable in his apparent interests, as distressingly careless in his dress and habits as ever. Since his affair with Rita he had paid no marked attentions to any other woman. That he was still in love with her she took for granted.
Even in the first and most exciting moments of her plot-laying, Rita was a good deal of a conservative. She had no thought of a real affair with Alden, first because she didn’t really want to flirt with him, and second because at heart she was a little bit afraid of both men. Given an inch, Dick was all too likely to start in headlong pursuit of the proverbial ell, and she didn’t at all fancy the pictures which her imagination painted of John’s conduct under such circumstances. She wanted no more than a suggestion of flirtation, enough to bring John to reason without making Dick hard to handle.

For all her timidity, Rita was inconsistently eager for immediate action the instant her mind was made up on a given point. She lunched hurriedly from a kitchen table, which was still in disorder at noon for the first time since her marriage, her mind wholly occupied with her plan.

She knew that Alden was likely to be alone in his rooms about the middle of the afternoon, that period being the brief segment of the day inviolate to his painting. She would go to his studio at half-past two. As an excuse she would commission him to paint something for the wall-space over the piano, whose blankness had always distressed her. She would not stay more than ten minutes at the outside. Then, instead of going directly home, she would have a deliberate shopping tour which would make her late. John’s dinner would be delayed. After that the course of events could not remain wholly in her control, but she felt that she would have made herself ready for anything which might happen.

After an uneasy hour spent in final deliberations, she dressed with more haste and less care than she could have wished, and left the house a few minutes after two. As she passed through the rooms on her way to the door, she dared not look either to right or left; it seemed to her that every neglected household task had assumed bodily form and was glaring at her with accusing eyes.

RITA had to walk half a mile to reach the block of cream-coloured brick apartments where Alden lived. Not until she was actually on her way did she realize that she had completely ignored one possibility. Her visit might be witnessed by any number of people who would be sure to draw the most lurid inferences from what they saw. Absurd as it was, she had considered no one but John, Dick and herself.

The terror resulting from the discovery would have wrecked the whole adventure had it not been outweighed by an even livelier fear—the horror of defeat. She knew that if she stopped now and returned to the house, every drop of her new-found courage would ooze away. She would surrender herself to the tyranny whose existence she had just discovered. If the revolt was to be made at all it must be made now. She had to go through with it!

The ornate entrance of the apartment building seemed a sheltering sanctuary into which she darted gratefully, comforted by the thought that she had seen no one she knew. An elevator was waiting, but she chose the greater security of the stairs, although four flights of them lay between her and Alden’s rooms. After she reached the fourth floor she had to wait a little to recover her breath and to brace herself for the encounter, which seemed much more difficult now that she stood on the very edge of it.

Dick’s rooms—a living-room, bedroom, studio and bath—stood at the far end of the corridor, and Rita saw that the door was open. She had a momentary flash of guilty hope. It was just like Dick to go out and leave the door of his rooms wide open behind him. If he was out, there was no use of her waiting—! Then, quite clearly, she heard him whistling at his work in the studio beyond the open door.

Once more she yielded to her desire for immediate action.

She walked swiftly down the hall and knocked sharply on the panels of the
Come in, and step high," came Alden's voice. "There are boots and truck on the floor, and I'm afraid it's deucedly dark."

She obeyed him literally.

The room was in semi-darkness, but she caught a blurred glimpse of shoes and clothing strewn about the floor and chairs. A heavy curtain separated the room from the studio.

Rita pushed this aside, and then stood blinking in the sudden glare of light from the big north windows.

Richard Alden sat working at his stool, keeping the smoke out of his eyes as he painted by means of an amber cigarette-holder fully a foot in length.

He was a large, heavy man, whose increasing tendency to gross fleshiness was even more apparent in his smock and slippers than it would have been in street clothes. He was clean shaven, and his large features were full of those contradictory qualities which enabled him to keep the respect of friends and enemies alike even while they knew perfectly well that he was no more than half the painter he might have been.

At the sound of Rita in the doorway he thrust his big, round face out from behind the canvas, and then stared at her with as near an expression of complete surprise as his features were capable of revealing.

"Well, Rita!" he exclaimed.

The tone might have meant anything, certainly committed him to nothing, and had the immediate effect of driving from the woman's mind the speech which she had rehearsed a dozen times. Her silence, which she could not break, robbed her of any chance of dominating the situation she had so confidently created, put her absolutely at Alden's mercy. He did not leave his seat, but continued to fix her with his disconcerting stare.

"You're not being very kind," Rita protested.

"Kind!" exclaimed Alden, with such violence that he dropped the cigarette-holder, which broke into pieces at his feet. He stared ruefully at the fragments without bothering to pick them up, merely grinding out the glowing coal of tobacco with the heel of his slipper.

"That is the sort of thing that begins happening to a man when a woman loses her sense of proportion!" he said in a complaining tone. "Smashes, big and little!—What made you come here?"

Rita made a desperate effort to piece together the broken bits of her pitiful explanation.

"I came," she faltered, "about a picture—"

"Stuff and nonsense!" he interrupted without a shred of pity. "I will do you the kindness to think you a clumsy dissembler rather than the hopeless sentimentalist your presence here would
otherwise brand you. I don’t know the precise nature of the teapot-tempest that sent you scurrying here, and I’m not at all sure that I want to. I can’t easily imagine Sherrod as a brute or you the victim of your own indiscretion. I don’t know whether you’re still in love with me, or not, but you think that I am with you, don’t you?"

Rita was silent.

This was so utterly different from anything she had expected that she could find no words.

“That’s a characteristically feminine mistake which it becomes my duty to correct,” Alden went on without giving her time to collect her scattered wits. "Let me assure you that your presence here doesn’t give me the slightest thrill. My pulse is beating at a distressingly normal rate. The rectitude of my conduct derives no virtue from a temptation manfully resisted. Two years ago you had the wisdom to refuse me, but since then the wisdom seems to have passed to my side. What have you to say for yourself?"

"I don’t know!" she confessed wretchedly.

"I thought as much," was his unfeeling comment. "There was a time when I bitterly resented your cool level-headedness. I can’t believe that you have wholly lost it. Life with Sherrod shouldn’t have worked that. You have either come to me for counsel, which is folly, or to compromise both of us, which is nothing short of criminal. In either case you have defeated your own ends, because you force me to battle either for my own good name or for our joint reputation. You leave me no choice. I can do nothing but smuggle you out of here with all possible dispatch."

"I’m sorry I came!" wailed Rita.

"Don’t cry!" he commanded sharply. "The admission does you credit, but you can’t be seen going out of here with red eyes. Do you know anybody else in the building?"

"No."

"Of course you wouldn’t! Did anybody see you come in?"

"I don’t think so."

"Incredible luck! You haven’t left any tearful note for Sherrod telling him that you’ve fled to the arms of the only man who understands you, or anything of that sort, have you?"

Rita’s crushed spirit suddenly bristled.

"Of course not!" she flashed out.

Alden nodded approval of her altered manner.

"The situation improves," he declared hopefully. "Now the thing for you to do is to go out at once and in the most casual manner possible. It’s an hour most unfashionable for assignations, a fact heavily in your favour, and also a time of day when our mutual friends and potential traducers are likely to be safe at home. The chances are a hundred to one against your being found out, for which I insist upon holding my blamelessness rather than your luck responsible."

"All the way home you will be abusing me with all the vituperative expressions at your command. You will call me an insensate brute, dead not merely to sentiment but to every consideration of decency. I haven’t petted you, comforted you, been sorry for you, even permitted you the safety-valve of tears. But in the fulness of time, although you end by disliking me even more heartily than you do at this moment, you will be forced to admit that I have the clear, cold wisdom of a masculine Minerva! If you don’t mind, I’m going to let you find your own way out, and if you encounter anybody in the hall I advise you to ask for Mr. Terwilliger, for I’m sure no such person lives in the building."

Obedient as a child, Rita rose from the stool and gathered her skirts about her for the hazardous passage of the living-room. As she did so, someone tramped down the corridor, and a loud knock sounded at Alden’s door. She gave him a frightened, questioning look.

"The devil!" he exclaimed. "I don’t live up to the reputation of my trade. I’ve no neat hiding-places for petticoats! Get behind that angle of the wall while I see who it is."
Rita crossed the room and flattened herself against the wall where an angle hid her from sight of the doorway. Here she stood, panting a little and listening intently. She heard Alden's heavy, unwieldy tread, an involuntary exclamation and then—John Sherrod's voice!
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She put a hand to her lips to stifle the cry which rose to them, her brain sick and dizzy from the sudden effort required to convince herself that this was grim reality and not the absurd tangle of a dream. John never came home at this hour. He could not possibly have discovered her absence nor guessed where she had gone. Yet there was no other way in which his presence at Alden's door could be explained. They were the merest acquaintances, having nothing in common; she was even sure that they actively disliked each other. Through the humming in her ears her husband's voice reached her.

"I dare say you're wondering what brought me here, Alden," Sherrod was saying, "and I'm afraid you may be even more puzzled when I've explained the object of my visit."

"I'm pretty well case-hardened against shocks," answered the painter. "Come in, if you won't mind the muss. I'll give us a bit more light."

In her corner, Rita heard the scrape of chair-legs on the floor and the flutter of a window-shade being raised. At least they were not coming into the studio!

"I've come to you for advice," Sherrod began abruptly. "Which is either the wisest or most foolish thing a man ever did," added his host.

"It's about Rita," Sherrod said, with a curious lack of diffidence.

"Obviously," the artist replied dryly. "But before you say anything further, I want a word. You're not a cad, Sherrod, but what you're doing is the act of one. You're breaking your own habit by acting upon impulse, and the chances are you'll regret the slip most damnably. I say this because I'm so prone to act upon impulse myself, and I don't suppose any man spends more time than I do in vain regrets. Now fire away if you still care to."

"Thanks, I believe I will in spite of your warning. There's something gone wrong quite suddenly between Rita and me. I wish with all my heart that it were my fault, but I'm afraid it isn't. For that reason, I can't handle it."

"Why not?"

"Because I should have to make accusations and Rita would assume the defensive, which would ruin everything. The cure must be effected without her guessing that there is anything to be cured."

"That's infernally subtle," objected Alden.

"I don't want to be subtle," Sherrod disclaimed. "Here's the case. Rita is altogether too completely domesticated. She's positively subjugated by the house, I don't like it. Yet there's nothing I can do to check a development that's a perfectly natural growth, though it is in the wrong direction. If I complain, I'm deliberately opposing a domestic virtue. She's got to be shocked out of it, and I want you to provide the shock."

"Sherrod," exclaimed the other man, "you're a monster!"

"I am nothing of the sort. I am simply going about being a good husband in an unusual way."

"You are," Alden maintained, "committing an appalling series of intellectual and spiritual outrages. You are insulting Rita and me in the same breath by asking me to make love to her. Why, man, it's beastly! Don't you realize that I'm probably still in love with her?"

"Don't be absurd!" Sherrod retorted sharply. "You know perfectly well that you never were in love with her, and that I shouldn't have come to you if I hadn't known it."

There was a short pause during
which Rita held her breath, certain that
Alden must be gathering his forces for
an angry outburst. She couldn’t help
feeling his answer something of a dis­
comfiture.

"I beg your pardon, Sherrod," he
said thoughtfully. "I have always done
you the injustice of completely under­
estimating your intelligence. Please go
on."

"This morning," continued Sherrod,
"my wife was closer than she realized
to braining me with a very solidly built
coffee-pot. She didn’t know that I
guessed her feeling. As a matter of
fact, I had engendered it. She is in
desperate need of an outburst of some
sort. I was prepared for it; I was
actually ready to dodge the pot if she
flung it. She didn’t. What’s more, she
never will. She can’t lift herself to
that height of revolt. I have failed.
My most persistent efforts—such as
reiterated phrases and tediously re­
petted actions—have accomplished
nothing. That’s why I’ve come to you
for help."

"Such as making love to her behind
your supposedly unconscious back?"
suggested Alden.

"Not necessarily. It’s quite pos­
ible that your advice will be all I
need."

"I’m glad you think so," confessed
the painter, "because that’s precisely
my own view. Were you by any chance
in love with some other woman before
you married Rita?"

"Yes. Several. Why?"

"Because it’s highly probable that at
this moment Rita is closeted with
one of them talking to her much as
you’re talking to me."

"Impossible!" cried Sherwood.
"She’s incapable of such an act. She’s—"

"Hold on!" Alden interrupted. "Do
you suppose there’s the faintest chance
that she suspects your presence here?"

Rita could fairly hear her husband’s
jaw go slack with astonishment.

"By George!" he exclaimed wonder­
ingly.

"Nobody," resumed Alden with a
manner which grew more pedantic as
he proceeded, "so thoroughly under­
stands the puzzling subtleties of mar­
rried life as the single man or woman.
No husband or wife could possibly
have advised you. Married people have
no perspective; they don’t in the least
understand the significance of their
own experience.

"You and Rita are cherishing identi­
cal delusions about each other. There’s
nothing even faintly wrong with either
of you, except the almost ineradicable
diffidence of the spirit, which is the
bane of many an otherwise happy pair.
There is such a thing as a coy soul;
the spirits of men and women have the
same differences of fibre, of impulse,
of inhibition as their bodies. Your soul
and Rita’s have been hanging back
blushing from the first collision as
bashful lovers, for all their passionate
eagerness, flinch from the first em­
brace. The thing for you to do, as
you’ve probably already guessed, is . . ."

There were sounds of movement, the
words grew vague, then ceased, and
Rita realized that Alden, with a deli­
cacy which his first manner had not led
her to expect, had gone out with her
husband and left her to make her es­
cape without having to face him again.
It was perhaps no more than human
for Sherrod to telephone home that
night that he would not be there for
dinner, and to ask Rita not to wait up
for him. Neither of them, in all truth,
was quite ready for the ordeal. Be­
sides, the denouement must inexorably
take place at the breakfast-table.
Rita precipitated it. She could not
wait for John’s third cup but asked, as
she tilted the silver pot—
"Three swallows, clear?"

He stared at her, leaped from his
chair, strode round the table and took
her in his arms.

"Thank the Lord!" he exclaimed,
"now let’s have it out!"
The Fire Is Out in Acheron

By Maxwell Anderson

The fire is out in Acheron,
And where it burned the centuries
Have swept in loam, and set thereon
A grove of lime and laurel trees.

And all the gods to whom we turned
With prayer and grief and dulcimer
Lie fallen, broken and unurned,
With Proserpine and Lucifer.

The woods are dark; the dark is still;
The dancers tremble at a breath;
And they will tire of their own will
And puzzle over love and death,

And snatch a terror from afar,
A horror from the misted fen,
And, frightened by a falling star,
Dig up the sunken gods again.

All wives are sure of their husbands. Some are sure of one thing and some of another.

It is when conversation lags that conjecture advances by leaps and bounds.

The best thing about wealth is that it enables one to buy kisses de luxe.
Conversations

III. On Women

Set Down by Major Owen Hatteras

Scene: An automobile on the way to Longue Vue.

MENCKEN

That gal in the lavender frock standing on the steps of yonder chateau takes my eye. She is pretty, and she looks intelligent.

NATHAN

It is the lavender frock, not the gal, that is pretty. You have arrived at an age where any woman wearing a colour other than black fetches you. That you chicken looks intelligent, I do not gainsay. But why admire intelligence in a pretty woman? Does one ask that a Corot landscape be intelligent? Does one itch to have a song by Brahms stimulate one's thoughts to speculations on basal metabolism, the theory of relativity, or the elimination of urticaria following injections of horse-serum? Simple beauty should be enough for any man. You are a hog.

MENCKEN

Intelligence does nothing of the sort. It is impossible for a sheer bonehead to be pretty. A pretty baby with a noodle crammed with nothing but air is like a beautiful sausage skin without any Frankfurter in it.

NATHAN

We differ for a plain reason. What you seek in a girl is stimulation. What I seek is rest. When I want stimulation I drink half a dozen cocktails. They're quicker—and cheaper.

MENCKEN

I don't seek stimulation in a woman: I seek recreation. And I can't find recreation unless my vis-à-vis has some sagacity. Beauty is not enough.

NATHAN

What can be more recreative than that very beauty? Did you ever need a woman to hold your hand when your eyes were regaled by the beauty of the Austrian Tyrol or by the Champs Elysées in the spring when the yellow nightlights are on, or by a long blue-white stretch of sea and sand? Didn't you find a greater companionship in this beauty than in any intelligent woman you ever met, and bought a bad dinner for?

MENCKEN

The answer is No. The more I ponder the great problems of being and be-
coming, the more I am convinced that mere pulchritude is dross. I have known in my time some very slightly damsels, and one or two of them have fallen for my blather and been at pains to be polite to me. But I remember them only visually, as spectacles without substance or significance, and, as you know, my sight is the least sensitive of all my five senses. I am, for one thing, almost colour blind. In my youth I acquired painfully, as one acquires table manners and the multiplication table, the news that certain colours clash—that no gentleman ever wears a purple tie with a blue shirt. But beyond that I have never gone. Stand me before a colour combination that is new to me, and I am flabbergasted. That is why I always wear blue clothes, blue shirts and blue cravats. They match my eyes and set off my ruddy, sclerotic complexion. All women regard me as a tasty fellow. The blue monotone somehow pleases them. They attach a psychic significance to it, and so think that I am blue internally, which also pleases them, for they like a sad boy—one who knows how to sigh. But the combination is really no more than a sort of refuge or trade-mark. Some men roll their eyes all the time, or talk business all the time, or are stewed all the time. I am simply in blue all the time.

NATHAN

But you evade the issue. We are not discussing your personal beauty, but the beauty of the innumerable caravan of enterprising and ever-amusing females. What I dispute is your doctrine that pulchritude is not enough, that a pretty girl is not her own sufficient excuse for existence. Here, my dear Herr Kollege, you wander into metaphysical piffle. What joy could be more delicate than purely aesthetic joy? And where is that joy to be found in greater measure than in the presence of young and lovely women? Nothing else is half so beautiful—not the finest score of old Ludwig, or the finest canvas of Rembrandt, or the most purple passage in the old dramatists. I delight in gaping at pretty wenches.

MENCKEN

It is your calamity. It explains why you are so easily intrigued by what you call morons. I have often observed you with melancholy. There was, for example, that fair creature you met in Paris in 1917—the girl from Youngstown, Ohio, whose father broke his leg in the Hotel Continental. A lovely sight, I grant you—under glass. But what a mind! Apply the Binet-Simon test to such a blockhead and the indicator will show that she is less than one year old—in fact, that she will not be born until next December a year.

NATHAN

Perhaps. But I didn’t admire her mind. I admired her externally—her complexion, her eyes, her hair, her youth.

MENCKEN

Youth, youth! What a delusion! You were born senile. You show all of an old man’s pathetic delight in mere youngness. To all of that I am anaesthetic. The women that you admire are, roughly speaking, about half the age of those that I admire. What puzzles me is this: why do you stop at twenty? If a girl of twenty, as you say, is twice as charming as a woman of forty, then a child of ten should be twice as charming as a girl of twenty.

NATHAN

It sometimes is. I like children. They are naive and often amusing—in a Rabelaisian way.

MENCKEN

And always ignorant, stupid, selfish and piggish. Children should be confined in public institutions. They feed upon flattery. They make intolerable noises. They smell badly. They are devoid of humour. Describe a child, and you have described a Socialist. If God blessed me with a child tomorrow, I’d sell it for a mess of pottage.

NATHAN

See Freud, chapter ten, verse sixteen,
You are talking nonsense. Worse, it is nonsense with a sinister inner meaning. You are actually a good family man gone to waste. You should have married at twenty-five and gone in for raising cannon-fodder. I never knew a more domestic man. The things you admire in women are not the attributes of a pretty girl, but those of a middle-aged multipara. You lately confided to me that you wear flannel pajamas on your sleeping-porch in Baltimore. I venture to say that you could almost bring yourself to admire a woman who wore flannel nightgowns.

MENCKEN

Bah! You betray one of the weaknesses of your case. What you admire in a woman is the clothes rather than the woman. Young girls wear bright colours, and so they take your eye. You constantly remind me of a small boy following a circus band-wagon. Let the gal be flashy enough, and you succumb instantly. Your delight in women is chiefly visual. Mine is chiefly aural: I judge them by what they say, and by the tone in which they say it. Clang-tint is what fetches me. I could never resist a girl with a low and musical voice. Perhaps that is why I am so exogamous. The American woman pitches her voice too high.

MENCKEN

That is American credo No. 762. The shrillest voices are those of French women. If the voice is the true test, then my coloured charwoman, Mrs. Evelyn Jones, is the loveliest creature in New York. She has a superb Bierbass. I often listen with delight as she mops up my bathroom singing, “Oh, How I Love Jesus.” But as for me, I think she is too fat.

MENCKEN

Excuse me. I am a Southerner, and hate all coons, however meritorious. In fact, the more meritorious they are, the more I am bound to hate them. No Southern idealist ever objects to a Moor who is poor, shiftless, ignorant, ragged and spiritless. What he objects to is the Moor who begins to show dignity, efficiency and self-respect. Thus I am permitted to admire Mrs. Jones as a charwoman, but forbidden to admire her as a vocalist. Let her sing so beautifully that she reduces you to sobs, I must nevertheless maintain that she has the voice of a Follies girl.

NATHAN

Even so. But which would you rather look at, a Follies girl or Schumann-Heink? You say that my eyes deceive me, that let a girl make up like a plate of French pastry and at once I hear the coo of angels in her voice and the gurgle of philosophers in her discourse. You seek to tangle up the issue, and save your own face. It is, as I have said, of no moment to me whether a girl has a voice like a second-hand trombone or the mind of a flagpole painter, so long as she is pretty enough, and keeps her mouth shut. My eye is interested in neither elocution nor profundity. You look at a woman through your ears. Which is like looking at perfume or smelling music.

MENCKEN

You are reduced to sneers. My syllogisms fetch you.

NATHAN

They fetch me exactly as I am fetched by ipecacuanha.

MENCKEN

(Suddenly leaning halfway out of the automobile.)

There! There!

NATHAN

(Peering through the rear window.)

Where? Which one?

MENCKEN

The one with the yellow hat.

NATHAN

O mon Dieu! That? I saw her be-
before you did—a decrepit old baggage. She is thirty-four if she is a day.

MENCKEN

Well, what of it? Are you so steeped in darkness that you are unaware that a handsome woman reaches her maximum between thirty and thirty-five. At the moment, I can’t recall ever encountering a woman under thirty who was genuinely worth looking at.

NATHAN

Spare me the details! I may burglarize the nursery, as you say, but I at least avoid the dissecting-room.

MENCKEN

Your tastes remain crude and untutored. You like the gross, lush beauty of youth—the beauty of a dahlia in full bloom. When you are as old as I am, and have seen as much of the world, and suffered and sorrowed as much, you will begin to realize that beauty is at its best at the moment it is first touched by decay—that the rose showing a petal that has begun to shrivel is infinitely more delicate and lovely than all the dahlias in all the funeral wreaths at all the Odd Fellows’ funerals ever pulled off. So with a woman. The thing that makes her perfect is the first appearance of fine lines around the eyes. They give her a touch of melancholy—and melancholy is absolutely essential to the highest sort of beauty. Why is a melody by Schubert the most beautiful thing ever devised by man? Because there is always wistfulness in it. The lady who has begun to oxidize has the same ineffable charm. She is perfect, and she is transient. She won’t last, and she knows it. This sense of mortality is what gives women their final charm. The young girl is simply unable to imagine her own decay. The egoism of youth protects her. Hence she may be pretty, but she can never be romantic. But an oldish gal who spends a sad hour before her mirror every morning, gently cursing God—a fully adult creature whose heart has begun to be aware of that ominous sinking, that far-away and gaseous feeling, that sensation of rats gnawing at the soul—this is the one for Henry. The beauty of such a woman often grows almost transcendental. She seems to carry with her an aura of downright ghostliness. She is as romantic as the Acropolis, or “Heart of Darkness,” or the slow movement of Schumann’s Rhenish Symphony. And her conversation is shot through with the same profound and charming melancholy. What could be more beautiful than to talk to such a woman? One stands fascinated before her gentle disillusionment, her resigned agnosticism. An hour with her is as fascinating as an hour of Eighteenth Century music.

NATHAN

And as depressing. I prefer the scherzo to the largo. My everyday life is such a curse, what with my incessant malaises, my enormous expenses and the harsh need to labour, that I like the women I meet to be gay. Give me a jolly cutie, and I’ll let you have all your Acropolises. I don’t ask a woman to stimulate me to lofty reflection; even purely aesthetic reflection is too much. All I ask is that she entertain my eye, and divert my thoughts from my troubles. You say that you view women as recreations. Well, what recreation can there be in contemplating the gradual oxidation of an eyeball, the conversion of a soft pink skin into a leather of unstable colloids, the slow curing of a head of hair, as hops and tobacco are cured? If you regard that sort of thing as charming, then all I can say is that you are morbid, and should put your feet into a wine-bucket of mustard-water before retiring. Could one dance with such a pessimist as you depict? Or take her to a roof-show? Or give her a buss behind the ear in a taxicab?

MENCKEN

Your notions grieve me greatly. Give sober heed to your own words! What sort of ideal do you hold up? What is the kind of joy-in-women that you describe? It is, in every detail, precisely
and exactly the kind that is sought by a moving-picture actor or a curb-broker.

NATHAN

In God’s name, no! The joy-in-women that I describe is rather precisely and exactly the kind that is sought by an intelligent man on a holiday. You get tired of your frequent railroad trips to Baltimore, your 1906 Panama hat, the bust of Louisa M. Alcott in your workroom, your purple socks, escaloppes of veal à la Creole, your hay-fever. I, on the other hand, simply get tired of my intelligence.

MENCKEN

But how does your intelligence get a vacation with the kind of girl you describe? If I sat down with that kind it would take all my intelligence to reconcile me to the abject depths to which I had permitted myself to sink. Intelligence is diverted only by intelligence. Imagine an intelligent man finding abstraction on a merry-go-round!

NATHAN

Very well. Go on. I have imagined it.

MENCKEN

Go back to the question of the moving-picture actor and the curb-broker. What is your idea of what such dolts seek in woman, since you appear to disagree with me?

NATHAN

It is impossible for an imbecile like a moving-picture actor or curb-broker to be a connoisseur of that imbecility of woman that is responsible for so much of her charm. Only an intelligent man can accurately and sympathetically appreciate such imbecility, as only a practised critic of the theater can accurately and sympathetically appreciate the art of such tomfoolery as George Bickel’s. The ignoramus sees in a pretty-moron only a pretty moron. The student sees in her the highest of all the feminine arts, the art of artlessness. That it is not voluntary, nor a consciously achieved art, doesn’t matter. Helen Green didn’t know she was creating literature when she set down literally the imbecilities of imbecile telephone girls and vaudevillians, nor did the ignoramuses who read her. In the same way —— —— is a literary artist. If I ever set her ignorance and imbecility literally down on paper, it will be her ignorance and imbecility that will be literature. I’ll be merely the recorder. It will be her own lack of ideas and lack of intelligence that will produce the work of art, not I.

MENCKEN

In other words, you now proceed to flapdoodle—the inevitable refuge of a man worsted in argument. Surely you don’t ask me to accept all that fol-de-rol about raw materials being literature as serious doctrine, to be weighed gravely. I hope you respect my years too much to unload any such hokum on me in sober earnest. I tell you in all friendship that you ought to drink more. You are suffering from alcohol starvation, and the fact is showing itself in your mental processes. As you know, I am a particular believer in the virtues of malt liquor. I drink every drink known, and have secret means of obtaining all of them even today, but I am thoroughly convinced that malt does me more good than any other—that the rest are merely luxuries and dissipations, whereas malt is as necessary to me as honey to the bee or hell to the Christian. Take it away from me, and I’d gradually subside to the level of an ordinary literary snob.

NATHAN

I hope I do not offend you when I opine that many of your failings are due to the overuse of malt—for example, your sentimentality. You have, with all possible respect, a somewhat beery mind.

MENCKEN

You don’t offend me. I admit it. More, I am glad of it. It has brought me happiness.

NATHAN

And purple socks. Nevertheless—
MENCKEN

I'll come to that in a moment. What I desire to say now is that even the large and refined delight that I take in feminine society is principally due to malt. Women who are genuinely intelligent are very rare in such societies as you and I frequent. Your reaction to the fact you have described: that is, you observe them as idiots, and have convinced yourself that they are amusing as idiots. My own reaction is different. Before I engage an unknown woman in conversation, I drink a few Humpen of malt. The result is invariable, and very agreeable. A veil rises before my eyes, and through it she appears to be not only beautiful, but also sagacious. Even when she begins to quote Arthur Brisbane, Walter Pater and Nietzsche, I am delighted. Thus I enjoy feminine society much more than you do, both qualitatively and quantitatively, and my sum of happiness is much augmented.

In the same way, and for the same reason, I enjoy Italian opera more than you do. If I drank well-water and then went to hear “Traviata,” I'd burst into laughter and be thrown out of the opera-house, an obviously unpleasant experience. As it is, I drink half a case of ale, applaud, and am popular and happy.

NATHAN

In brief, it is better to be beery and happy than sober and full of sorrow. You have never grown up. You still spout Omar Khayyam, very badly done into prose.

MENCKEN

Not at all. The antithesis is fallacious. It is not between being beery and being sober, but between being beery and being bad-ginny or worse-vinous. One must drug one's self somehow to bear life at all—that is, in New York.

NATHAN

What a mind to become drugged on 2 per cent lager! Why not try lemon pop, or Moxie?

THE CHAUFFEUR

Here you are, gents.

(They climb out.)

When You Came to Me

By Oscar Williams

WHEN you came to me in the dusty midday of my life,
Oh beautiful one,
You drew aside the hot blue daylight, like a curtain,
And revealed to me the shimmering delirium of night,
The madness of stars and darkness and blowing winds...
Jennie Sayre looked up from her notebook with that immemorial air of the stenographer waiting for further words of wisdom to fall from the oracle's lips. But her gaze held more than the usual blank suspended animation. She was looking at John Miles for the thousandth time with the valuing, appreciative study one gives to a well-loved, precious thing.

She was taking in that splendid head once again, the features so admirably spaced, that impression of superabundant vitality held in leash. How many times she had sat there so, listening to the easy flow of his language, appreciating some especially good phrase, gloating over a perfect word, wondering just how he was going to encompass some difficult passage and recording it triumphantly when, as she knew he would, he came upon the inevitable rendering.

For Jennie, curiously enough, was a passionate lover of words. A wrong one hurt, an almost right one tantalized, and the right word satisfied deeply some inner sense. And Jennie in her busy little brain was continually engaged in carrying on a fascinating conversation with an imaginary vis-à-vis—a conversation that dallied with mere cleverness, plunged into the depths of the deliciously profound, emerged to skate lightly on thin surfaces, and played dexterously with many-coloured fancies.

She found her brilliant opponent invariably taking the form of John Miles. Even now in the short interval while the telephone engaged his attention, she found herself having afternoon tea with him in a quaint old tearoom. She was pouring for him daintily, thoroughly familiar with the exact strength of the brew, the exact proportions of cream and sugar which he preferred. He was saying:

"Jennie, what could be a mellower, kindlier custom than this? It warms up the heart, melts down all mental rigidity, creates an atmosphere of fine intimacy. Give me luncheon for business talk, dinner for social conversation, but tea for heart-to-heart causerie."

And Jennie, sipping delicately, meets his eyes over the rim of her cup and agrees: "Yes, I too find myself classifying men into those I'd like to lunch with, dine with, or tea with ..."

"It's a function that sets off a woman prettily enough, too. You're rather wonderful always, but particularly fine so, with your head tilted sidewise, your eyes quite intent and grave over this serious business of pouring, your hand a beautiful ivory against the dark, gleaming porcelain of the teapot."

Jennie, as always, blooms under the warmth of his admiration. A sense of power comes upon her. At this moment she knows it is wonderful to be a woman, to stimulate and inspire a strong and worth-while man. But she must parry his compliment lightly; it would be too crude to show how deeply she was stirred.

"Do you suppose, then, that women have coddled and encouraged the tea habit only to furnish themselves with an attractive background?" she smiles.

"If they have, we are the gainers and their debtors in any case ..."

But the actual John Miles, turning
from the telephone, cuts in on Jennie's reverie.

"Shall we go on with our letter, Miss Sayre?" he says.

Jennie from long practice finds it easy to slip back into her everyday shell.

"Never mind," she promises that other one. "We'll go on with our talk soon enough."

Her busy fingers fly along the page; he pauses seeking a word; Jennie knows the exact one he needs but doesn't dare suggest it; it comes to her lips clamouring to be said, but she banishes it sternly. He finds another and goes on to the end.

Jennie gathers up her pencils and book and goes out to the bustling office and all the while that her typewriter clatters on its way she is off again on her private dreams. Now she is in John's car. He is driving—Jennie close at his side, wonderfully happy. They come to an inn.

"Let's have luncheon here," says John. "We're too late for Mrs. Fredericks'. Let's telephone. I'd much rather be with you alone anyway."

Jennie agrees. She always finds John's suggestions quite charming. The inn is lovely, with a suggestion of old England hovering about it. There's a brick fireplace with shining andirons, a gleaming brass pail and shovel, the rafters are low, the floor red brick, the tables and chairs dark-stained oak. Somehow the grilled chop, the bursting baked potato, the chunky apple pie, the coffee are all perfectly right.

They are in a playful mood.

"I want to take you upstairs to the old attic," says John, "open the trunk we're sure to find there, and adorn you in the brocades and satins and fineries that inevitably go with old trunks in old attics."

"There used to be an attic in my home," says Jennie smilingly. "And even an old trunk or two—but I'm afraid they contained only father's discarded trousers, and moth-eaten blankets, and shares in a defunct oil company."

Jennie never minded alluding to her poverty-stricken past. It accentuated the loveliness of the shining present.

"Oh, if it comes to that," says John gaily, "I never did suppose there were beautiful things enough to go round for all the old trunks in the stories."

"Fancy having all the place to ourselves, John. Even the waiter has disappeared. One could get up and play tag in and out of the tables and no one the wiser."

"One could kiss you unseen, and one will, seeing that opportunity may not knock for another five minutes, and that, in lover's parlance, is at least five years," —and John does that, his kiss giving her the same thrill that it never fails to give, be it playful, tender, or passionate.

Luncheon is over, they've been driving along silently—she absorbed in her wonderment at life's having given her so much in this lover of hers; he thinking how appreciative, how companionable, a girl his Jennie is.

They come to a beautiful meadow, gleaming with field-flowers under so gaily blue a sky that they must stop. They find a place under a beckoning tree—and in a tender mood they begin to talk of life and love and work. She tells him that she wants to write a book.

"There never has been an honest revelation of a woman's inner life," she says. "Women are too vain, or too self-conscious, or too cowardly to write such a searching personal analysis. One of these days, I'd like to record the thoughts, the emotions, the obsessions that have possessed me since my early girlhood,—to write them without self-consciousness or fear. But, of course, there must be more than honesty to justify it—there must be artistry."

The man nods.

"Yes—it should be done, Jennie, and I think you'll be able to handle it, too. . . . You've known, haven't you, that before I plunged into the vortex of business affairs, I wanted to write? But there was something too active, too conflict-loving in my nature to allow me to sit by and record—though I do love to find words for things."

They talk on, confiding their inner-
most selves. A sense of their love for one another comes upon them. John Miles takes the girl into his arms, kisses her again and again, tells her how dear she is to him. Her heart leaps high with happiness. She knows that she will always have this perfect love.

As for Jennie’s everyday self—there were times when a fierce enough hunger for reality came upon her. She’d harbour daring projects such as taking advantage of a quiet moment alone with him to say some of the things that were in her mind; or perhaps an even rashier act such as throwing her arms about him just to startle him . . . but, of course, she did none of these things. The outward Jennie had very little courage.

II

And John Miles? . . .

There was a night when Jennie was dining with her brother at a famous old hotel. Sitting at a table very near her were Miles and another member of the firm that employed her. This other, a Mr. Summers, saw Jennie and remarked:

"Look at the girl sitting at the table near the mirror, John."

Miles looked.

"Don’t know her," he said.

Summers laughed:

"You’re funny,—think of looking at a girl every day for four years, and not recognizing her. That’s Miss Sayre, your stenographer, you dub."

"Oh, yes—a dull, colourless little thing—you could hardly expect me to know her out of her setting . . . Capable, though," said Miles absently—and his mind swung back to the project they were discussing of installing dictaphones and doing away with stenographers.

THE real difference between the sexes is this: that in the case of a man the head is more important than the hat.

AN autobiography is a book in which a man tells what he would have said and done if he had thought of it in time.

A MAN may love many, many times, but he never marries until his luck changes.

A CYNIC is one who is married to his first love.
Redemption

By David Morton

The old gods wait where secret beauty stirs,
By green, untended altars of the Spring,
If haply still there be some worshippers
Whose hearts are sweet with long remembering.
The cloven feet of Pan are on the hill,
His reedy music's sadder than sad rains,
Since none will seek—pipe ever as he will—
Those unanointed and neglected fanes.

Beauty and joy—the bread and wine and all—
We have forsaken; our noisy hearts forgot;
We stray and on strange altars cry and call... 
Ah, patient gods, be patient with us yet;
And Pan, pipe on, pipe on, till we shall rise,
And follow, and be happy, and be wise.

Once there was a woman who tried to reform her husband by arguing with him. Once there was a man who tried to open an oyster with prayer.

Politeness is the art of doing something that is a nuisance in order to please persons who are still worse nuisances.

There are two sorts of fame. One is acquired by gaining a reputation; the other, by losing one.
Pepperell Square

By John Hunter Sedgwick

To Cassius Wotherspoon refinement was as the breath of his nostrils; he had been born refined and the slightest dissonance grated upon him like a rough hand drawn across a lute. This had not always been appreciated by some of the companions of his youthful days, among whom a man from the West had spoken of him as hunting culture, a speech as untrue as it was coarse, for Cassius had never hunted culture; on the contrary, culture had come to him.

Destined at an early age by his parents to the honourable career of an only son, culture had come to him by royal roads, and he had read the best books, had the most carefully selected friends, worn the best clothes, and had some of the most expensive sensations that much thought and a soundly invested capital can give. If he was a little cautious about the spending of the income, what matter? It is certainly a Greekness never to do anything too much, and Cassius was decidedly refined. His earlier youth had been inconspicuously marked by an acquaintance with the beautiful, and at thirty-five his taste in note-paper and feminine charms was even more correct than it had been in the lifetime of his parents, yet had not been marred by extravagance or the divagations that too often are seen in those who lack the sense of proportion.

His parents had had but little sorrow of him, and the only time that it had attained proportions verging on the serious was when he had declined to marry his first cousin, a beautiful girl whose fortune and accomplishments were such as might have been expected of her. He had explained that he intended to devote himself to public causes and the perfection of art education among the people.

When he told them this in his mother's room, his father had looked hard at him and then grinned, but Cassius hated flippancy, especially in older men, and paid no attention. His father, who had been a good oar in his day and was still a strong man, did not dote upon him as much as did Mrs. Wotherspoon, in whose bosom there reigned a calm content whenever she contemplated her son. But his father was a sensible man and as he said afterward to his wife:

"Hang it all, Maria, if Cass won't marry, we can't make him, though I should have liked to have a grandchild. Those things keep an estate together. But anyhow," he added cheerfully, "he doesn't run up bills and he's always in time for breakfast."

It must be agreed by all fair-minded men that these are virtues which wayward genius very often lacks.

So Cassius remained celibate and his cousin married the vice-president of a trust company, a serious and unimaginative man who gave but little attention to the beautiful. In the fulness of time, Mr. and Mrs. Wotherspoon left a society which was extremely comfortable for its members; they were fully conscious of having done their duty, though Mr. Wotherspoon had an undefined feeling that there were some problems in life that he had not altogether understood, whereas Mrs. Wotherspoon was quite untroubled by such speculations, and, herself the kindest of women, felt that these things were best left to professors.

After the first painful interviews with his lawyer and his tailor, Cassius found
himself the possessor of the family house in Pepperell Square and a very good income. At first, he thought the house a trifle empty, and Mary Malloy, the old waitress, wept on his grapefruit for fully a week, but Cassius was patient with her, recognizing that she came of a race that sometimes permits its emotions to obscure the fact that the beautiful is deathless and art eternal.

He faced the situation like a man; he went through all his father's papers and docketed them, gave away Mrs. Wotherspoon's clothes and sold what furniture had visibly the black trail of the '70's upon it. For a few weeks, he stayed in his old quarters, but finally moved into his father's room, which was really brighter and more spacious than his own. Here he installed a good Henner that his father had bought years ago in Paris, and enjoyed the lady's back as it gleamed in the light from the Square after he had gone to bed.

He that does not know Pepperell Square has yet to see one of the pleasantest sights in America. It is a place, quiet but not gloomy, and much reminds one of the squares and crescents in England, and has decidedly an air of its own. There are many squares that are no more than mouldy, quadrangular spaces enclosed in spiky palings; they forbid all cheer and invite to melancholy reflection, making one think upon the wrongs of a squareless proletariat and what a nuisance it is that one cannot cut across them.

Pepperell Square is not such a one as these, but a pleasant, sloping interlude between the rows of dignified brick houses that stand about it, conscious of rectitude and without familiarity. The Square has a few tall, high-shouldered trees and grass of sorts that at its either end are made gay by two statues, one of Aristides, the other of Marco Polo, and these heroes fix with their stony regard the excellent men that go to business of a morning and the local cats that delicately pick their way at night. The brick houses that face the Square have many of them swell fronts with white curtains in the windows, that shine at night with demure lights and homely luxury.

The Square is a quiet place; at times one hears the faint protesting whoop of a railway engine, but there is seldom much clatter and there is rather room for reflection and eighteenth century reading. At one end, runs Rodney Street clambering up the hill and displaying its white-pillared houses and at night its red lamp at the corner. At the upper end of the Square runs Pultney Street, famous for lodgings and a sweeping descent; standing upon it, one sees the river and at night its necklace of lights. By day, when it is fine, the clouds sail overhead in the blue sky, the pigeons exchange puffy confidences and now and then a child's voice floats up. The Square is enclosed in iron palings and no one walks inside, but for all that, it is not a penitentiary space,—rather a setting for the houses and a vantage point from which to look down on the sloped city.

The Wotherspoon house faced the middle of the Square and Cassius found it to his liking that he should rule in it. Here were his books, of which he had a good collection, his pictures, his objects of art and his work-room; for he was by no means an idle man. He rightly held that to be idle was to be unhappy, and Cassius detested unhappiness, a view that must commend itself. He had become somewhat stouter and showed a slight fulness under the ears, though he only used glasses for reading and took a good deal of care with the design of his collars.

This wet March evening as he sat at his great Italian desk of walnut, he made a solid and well-bred figure in his dinner jacket and read very attentively a letter that the butler had just brought him. His hands were not those of the Anglo-Saxon man, they were too shapeless and white; the ends of the fingers tapered too much and seemed to shrink from any surface not smooth, while the cushions in the fork of the thumb and forefinger were strongly defined. On his right hand he wore a heavy chiselled ring with a Carmelian seal, and on his
left a solid gold ring that some Roman had worn in the days when there were leopards and roses. Wotherspoon was a little pouch under the eyes that had a way of moving heavily, but had shrewdness enough as they were bent on the letter before them.

II

He read the letter three times, occasionally looking up and glancing at a bronze statuette that stood by his ink-stand, and once he had to adjust the wick of his reading-lamp:

"Fuller must attend to this tomorrow morning; it's getting out of hand."

With a little sigh he rose and went over to a great chair in front of the fire; a man fond of warm rooms, he stretched his legs out comfortably and gazed at his socks, and reflected on the excellent fit of his pumps. He did not care for tobacco, but he knew the cordial virtues of the grape; putting the letter in his pocket, he went to the sideboard in the dining-room and came back with a great glass of port. He took a long drink of it with a gulp that sounded thickly in the quiet room, and then took up the letter again, pursing his lips a little as he did so.

It was a letter that has been written these many years to men of refinement and without, and it is always wetted with tears and dried with wavering hope. It was not a particularly dignified letter: tragedy often forgets to blow its nose, whatever the critics may say. It was frank enough and told its story, though the grammar was defective and Wotherspoon found it too vernacular. The child was growing, it had not been well that winter and how in God's name did he think she could take good care of it and prices what they were? He sure must have a little to spare for an old friend and she not laying eyes on him for over a year. She had seen his picture in the Sunday paper at the opening of the home for Disabled Violin-makers and she remained his sincerely.

Wotherspoon took another gulp of port and gazed into the fire, listening as a gust of wind rattled the sash. His face did not show the expression of a man that has entirely absorbed Greek thought; it was that of one who is angry with what irks him and gives him trouble.

Men in this world are of two kinds: those that think of themselves and those that do not. Wotherspoon was capable of the keenest sort of regret, so much so that it could make him almost physically ill; an awkward situation or an ill-fitting coat would make him feel like this and fill him with a fierce determination to be rid of the disturbing factor. He possessed the strong instinct that sets apart from one's own life any and all persons and things that may ruffle its easy mood, but remorse was an emotion which he did not know.

"I'll write to Hopkinson about this," he said to himself, "he can have his confidential man shut her up." In another man, Cassius would have deprecated such a way of putting things; he would have considered it not only unbeautiful but shocking bad form—why state a fact any way than gracefully? This only shows that even men of the most careful refinement have moments when they do not embellish their thoughts, and, besides, he was alone, which makes a vast deal of difference.

As he went back to his desk, he noticed that the wind had died down, though he could hear the rain drizzling on the window-sill.

"Nellie had pretty eyes," he said, "very pretty eyes," and he wrote to his old friend Hopkinson, the able, bull-necked lawyer that attended to the affairs of so many in Cassius's world.

"I would send the woman money through your firm, were I not convinced that such an indulgence would lead to further attempts on her part," were the concluding words of a very clear, cool letter that Cassius Wotherspoon signed and put in an envelope which he sealed with his arms in green wax.

"I don't think I'll have Fuller post this—I can do it myself," said he.

Slipping on his rain-coat and taking an umbrella from the stand, Cassius
went out the front door, pausing a moment to look at the weather.

It was still raining, with no signs of clearing, and over on Rodney Street the red lamp coloured the pavement beneath it. The Square was silent, inside the palings the grass showed black and indistinct, while the statues at either end stood stiffly on guard. In front of the house immediately opposite there was a lamp, and in its light was a woman's figure in a gleaming rain-coat; she was leaning against the house-wall and appeared to be gazing at the sidewalk, so far as Wotherspoon could make out.

"Some servant," said he. "Poor night for a rendezvous," and walked on to the post-box at the corner.

"It'll reach Hopkinson in the morning, and he'll soon attend to it. He's a man you can depend upon," and as Wotherspoon flapped down the lid of the box, he noticed how the noise seemed to re-echo through the Square.

"I'll walk all the way around," said he, "and get a breath of air. I don't take enough exercise. Hullo! There's that woman still waiting for her young man. I'll see what she looks like," and he turned away from the corner.

Wotherspoon disapproved of those unreticent lovers that dispose themselves in public places and in all sorts of weather to keep mute watch for one another; when such performances took place on nights like this, they made one uneasy and made one see the damp journey home and the way wet stockings clung. The only justification for such spectacles was romance, and Cassius believed that romance must be beautiful and therefore comfortable.

He walked heavily to attract the attention of the figure gleaming in its rain-coat, but it did not move and as he came up to the woman, she raised her head and looked across at his, Wotherspoon's, house. He glanced over at the white door-posts in their bland neatness and then at the woman who continued looking across the Square.

It seemed to him that he had seen her before, but where, he could not remember; he was sure that she was young and comely. She did not have much colour and her eyebrows grew in a noble sweep, but he could not make out much else. He shook his head and kept on to his own door, whence, looking across the Square, he saw two women where there had been one.

"Chums, no doubt," thought he. "That other must have come along very quietly for me not to hear her."

Both women were gazing not at him, but his house, and he was a little annoyed by what he deemed unnecessary and vulgar curiosity, though it might be in its imperfect way a tribute to the taste with which he had endued a simple-minded house of Tippecanoe's period with a Georgian front.

He paused a moment with his hand on the door-knob, then turned and descended the steps, without looking across the Square. He walked along, humming the intermezzo from Thais very accurately, and when he came near the red lamp, he noted the colour it shed and how one of the panes of glass was cracked. Having calculated the length of the rays, he walked on along the other side of the Square. Suddenly his stomach shook and turned cold, for against the wall or the railing of every house on that side of the Square leaned a woman who was gazing at his, Wotherspoon's, house; they paid no attention to him and were all comely.

He walked on to Pulteney Street and there against every house stood a woman staring at Wotherspoon's. These, too, were all of them comely, as were the women that he passed on his side of the Square and that were looking at his house, but not at him. It seemed to him that there was a familiar look about their eyes; somewhere he had seen these blue eyes with shadowed orbits, but he was piqued and startled to notice that no glance was directed upon himself.

His pace grew quicker, though twice he must lean down and adjust his pumps—he was a man that hated to get his hands dirty, but now he did not notice the mud that streaked them and his face. On he hurried past the silent figures until he came by two that pushed
through the iron palings of the Square; one of them was a plump woman and stuck a little as she emerged with her eyes fixed on the Wotherspoon house.

Cursing and praying he broke into a lumbering run; he threw his hat into the gutter; he picked his pumps off and saw one of them fall into a puddle; he moaned and laboured with the short breath of the self-indulgent and his legs seemed made of wood. No one looked at him.

At last with a desperate bound he stood upon the steps of his own house, and in an impulse that he hated and could not control, he looked behind him, and saw before him the silent Square, the wet streets, the lights, the well-known house-fronts and nothing else. He craned forward with staring eyes and then put up his head and yelled:

"Hopkinson, Hopkinson—"

The sound brought a patrolman and sergeant running up, and together they got Wotherspoon into his house, where Fuller and the trembling 'Mary Mallory cared for him. As the policemen walked away down the Square, the younger, who was not a man of the world, but intended to be, asked of the other in a dispassionate tone:

"Dope?"

"No," said the sergeant. "Skirts!"

III

One pleasant autumn afternoon, when the sun was shining down upon the little town of Santa Constanza in California, a man and woman paused in front of their hotel and looked far down the valley that stretched below them. They had with them a sturdy little boy with honest blue eyes, and the woman looked now at him and now at her husband with the brooding, beautiful wisdom that so many have attempted to paint and as often failed. She had violet eyes and hair the colour of honey, black eyebrows and a small and lovely head. Compared to her husband, she was a little figure, but her shoulders were square and she moved with the self-possession of the innocent and the much experienced. Her skin was the clear white that is the most enchanting of colours, the kind that harbours all sorts of delicate pink lines, like the inside of a conch-shell, and now was flushed a little with exercise.

The man was much taller than his wife and plainly older; his lean, sunburned face showed against his white hair, which was close-cropped, and he looked a man in good condition as he grasped his stick in a brown, ringless hand. He was well dressed in weather-beaten tweeds and wore them easily. He was proud enough of his strong little son, but it was nothing to the wistful look that shone in his eyes when they were turned toward his wife, and she, the little figure, smiled at him, her other "son."

"How d'ye like it?" he asked.

"It's great, Cass," said the woman.

"It's so clean up here. But, my, Billy and me are tired after that tramp! Aren't you tired?"

And as she said this, she leaned back against the terrace-wall and gazed straight ahead of her, as tired people will.

"Don't do that, Nellie!" cried the man sharply.

"Why—Cass!" said his wife, a little startled.

"You'll dirty your dress," said Wotherspoon apologetically. "Lean on me."

She put a small, capable hand in his, and resting her shoulder against him, looked up at him and said with a soft laugh,

"'Deed I will, dear!"
God and the Marquis

By W. B. Seabrook

The old Marquis had often dreamed of hearing the iron gates of Charenton clang shut behind him for the last time. But when the day came, he heard nothing, for he was carried out in a coffin. His last earthly recollection was not of liberation, but of the comfortable cell in the famous madhouse, where he had spent his declining years amid the tranquillity of his books and memories.

And now, somewhat to his surprise—for belief in a hereafter was not in vogue among the libre penseurs of his aristocratic epoch—he found himself standing in the corridor of Eternity. The silvered hair which framed his intellectual brow fell in saintly lines upon his shoulders. His clear blue eyes were of an engaging, almost girlish frankness and innocence, sharply contrasting with the mouth and chin which were like the mask of a satyr.

At this paradoxical physiognomy, when presently he was ushered before the Throne, the Almighty glanced with a certain interest.

"A face not easily read," He mused. And then, aloud, "I am wondering just what prompted your foolish fellow mortals to confer on you the doubtful gift of immortality?"

Now, the implication puzzled the Marquis in more ways than one, and finding himself at a loss to answer the question categorically, he made bold to say:

"Why, Your Majesty, I had supposed that all such matters were exclusively in Your hands, and that all men were immortal... or rather, that none were," he corrected himself, beginning to find that his ideas as a free thinker were becoming sadly muddled, "... or at any rate, that if the immortal soul did exist at all, it was a thing with which You had equally endowed all men, and that after their death..."

"No, no, no," interrupted the Almighty in a tone of infinite boredom, cutting short the discourse of the Marquis, which was tending, in fact, to become prolix and metaphysical. "Immortality was never a common attribute of humanity. It is a gift conferred not by me, but only by men themselves, upon certain of their fellows, for some specific distinction or achievement—a poem, a battle, a discovery—sometimes for great piety, but oftener for great villainy—occasionally for some silly escapade, like living in a tub, or stealing a brother's wife, or leaping from a high bridge. The vast majority, of course, are blotted out by death, and for the most part their anonymous lot is happiest. But I am still intrigued to know why they have ranked you with the immortals. You have not, for instance, the physiognomy of a soldier, or a poet."

And God motioned the Recording Angel, who set before Him a huge Book, whose pages He began silently to thumb and scan.

"Your Majesty, I did write a great tragic drama called 'Oxtiern,'" tentatively ventured the Marquis, who, if the truth be told, was himself more than a little puzzled to guess how he had gained immortality, and was cudgelling his wits to recall anything he had done to merit the honor. "It is true that the critics pronounced it dull, but..."

"Here we are," interrupted the Om-
nipotent, who had stopped turning the pages:

"Donatien Alphonse François... decided you were well supplied with names... no, there is no mention of any drama."

Then, reading further:

"It seems that you are immortal because you made a specialty of torturing women... that you are credited with elevating the practice to an Art with which your name is to be inseparably linked in the encyclopedias. Very curious... and interesting," added the Almighty, closing the Book. "Suppose you sit down and tell me something about it."

"Does Your Majesty mean, specific instances?" inquired the Marquis, brightening and beginning to feel at home, for this was his favorite subject, and he felt he would be able to do himself justice.

"If you like," said the Lord graciously, "... and perhaps something about your technique."

"Well, there was the case of Rose Kellner, which may, perchance, have come to Your Majesty's ears—a serving wench, 'tis true, but a little beauty. I led her into my father's park one moonlit night, when the nightingales were singing, and strung her up by the fingers to the limb of an acacia tree (I recall it was in fragrant blossom) so that the tips of her dainty feet just brushed the fluttering daisy tops. She danced for me, exquisitely, all night long."

"I grant a certain lyric touch," said the Most High, with evidently mitigated interest, "but the incident savours of the dilettante rather than the sincere artist. I think I should prefer something in your more serious style."

"There was," the Almighty reflected.

"There was," he resumed, "the affair of the young Countess Claire de Treilles—a blonde précieuse, celebrated for the delicate texture of her skin; she bathed in warm milk, and boasted that she could endure only the touch of the sheerest silks. I smeared her with treacle and pegged her down, like a starfish, on a hillock of black ants. It was most entertaining. At the end of the second day, as I recall, she made a number of highly philosophic observations on the relative desirability of life and death, but unfortunately in such piercing tones that I was compelled to stitch her lips together with cobbler's thread, to prevent her from annoying the ladies who were taking the air in the plaisance of a neighbouring garden, and who were not interested in speculative philosophy."

"An amusing, though not very original, peccadillo," commented the August One, politely stifling a yawn, "but I can scarcely understand how such trifling matters could have constituted a brevet to immortality. Surely these were not your chefs d'œuvres?"

The Marquis was chagrined. He had observed that the attention of his Divine Auditor had been wandering from the conversation to a flock of white winged seraphim, floating lazily in the ether above the jeweled ramparts. The vanity of the Marquis was piqued. He began to talk rapidly, determined to make an impression.

"Your Majesty, there was my second fiancée, whom I boiled by inches in a cauldron of oil... also the Spanish lady whom I kept alive on the chevalet for five days and nights... and the tavern keeper's daughter whom I tortured by..."

"Enough," interrupted the Almighty. "If you will pardon me for saying so, your work was—how shall I put it?—crude. Lacking in imagination. And of an atrociously bad technique. You remind me unpleasantly of a man who tries to play the violin by beating upon it as if it were a drum, or by scratching its polished surface with a file, or squeezing it in a vice until it cracks. By such absurd methods you get only raucous noises and tear your instrument to pieces. A violin has more than a wooden body. It has delicate, highly tensioned strings, and, most important of all, an invisible sleeping soul, which may be awakened to life by the artist's touch and is capable of an infinity of trembling harmonies. Woman, like-
wise, is a trinity; she is composed of a body, beautifully fashioned, if you like, but still only a body; a mind as exquisitely sensitized and highly tensioned as the strings of a violin; and she possesses a third component, the most sensitive of all, which we will call 'heart' or 'soul' or anything you please. By playing on these subtler sensibilities, mortal woman can be made to suffer eternities of delicious anguish.

"Now, I myself invented, ages ago, a certain device, which while it is not without its little incidental physical infernos, is more particularly concerned with elements more sublimated than those which produce mere bodily sensations. And the amusing paradox is that this device has an irresistible fascination for the pretty creatures whom it is designed to torment. Their only naive dread at the beginning is that its chains are not sufficiently strong and lasting. Their only prayer is to be more tightly bound. And when once they are securely fettered and the wheels begin to turn, their emotion is so violent that they are unable to distinguish whether it be joy or pain, but only know that it is unbearable, intense. Yet they continue to bear it.

"It is a chalice in which are distilled a few drops of ineffably sweet honey, mingled with a draught of slow and agonizing poison—a cup containing fleeting moments of exquisite bliss and eternities of pain—for it seldom kills, though its victims pray for death, and often, if opportunity offers, inflict it on themselves. Though this contrivance is old, I find that the fluttering of my charming victims still lends the only passably amusing touch of comedy to the dreary spectacle presented by a world which was created, I confess, in a mood of supreme boredom. I assure you that if you could look into a woman's heart, you would agree that the antics of your ladies dangling by their fingers or immersed in boiling oil are of negligible interest compared with the delicious agonies in which they writhe when my machine is working nicely."

And the Maker of the Universe looked down with sardonic condescension upon the Marquis de Sade.

"This is indeed heaven," exclaimed the Marquis in humble ecstasy. "As an unworthy neophyte, may I be permitted to witness the operation of this perfect . . . by what name is it called?"

"I have little interest in names," replied the Almighty. "I am content to create, and let others attach labels. I believe, however, that the dear creatures whom we were discussing have themselves given it a name. They call it Love."

FAME is this: That when one’s tombstone falls over, there is someone left to haul it away to the dump.

IF audiences never saw musicians, there would be a great many more persons interested in music.
Popopeeka

[A Comedy in One Act]

By Lawrence Vail

CHARACTERS

Reginald French, a young looking man of forty
Marian French, his wife, aged thirty-two
Popopeeka, a savage girl of fourteen

SCENE: The beach of a desert island, somewhere in the tropics.
To the right Marian is unpacking a small boat of a number of miscellaneous articles saved from the wreck. To the left sits Reginald propped against a coconut tree. He appears very bad tempered and is puffing intermittently at an empty briar pipe. Their clothes are the worse for salt water and wear.

Reginald

(Surlily.) Any tobacco?

Marian

(Serenely.) Not yet, dear. (Enumerating articles as she unpacks.) Two boxes of dog biscuits. A tin of asparagus. Think of the parties we'll be able to give. A feather duster. A photograph of Manuel of Portugal. What a pity he's gone out of fashion. And look at this pillowcase. What wonderful lace—real Venetian. It must have belonged to that ugly lady from Paris. You know who I mean. The one who had two children, a poodle, and was trying to flirt with the young Australian botanist. I've always wanted one of these.

Reginald

Oh, damn!

Marian

What's the matter, Reggie? I won't use them if you object.

Reginald

(Furiously.) You can pick your teeth all day if it amuses you. But I can't stand your attitude. Surely it's hardly the moment to be flippant. We shall probably be here till the end of our lives. Haven't you any tact?

Marian

If anyone heard you, Reggie, they would never believe you were in love with me.
POPOPEEKA

REGINALD
Perhaps they would not be wrong.

MARIAN
What a horrid thing to say. But I know you don't mean a word of it. If you did not love me, why did you save me? You nearly lost your life because of me. Your precious masculine life!

REGINALD
(Meditatively.) I wonder why I saved you.

MARIAN
I confess that I was never more astonished. I thought you would rescue that silly little Miss Turner with whom you had been flirting all the way over. I'm not usually jealous, yet I did feel something when I saw you hugging her on the promenade deck just before the ship went down. I was floating around in the water at the time, I thought I would never see you again. And I do like having the last word.

REGINALD
I'm sure you were thinking of only one thing—how to save your own life.

MARIAN
I admit I was not jealous long. For a moment I wanted to scream, make a scene, then I forgot about everything. There was that horrible feeling of water stifling me, outside and inside, and my breath hammering to get free. After that I remember nothing till I found myself here, on this beach. You were moving my legs up and down, like weights in a gymnasium. (She pauses.) Oh, Reggie, it is good to be alive. Life is wonderful, whatever they may say in society. You were a darling to save me. (She approaches to kiss him.) My hero!

REGINALD
Don't touch me!

MARIAN
Do you really hate me? Isn't it wonderful? And here we are, alone on this island. Nobody will ever come between us.

REGINALD
There is no one like a woman for cheering a man when he's gloomy.

MARIAN
So you really hate me? Sure you are not playing with me? (She sighs.) Men are so insincere.

REGINALD
Marian, you're ridiculous. You know you don't care for me.

MARIAN
Whoever put that idea into your head?

REGINALD
Has the salt water gone to your brain? Have you forgotten that you were going to divorce me to marry that young Polish violinist? Not that I object—I never objected. You must admit that I did everything in my power to make it easy for both of you. I even compromised myself with Mrs. Hicks. And you know how she bores me.

MARIAN
(Meditatively.) Isn't it strange? I had forgotten all about Vladimir. And yet I suppose I was in love with him. He played so divinely. And he did make love exquisitely. He made even your love-making seem amateurish, Reggie dear. And now he means nothing to me. If he came strolling up the beach it would have no effect on me. No more than if my uncle turned up, or the man who presses your trousers. It would not even disturb me to learn that he was in love with another woman. I love you, Reggie. You have been such a hero. You risked your life for me. These attentions flatter a woman.

REGINALD
I want you to understand that the fact that I saved your life does not alter the situation in the least. It does not bind
you to me, still less does it bind me to
you. I had drunk too much champagne
at lunch. And later I was panic-
stricken. You surely would not take
advantage of a moment of hysteria?

MARIAN

Well, if you insist on divorce, why
can't we be divorced now?

REGINALD

Divorced now? Here? Who, I ask
you, is going to divorce us?

MARIAN

How often have I heard you say that
you do not believe in the ceremony of
marriage. You have called it an obso-
lete rigmarole, convenient for the igno-
rant masses, but unworthy of superior
minds. If a man and a woman love
each other, you have said, they can
marry themselves before nature. You
have insisted that that sort of marriage
was more sacred than any ceremony.
Well, why can't it be the same of
divorce? (She rises dramatically.) I
call the sea to witness, and the sun, and
this coconut tree, that I consider my-
self divorced from you, Reginald
French. Now stand up and divorce me.

REGINALD

Don't be a fool, Marian. Don't you
see that that barbaric formula of yours
is as much of a ceremonal as anything
else? I thought you were above such
vain phrases.

MARIAN

(Sitting down disconsolately on the
sand). You're right. I suppose I'm
old-fashioned. Probably that's why I
married you, for the ceremony. I liked
the bridesmaids, the service, and the
fuss in the papers.

REGINALD

So you admit that you are old-fash-
ioned? In my heart I always suspected
it. And yet why did you pretend to be
a modern woman? Why did you make
speeches in public advocating that wom-
en wear trousers?

MARIAN

I did those things to please you.

REGINALD

(Puzzled.) To please me?

MARIAN

I felt that I owed you something. I
thought that I should make an attempt
to adapt myself to your views because I
did not happen to love you. (REGINALD
starts.) Out of compensation, you
know. Of course I had other reasons.
I'm not bad-looking. I cut quite a fig-
ure at the parades. And as for advoca-
ting trousers for women. Well! (She
draws up her skirts.) Isn't it al-
most a crime to wear skirts with these
legs?

REGINALD

(Angrily.) Do you mean to say that
you were not in love with me when you
married me?

MARIAN

Of course not. Did you ever think so?
Perhaps, after all, Vladimir was right
when he said I was a clever woman.

REGINALD

(Melodramatically.) To think that I
have lived ten years with this woman!

MARIAN

I don't see why you are so indignant.
Now I love you, and you loathe me. I'm
not bitter about it.

REGINALD

Ten years! Under the same roof!

MARIAN

(Looking up at the sky.) You need-
't trouble about the roof any longer.

REGINALD

Ten years! And I never knew you!

MARIAN

Of course you never knew me.
You're only a man. You never could
get out of yourself. Not that I blame
you; it's the nature of the sex. They
say that we women are always looking at ourselves in the mirror, but you men never look anywhere else. And if you do see a woman reflected now and then, it is not the actual woman you see, but merely her relation to you. You see your wife, your sweetheart, a woman whom you might love, a woman who might be in love with you. As to the real woman with her needs and desires, you do not even know that she exists.

REGINALD

I suppose you think yourself clever.

MARIAN

No, I leave that to you. I am merely sincere. There's nothing like a desert island for clearing things up. It brings us back to fundamentals.

REGINALD

So our married life was a farce.

MARIAN

All life is a farce. The best thing we can do is to choose the least une­becoming roles.

REGINALD

Well, you have certainly opened my eyes.

MARIAN

You should have known. Remember I never was jealous of you.

REGINALD

I never gave you cause.

MARIAN

Don't pretend. What about Mrs. Lisk? And didn't I go to my sister at the time to give you more freedom?

REGINALD

(Ingenuously.) I thought Alice needed you.

MARIAN

It's easy to believe what one wants to believe. But don't think I'm reproaching you. I didn't marry you for your love. By giving me the benefit of your name and position you fulfilled your share of the bargain. It may sound absurd—but I liked you better when you were interested in some woman. You needed petting more than most men. You see, you had no vices—you neither gambled nor drank. You can't imagine how irritable you were when you were not in love. You grumbled about everything. You don't know how I suffered.

REGINALD

Would you be jealous if I fell in love now?

MARIAN

Jealous! I'd go mad. I'd kill the woman.

REGINALD

(Savagely.) Oh, you needn't worry. You have me at your mercy. (He glances wildly about him.) It doesn't seem likely that I'll fall in love here, does it?

MARIAN

(Insinuatingly.) Oh, yes, you will.

REGINALD

With whom, please?

MARIAN

You'll fall in love with me, Reggie dear.

REGINALD

Never.

MARIAN

Are you sure, Reggie? Never is a very big word. Even I do not promise ever to hate you. But you must come to love me. Not today, not tomorrow, perhaps not even next week. I'm in no hurry. There's plenty of time. No one is likely to interrupt us.

REGINALD

That shows how little you know me. Have you ever known me to break my word?

MARIAN

So that's it—is it? You refuse to love me merely out of pride, just to show me how stubborn and indepen-
dent you can be. You won't keep it up, Reggie. Think of the long days that are coming, of the long nights. You'll feel lonely. Think of the hours when you'll want to talk. I promise to listen to you. I promise to tell you how clever you are.

REGINALD
You little fool!

MARIAN
Go on, darling, insult me. I don't mind if it makes you feel better. (Rapturously.) He falls in love with me, marries me, loves five other women, decides to divorce me, rescues me, and then calls me a fool. Oh, what an adventure! All with the same man, too. Isn't life exciting? I wish I could write.

REGINALD
(Almost inarticulate with rage.) I...

MARIAN
Don't work yourself up, dear. Why don't you lie down and take a nap? You look tired. (She rises.) I think I'll go inland and dress.

REGINALD
Yes... Go and put on your black tulle and have your nails manicured.

MARIAN
I'm going to wash and tidy my hair. I'll be ever so much more attractive when I come back. Good-bye. (She blows him a kiss and goes away.)

REGINALD
(paces the stage furiously, then throws himself down against coconut tree. Gradually his eyes close and he dozes off.)

(Enter POPOPEEKA. She is a thin, small, black savage girl, with curly black hair, white teeth, and skin like shiny black oilcloth. She looks sleepily out to sea, stretches her arms, yawns. Suddenly she see REGINALD, starts, takes two steps toward him.)

POPPOPEEKA
Ou. Ou. Wa-wa-wa-wa-wa. (REGIN

ALD opens his eyes and stares at her as though at an apparition.) Ou. Ou.

REGINALD
(Takes situation in rapidly. He rises with alacrity, his face brightening with pleasure. POPOPEEKA runs to opposite side of the stage.) Don't be afraid, little chimney pot. I'm not going to hurt you.

POPPOPEEKA
Ou. Ou.

REGINALD
(Sitting down against coconut tree to reassure her.) A pity you don't understand my dialect. I was educated at Harvard—in America. They speak a language which sounds often like English.

POPPOPEEKA
Ou. Ou.

REGINALD
(Good humouredly.) Wee- wee- wee- wee. (POPOPEEKA approaches timidly.) I wonder what I've said. She seems to like it. Wee- wee- wee.

POPPOPEEKA
(Smiling very happily.) Wee- wee. Sh-sh-sh- wee.

REGINALD
Wee. Shwee. Pretty child, aren't you? I always thought people exaggerated the charms of white skin. I always preferred black meat in chickens. (He rises and strokes her arm.)

POPPOPEEKA
Shwee. Wee- wee.

REGINALD
Listen to her purr! And I thought I was tired of women. There's nothing like a change of colour for rejuvenating the blood.

POPPOPEEKA
(Rubbing her head against his shoulder like a cat.) Shwee. Shwee.

REGINALD
Wee. Shwee. Affectionate—arent
you? Well, anyhow, you don't talk too much. Or, if you do talk, you talk more sense than any woman I've ever known.

(He scratches the back of her head.)

Nice girl. Wow. Wow.

(As Reginald says "wow" Popopeeka throws herself on the ground. She trembles and moans.)

REGINALD

Good heavens! What have I said? Really, darling, I never meant it. It's my confounded American accent. When I was a little boy a big boy taught me bad words. But I'll never say 'wow' again. Wee-wee-wee. (She ceases to moan and looks up hopefully. Reginald caresses her.) Of course I meant to say wee. Wee forever and ever—till the fishes drink up the sea. Wee—little ink well. (He lifts her to her feet.) Come! Smile! (He dries her tears. He looks around and sees a box of candy.) Try one of these. Wee candy. Makes one feel swee inside. (He puts candy in Popopeeka's mouth. She swallows it whole and starts to cough.)

POPOPEEKA

Ou. Ou.

REGINALD

(Affectionately.) Little tar lady must not swallow candy so quickly. (He slaps her on the back.) There. That's better. (He kisses her. She returns kiss noisily.) Eh . . . not so stupid . . . little black devil. I never thought I would like kissing again. (She kisses him more noisily.) More quietly, little coal girl. Marian might hear. Softly—like this. (He kisses her several times and then releases her.) Now, no more kisses today.

POPOPEEKA

Ou. Ou.

REGINALD

And no more ous. Now tell me your name. I—(He strikes himself on the chest.)—Reggie. (He repeats manoeuvre a number of times.) Reggie, Reggie, Reggie.
MARIAN

(Touching his forehead.) Sure you haven’t a fever? You should not go to sleep in the sun.

REGINALD

Never felt better in my life.

MARIAN

(Suddenly.) Is there another woman on this island?

REGINALD

(Troubled.) Don’t be a fool.

MARIAN

I haven’t lived ten years with you, Reginald, without learning something about you. Whenever you were particularly affectionate toward me, I knew you were in love with someone else. I did not mind then, for I was not in love with you. (With a quick rush of anger.) But I won’t put up with it now.

REGINALD

You’re delirious, Marian. How could any woman...?

MARIAN

Has that horrid little Turner thing been washed up by the tide? If you pull her legs up and down and bring her to life—I’ll never forgive you.

REGINALD

I assure you, Marian...

(Enters Popopeeka. She stops, startled, when she sees Marian.)

MARIAN

Oh, that’s the girl, is it? A black thing, too. Oh, you men are revolting. But I’ll settle her. What business has she on this island?

(MARIAN rushes toward Popopeeka and shakes her violently. Popopeeka takes situation in rapidly, and with a wild series of ows tries to bite MARIAN. REGINALD pulls them apart.)

REGINALD

(Sternly, to Popopeeka.) You sit down there. (He forces her to sit down against the coconut tree.) Now don’t move. (POPOEKEA looks as though she is going to cry.) Wee-shwee. (POPOEKEA smiles, settles herself comfortably.) (To MARIAN.) What do you mean by attacking a poor defenceless child? She has more right than you on this island. She was probably born here. You’re only an immigrant.

(MARIAN throws herself on the beach and starts to moon. POPOEKEA smiles very placidly. She is busied, during the following dialogue, in spitting on her knees and polishing them.)

REGINALD

Oh, these women! I expected to find peace on this island, and it’s just like home. (Fiercely.) Stop crying, Marian. Are you trying to drive me insane? (Marian sobs.) If you don’t stop this instant I’ll go away with Popopeeka. (She stops crying instantly.) I see no reason why the three of us should not live together in peace. You can train her as a maid.

MARIAN

(With tears in her voice.) And have you make love to her—I suppose. I wouldn’t mind if she wasn’t so black. But I can never be as black as she. Not if I lie out in the sun all my life. I can’t compete with her.

REGINALD

Don’t talk nonsense.

MARIAN

(Half sobbing.) And when you’re tired of her, you’ll fall in love with her sister. And when you’re tired of the sister you’ll fall in love with her mother. And when you’ve had enough of the mother you’ll love her grandmother. It doesn’t matter how old one is when one is black. Men can’t tell the difference.

REGINALD

(Humouring her.) Don’t you know that I love only you?

MARIAN

But you said (sob) half an hour ago (sob) that you hated me.
REGINALD
I was nervous. If I didn’t love you, why did I save you?

MARIAN
I wish I were at the bottom of the sea. Why did you save me to treat me like this?

REGINALD
(In despair.) I promise that I love you—you only.

MARIAN
Then let’s pack the boat and go to another island.

REGINALD
I don’t know if there is another island around here.

MARIAN
Then will you promise me never to speak to Popo . . . Popo . . . what’s her name?

REGINALD
Popopeeka.

MARIAN
Will you solemnly swear never to speak to Popopeeka again?

REGINALD
You’re absurd, Marian. I’m likely to run into her at any time on this island. I hate being rude.

MARIAN
Oh, I see, you’re in love with her. (She sobs.) And I was going to be so happy. I was going to make you love me. I had six infallible plans. (She breaks into loud sobs.)

REGINALD
(Desperately.) I’ll promise anything you wish.

MARIAN
Then kiss me. (Reginald kisses Marian. Popopeeka rises angrily.)

Popopeeka

REGINALD
Good Heavens! Are you also jealous? I thought you savages were civilized and believed in polygamy.

Popopeeka
(Crying very loudly.) Ow. O . . . w.

REGINALD
(Impatiently.) Sit down, will you?

Popopeeka
Ow. Ow.

REGINALD
Stop crying. (He forces her to sit down.) Wee-wee-wee-shwee. (Popopeeka smiles.) That’s a good girl. Now Marian . . . (He turns to find Marian entirely composed. She is eating chocolates.)

Marian
Reggie, I have an idea.

Reginald
(Furiously.) An idea! At this hour! Have you no sense of proportion?

Marian
(Serenely.) It’s a sensible idea.

Reginald
(Impatiently.) Well—out with it.

Marian
An hour ago, Reginald, I divorced you. Will you divorce me now?

Reginald
You’re behaving like a spoilt child.

Marian
If you don’t do what I say I’ll make a scene.

Reginald
(Impressed.) All right. Anything for peace. I divorce you.

Marian
Will you repeat what I say? (He nods resignedly.) By the sun, and by the sea, and by that coconut tree, I con-
sider myself divorced from you, Marian Butterfield.

REGINALD

(Making an effort to be patient.) By the sun, and by the sea, and by that coconut tree, I consider myself divorced from you, Marian Butterfield.

MARIAN

Now tell that girl to come here.

REGINALD

Marian . . . I don’t see . . .

MARIAN

Call her here.

REGINALD

(Shrugging his shoulders.) Come here, Popopeeka. Wee . . . Wee. (He beckons and Popopeeka approaches holding her head very high. Marian takes her hand and joins it to Reginald’s.)

MARIAN

Now, Reggie, repeat what I say. Before the sun, and the sea, and that coconut tree, I, Reginald French, take this woman, Popopeeka, to wife.

REGINALD

(Angrily.) I’m damned if I’ll marry the chimney pot—not even to please you.

MARIAN

(Threateningly.) I’ll make a scene.

REGINALD

Oh, very well, then. (Pretending to take the matter humourously.) Before the sun, and the sea, and that coconut tree, I, Reginald French, take Popopeeka to wife.

MARIAN

(Releasing their hands.) Now you two are married. I’ll waive the formality of her accepting you, Reggie. (She curtsys to Popopeeka, who stares at her insolently.) How do you do, Mrs. French. (To Reginald.) And now, Reggie dear, I’m an unattached woman, free as the wind. I also happen to be the only white woman on this island. (To Popopeeka.) Be careful of your husband, Mrs. French, he has an inclination to flirt. He always had a leaning toward divorcées. I’m at home every Thursday, between five and seven. Charmed if you’d call. (To Reginald.) I am also at home after dark now and then—to white gentlemen—but I don’t receive their wives at that hour. Goodbye.

(Marian blows the couple a kiss and goes away. Reginald stares after her furiously. Popopeeka takes hold of his arm and turns up her lips. He thrusts her aside, and she falls, moaning, on the ground.)

CURTAIN

I N the old days a clever girl nailed her beau by offering to show him how to tie his necktie. Now she nails him by offering to show him where he can get a safe dry Martini.
At the Curb

By Vincent Starrett

Thus, Life, a ribald pageant, struggles by
(Who pauses at the curb may see it pass):
These cloaked gallants, with lewd, appraising eye,
These little priests, with beads of ebon glass;
This hooded woman, and that singing fool,
Yon haggard kings, and kingly vagabonds;
These maidens wet from trysting at the pool,
And dead men, lately drowned in lily-ponds . . .
They surge and flow; their banners catch the gleam
Of ancient sunlight, and immortal tears . . .
O bubble faces in the turgid stream!
O voices whispering down a million years!
Under each changing helm, my image lies;
Under each hood, your bright, unchanging eyes.

No woman on her way to buy a new hat was ever known to commit suicide.

Some men are husbands merely because some women disliked to be called old maids.

No man is a hero to his own wife; no woman is a wife to her own hero.
Still Further Addenda to the American Credo

By H. J. Roemer, H. R. Keeble and M. A. Murphy

I

That Daniel Webster delivered his greatest orations when he was so drunk that he had to hold on to a table to stand up.

II

That a Mason who reveals the secrets of the order will mysteriously disappear and never be heard of again.

III

That all star intercollegiate sprinters die of enlargement of the heart.

IV

That the most beneficial sleep is that which comes before midnight.

V

That convicts like their existence in the new reformed prisons so much that they often refuse to leave when their terms have expired.

VI

That professors are absent-minded, that they often come to their classes minus collar or tie, and that they sometimes walk into other people's homes by mistake while engrossed in deep thought.

VII

That a pitcher on a baseball team is not expected to hit.

VIII

That when they drop anything on the floor in a canning factory they put it into the can without washing it, no matter how dirty the floor is.

IX

That a Chinaman may kill his wife for less than nothing, and need never even go into court to explain his conduct.

X

That a negro will not work so long as he has a nickel in his pocket.

XI

That when a man tells you that he was born in Virginia it is a sign that he will try to sell you a gold brick or some oil stock.

XII

That all Irishmen are very witty, and when engaged in an argument invariably crush their opponents with a final excruciatingly funny remark.

XIII

That all professors at German universities spend their evenings in beer-gardens, and that each one slowly sips from twenty-five to forty steins of lager before retiring.
XIV

That all French poets stay hooched up on absinthe and produce their most sublime works when in a semi-demented condition.

XV

That the capacity of any negro boy for watermelon is unlimited.

XVI

That all Methodist deacons, when they visit a city, get hilariously drunk and spend their time at leg shows and disreputable resorts.

XVII

That if an Irishman were shipwrecked on a cannibal island he would be married to the chief's daughter and running the joint inside of a week.

XVIII

That laundry wagon drivers are mostly college graduates.

XIX

That people who are born rich are never vain, and that people who are born poor and later become rich are always vain.

XX

That when an Indian falls in love with a white woman and she refuses to marry him he never loses his self-possession, but goes back to his own people and lies around in the sun wrapped in a blanket.

XXI

That Edgar Allan Poe wrote all his stuff while sobering up after sprees.

XXII

That England always persuades some other country to do her fighting for her, and that, when both her ally and her enemy are exhausted, she comes in strong at the finish and reaps all the benefits from the war.

XXIII

That when a hard boiled guy gets married he usually becomes so respectable that it hurts.

XXIV

That if you are familiar with a negro once, he will shove you off the sidewalk into the gutter the next time he meets you.

XXV

That in the days of chivalry all the Knights Errant were gallant to all the women they met, said their prayers every night before retiring, drank a little, but did not swear.

XXVI

That summer romances are forgotten with the first frost.
The Widow Savard was setting the table for supper. In the dim lamplight of the small low-ceilinged room, she moved about mechanically—a thin, stooped figure in a gray homespun gown. Her son, Ovide, who had been for three days at Sacré-Cœur, with relatives, was to return to her that night.

A bright fire was burning in the stove, and comfortably the copper kettle sang its age-old roundelay. From time to time the wind went moaning past the door to die away, eventually, in the far mountains beyond the river; but the Widow Savard gave no heed, and her hands went quietly on with her work.

There were so many things to do, and at any moment, now, Ovide might come! The Widow crossed to the window, and peered anxiously into the deepening winter twilight. How dark it was—out there in the garden, yet in the sky—so strangely blue with the vague brightness of North Countries—the stars were shining. Beneath their radiance the village road lay colourless and deserted, except that, for a moment as she gazed, the door of Pierre Cid’s general store opened in the distance, emitting a broad ribbon of yellow light that suddenly unwound its length across the highway, and then, as suddenly, wound itself up again.

For some moments the Widow Savard stood quietly beside the window, searching the increasing darkness with her weary eyes. Finally, however, she turned back to her work with a sigh of disappointment.

What could be keeping him?—she asked herself, and the shadow of anxiety passed over her. Perhaps there had been a storm in the back-country—hark! the wind was crying again! Perhaps it was only that the roads were drifted high, or that his horses were unequal to the night.

Uneasily, she glanced from habit at the old clock in the corner, yet little of consolation could it give, for the mute hands upon its painted dial pointed with lifeless unconcern to the dead noon-hour of a day a long time dead. For fifteen years had they stood thus, as though held motionless by some dread fascination; and always in the Widow’s memory there lingered the remembrance of a departed Spring, when her Ovide, a little child, bent on the ways of mischief, had questioned with eager hands the offices of wheel and weight and pendulum. Long she had prayed le bon Dieu that some day the clock might run again, but in the village lived no man who could repair the ancient time-piece.

A curious smile lighted the tired face of Madame Savard as she recalled the bygone season which the silent clock bespoke. Dieu!—those had been happy days, indeed! How gaily they had lived, and loved—she and her man, Savard; and their little one—their Ovide—what happiness had they not found in him! How proud they both had been when folk had stopped to touch his shining curls, and to admire him, and to call him “Pretty Boy.”

Ah—they had spoken truth, those
folk, when they had called him that, and he had grown into the splendid youth his childhood had promised; but now, Savard was gone, of course, these many years, and a great weariness was in her heart.

Many had been the griefs of her long widowhood, colourless the years that marked the leaden flight of time. Like tapers, one by one, her simple joys in life had finally gone out, forgotten in the everlasting penury of her existence. Ovide, alone, remained to her. He was the peace of heart that closed each weary day; he was the light that glorified her path. What other comfort had she than her son—what other joy or gladness visited her heart? For eighteen years she had given him each waking thought that she had known; each hope and each ambition centered in his future.

He was to be great, some day—this boy, Ovide; with unreasoning conviction, the Widow knew this for a certainty—and surely the dawn for which she waited could not now be far removed. A premature old-age was creeping stealthily upon her, and the justice of the God in Whom her faith reposed would not permit that she be finally denied the glorious realization of the dream for which her hands had laboured.

Quietly the gray figure moved about in the dim lamp-light; with a rattle, the burning wood settled in the glowing stove. From time to time, the Widow Savard pressed her thin hands to her eyes. Her head was aching piteously. It was the interminable weaving that brought these knife-thrusts to her brain—yet she must weave all winter long so that in summer, when the travelers came, there were gay catalans within the house to sell them. Vaguely, the dim horror of the blindness that might descend upon her unaware was in her heart; yet she must work from morn till night, for poverty, alone, could still defeat her great ambition for Ovide.

Suddenly there came a step on the garden path; a clear, young voice rang out in gay hallooing; then—a moment of silence, and—the door flew open.

The Widow Savard uttered a low cry of joy: "Oh!—mon Dieu!—Ovide—why will you shout like that? You are no longer boy, mon fils; do you forget today you are a man?"

The son's arms were about his mother, and the tears that had started to her eyes were soon forgotten under the fervour of his caresses.

Thus they stood for a moment, the lamp-light casting strange, moving shadows upon them. *Ma mère, ma mère—you have missed me—it has been lonely here for you? Ah!—do not say to me it is not so, for I can see it in your eyes! Not for a day will I leave you again—for I have been lonely—too."

His mother smiled at him through her tears:

"Is it for always, mon fils, that you will fear to leave me? It is not well that you should have these thoughts. Vraiment, I have missed you, yes; but next year it is to Quebec that you will go, and it is a long, long journey, mon cher. You must learn to be brave and strong for it, Ovide."

She turned to her work for a moment, and then continued, "Now tonight you are come—just from Sacré-Cœur; three days have you been gone from me, and yet, mon Dieu!—you say to me that you have missed me! Do not forget, mon fils, that you are today—a man—no longer boy, but eighteen years of age. Learn to be brave, and fear not to go alone into the world. It is your mother's wish that you be strong—remember!"

Madame Savard crossed to a cupboard set high upon the wall and carefully drew forth a small, white jar;—"Now off with your coat, your cap, Ovide! In the oven there is fresh bread that I have made, and I have here some sweet preserve for you!"

Under the lamp-light, the Widow Savard and her son sat down at table. From habit of long years the mother breathed a swift inaudible blessing, and both crossed themselves devoutly. Then
the bread came forth from the oven; a kettle of herring was lifted from the fire, and the little room rang loud with happy laughter and merry talk.

Now it was that the lamp-light fell for the first time full upon the face of Ovide Savard, as he sat at the table of his mother, unconscious of his natural charm, and unaware of his symbolic beauty.

He was a glorious youth with the proportions of an heroic figure. Behind him, as he stirred in his chair, his shadow moved upon the wall like that of some great, restless, earth-bound Titan. Above his brow a tangle of black curls fell in a wayward disarray, and there was a peculiar quality about his hair in that it seemed to retain within its night-like depths some faint reflection of each and every light it caught, this giving to his head, as he moved to and fro, a vague brightness which held the eye.

His features were large but finely chiseled, his brows black and highly arched, his eyes a deep violet, darkening to gray, almost, at times, and seeming to anticipate with every glance some revelation of life that would delight them. The nose was high and somewhat long, the nostrils sensitive and nervous. The generous mouth was firm and given to laughter and red as the flame that sleeps in smouldering fires. When Ovide smiled, which he did often, one caught the gleam of strong, white teeth, and his gay laughter carried with it some sense of freedom, some sense of animal strength held well in leash, that won the listener's heart.

The dress of this heroic figure was picturesque in the extreme. His sheepskin coat thrown off, he lolled in the simplicity of dark blue flannel blouse and corduroys. About his waist he wore a gaily-coloured sash, woven of linen, and knotted at his side. The free ends of the sash, terminating in long fringe, hung to his knees, and thrust beneath this girdle he carried at his thigh a thong-bound hunting-knife. Heavy gray woolen stockings covered his feet, and before the open door of the stove stood the walrus-hide boots, which he had just removed—knee-length, and spiked at toe and heel with brass.

The Widow Savard was justified in the deep satisfaction with which she viewed the general aspect of her son, as he sat opposite her at table. Surely no other mother in Tadoussac had been so blessed, and, oftentimes, the Widow doubted if there was the equal of her boy in all the world, for strength or manly beauty. Savard, of course, had been handsome, but ma foi!—Ovide was all of that and more—so generous, so loving, and—so good.

And he was quick to understand, was this Ovide; both French and English had he learned to read, and the Cure said his spelling was perfection. His writing, perhaps, was not as regular as one might wish, but all that would come in time, and, Dieu!—there were those in Tadoussac who could not write at all! In only one expression could all these many virtues find their outlet, and, naturally, that expression was an ultimate renown.

For years Madame Savard had pondered on this great future which le bon Dieu had destined for her son, and with each passing day, the joy of his heritage grew in her heart.

Would they not marvel at him—those city folk—when he went up next year to pass his entrance for Laval! What scholarship he would display! and, ah!—how he would stir the hearts of all the fine young ladies he would be sure to meet! When the fame of his night-black hair and violet eyes came to their ears, they would seek him out—those fine young ladies—and they would listen to his laughter and his river-songs like the enchanted princesses of Fairyland. Then, some day, when le bon Dieu was willing, Ovide would make his choice, and, finally—(here the dream always grew dim)—there would be grandchildren. ... Yes—all of this was written in the stars, and all of this would some day come to pass...
It was only a few days later that the Widow of Narcisse Coté met her cousin, the doctor—Pierre Lapointe—as she was going homewards through the snow, at twilight, from the village. The two old people paused for a moment by the roadside to converse.

"It is true then, Pierre, that he cannot live? And you have to tell her? Dieu! she will go mad—eh?"

Doctor Lapointe nodded his head sorrowfully, and raised his voice very loud, for the Widow Coté was deaf, and overhead the little branches were snapping and crackling in the wind.

"I am afraid it is too late, Marie. If only she had sent for me but one day sooner, perhaps I could have saved him—I do not know; but now he is weak and full of fever, and he is bad, so bad. Perhaps—one cannot tell; he is young, and he has great strength to draw upon."

The Widow of Narcisse Coté passed on through the deepening twilight to her lonely cottage, leaving her cousin to pursue his route alone.

Doctor Lapointe had altered with the passing years, and now his irresolute step marked the arrival of infirm old age. His weary shoulders drooped more and more as each succeeding day was laid upon them. His voice faltered when he spoke, and at the corner his mouth sagged wearily. He had broken down; three score years and ten were upon him, and behind there lay a life of sacrifice, hard work and poor reward. It was said that he was useless now, by many of the villagers, and some believed that he was no longer rational in thought. Young Jean Leclerc, therefore, had found a practice ready to his hand when he had come to Tadoussac from school, some months ago; but when the son fell ill, Madame Savard thought only of one man to help her—and that man was Pierre Lapointe.

What mattered it to her that idle tongues declared him childish, or that a younger man had cunningly usurped his place? Could he know more of her Ovide than old Lapointe, the very man, who, eighteen years ago, had brought her son into the world? It was impossible! What if he did know more of modern science—(was not that the word?)—he did not know her boy, Ovide, and she would have none of him. Doctor Lapointe, alone, and by the grace of God, could save her son!

Just as the winter twilight was settling into darkness the old physician arrived at the cottage of Madame Savard. Thrice he knocked loud upon the door, but no hand unlatched to let him enter. He waited for a moment, then softly turned the knob.

In the inner room Ovide Savard lay senseless in his great, high bed. Backwards and forwards, up and down, his vacant eyes were wandering over the rain-spotted ceiling. One feverish hand lay extended upon the coverlets. Haggard and unkempt, the magnificent head turned restlessly from side to side. At the foot of the bed, her arms thrown out before her over the titan limbs of her son, knelt the Widow Savard. Through the open door of the room, the reflection of the bright fire in the kitchen stove crept quietly in, but the bed was lost in shadow, and a silence, deep and unbroken, brooded over the scene.

The Widow Savard rose to her feet as the doctor entered, and with the dumb, helpless eyes of a trapped animal followed each movement as he examined his patient. From time to time she crossed herself with almost an impersonal and mechanical hand; but her tired eyes lost not the faintest movement at the bedside. She was waiting for old Lapointe to speak, and out of the past, somewhere, there came to her the dim remembrance of a half-forgotten passage from the Scriptures: "Out of the mouths of fools—"

"You must not hope, Madame. Believe me, when I say to you that I will do all for him that man can do; but with such inflammation the very strongest may go quickly."

The doctor paused a moment, and then continued:
“Tonight we will reach the height of the fever, and it is tonight that must decide, Madame. He is so very young, and in his body there are such reservoirs of strength; but I will promise nothing... These plasters must be changed, Madame, and hot bricks should be put about him.”

The Widow Savard quickly withdrew from the room, to return some moments later with an armful of bricks, hot from the oven. These she proceeded to cover, one by one, with flannel; meanwhile, the doctor was dissolving in the hollow of a spoon, held high above the flame of a lamp, a small hypodermic tablet. Presently, he drew up into the barrel of the syringe the solution which he had made, but at the sight of the needle the Widow Savard drew back and whispered:

“Ah, non!—mon Dieu!”

“Vraiment, Madame—he will feel nothing. It is to stimulate the heart. Until he has passed the turn of the night we must give him this, at each three hours. In all the world, this drug alone can give him strength to meet the crisis, when it comes.”

With lightning-like rapidity the delicate needle sprang into the firm white flesh of the boy’s upper arm, and as quickly was withdrawn again. The figure on the bed remained motionless; only the head stirred gently from side to side, with methodical regularity.

Replacing the hypodermic case in his pocket, Doctor Lapointe took up his hat and stick from the table where they lay.

“Madame Savard, at midnight I will return. If he shows signs of greater pain before that hour, or should the breathing become laboured, you will immediately send for me. Jérôme, the grandson of your neighbor, Jean Baptiste, will bring your message, and I will be at home.”

III

Doctor Lapointe stood alone under the desolate winter sky; behind him the Widow Savard had closed the door of her house.

It was quite dark now, and bitterly cold. Above the Saguenay mountains a single star was shining brightly in the blue immensities of heaven. In the neighbouring thicket the little branches were snapping with the frost, but otherwise there was no sound.

On such a night as this, one had to walk fast to keep one’s blood from freezing, but that is more easily said than done when one is old, and feeble with encroaching years.

With his quickened steps the old physician’s thoughts kept pace, and he wondered, vaguely, about the mysteries of Life and Death. Why should man hold to life so desperately? Was it so great a boon—so happy an experience, after all?... Ah, surely not; and yet—this boy!—how magnificently he was fighting to hold his own, how sturdily contesting each inch he lost! His very last reserves of strength seemed summoned to the unequal battle!

Why should he cling so obstinately to life—the doctor wondered—when to relax, to acquiesce, would cost so slight an effort in comparison, and bring, besides, the quiet sleep that ends all suffering. What could life hold for him—obscure and penniless? It was a mystery... Of course, his mother’s heart would break were he to die, yet was not that the penalty of motherhood? Was Madame Savard, alone, to pass—untouched?....

Thus pondering, old Doctor Lapointe had reached the village road. Here the soft mellow light of cottage lamps shone out upon the snow, and in the store of Pierre Cid was laughter and gay talk. Its broken merriment came to him, as though from far away, and for a moment he paused, irresolute, half-minded to go in.

Then, through the glass, he saw the face of young Leclerc, who sat with old Baptiste, beside the stove. Leclerc was speaking, and his strident voice carried in snatches through the door. He was amusing old Baptiste with subtle mimicry of his colleague.

Standing alone upon the steps his
colleague heard and understood. He would go on; he could not face the boy.

A mile or more still lay between himself and home, and here the wind was sharper. His blood was quickened now, by the cold mountain air, and strange thoughts, nebulous at first, raced through his mind in undisciplined disorder.

Introspection is the solace of the old. She is the hand-maid of all the fading memories that remain when youth has passed, and old Pierre Lapointe tonight was introspective. Fearlessly he looked his life square in the face and knew it—for a failure. Dieu, the loneliness, the emptiness that lay behind him! Desolate years, embittering and heartless. For how much longer must his steps go on—he often wondered; and yet, this was a question that no man could answer. The hour must now be somewhere close at hand, for he was old and weary, oh! so weary. Even the effort of memory tired him now, but presently there would be no more remembering, and then—his heart would be at rest. Perhaps when Spring, light-footed, ran once more across the hills—perhaps tomorrow...

Doctor Lapointe knew little of the world, for the great world had known but little of himself. The very obscurity of his life had been, perhaps, a great mistake; of this he felt more certain as the shadows of old-age lengthened drearily across his path. He had given all his life to these poor villagers, his people, asking nothing from them in a like return. He had worn himself to a shadow for their sakes—grown old in poverty.

Like ghosts from the forgotten past, gray thoughts came to his mind—the ache and pain of half-remembered winter nights, when he had faced the loneliness and storm of desolate country roads, to minister to some suffering woodsman. His hands recalled the touch of reins, falling from frozen fingers—his eyes, the sharp, unutterable pain of blinding snow and knife-edged wind. And they—that he once thought of him? Ah, no; seldom enough had they even paid their bills.

Often he had regretted that he had not remained in the great city where he had graduated, instead of returning as he had done to the village of his birth. Surely, where men grew famous over-night, where there was laughter always, he would have found his happiness, his measure of success; but, here, in these wind-swept, desolate mountains, he had lived, and he would die, instead, and none would know, eventually, that he had even passed.

Like a wounded bird out of a lonely sky this one regret came back to him tonight, pathetic and insistent, and beating at his heart with piteous wings; yet it is too late, when twilight has already fallen, to still recall the opalescent skies of dawn. Old age cannot re-capture the hopes that youth has known; old age can only wait in patience for the night, but the heart of Pierre Lapointe was weary of patience, and of waiting.

Into his thoughts there came, at this same moment, the fever-stricken figure of Ovide Savard, and pity ran its golden thread through all the fabric of his dreams. It was a terrible thing to realize that all this youth, this splendid strength must perish, and yet to know that he might live, perhaps a dozen years.

Why should this be?—he wondered. What Force controlled the destiny of man? Was there a Hand that moved mysteriously behind the stars, and governed all things earthly?

Just at this moment he came to the church. The dazzling sky, ablaze now with the glory of the Northern lights, seemed flung like a banner behind the slender spire, the pale gilt cross. Through the rude stained-glass of the altar windows the flickering light of candles and of swinging lamp fell on the snow-bound churchyard.

It was all very peaceful and serene, and the old man paused a moment by the open gate. Doubtless, some of the villagers were in there now, intent upon their prayers—the Widow of Narcisse.
Côté, perhaps, and old Tardieu, the smith. He could picture them in devotional attitudes before the dimly-lighted altar—kneeling in the darkness before the rude Stations of the Cross, or lighting with devout hands the supplicatory candles in whose flame went up their humble prayers to God.

Vaguely, Doctor Lapointe wondered how it would feel after all these years of unbelief to bend the knee once more to a Power, a Force that was not purely physical—that was, in fact, intangible, unseen. He had gone so far beyond the simplicity of orthodox belief; religion had passed so utterly from his small scheme of things. With foes whom he could touch and sense—the visible manifestations of disease, and poverty, and distress—his battles had all been fought. The material world had filled his life so completely that there had remained no room, no time for the development of the spiritual need which originally was surely in him, as it is in all mankind. He did not even know that he felt, now, anything of desire to go back to the old days of unquestioning belief; his life had been lived as he had lived it, and he would walk the road which he had chosen—to the end.

It was many years since he had given thought to God; somehow, he had not needed Him, it seemed. Grief and trouble, and the trouble and grief of others, had been his daily portion; yet he had fought alone, relying not upon the pity or the strength of Unseen Agencies to help him, but on himself—his hand's skill, the swiftness of his knife, the power of herb, and plant, and drug. How little place there had seemed in all of this for a God so mythical, so incomprehensible to the simple mind of man—a Deity Who held the lightning and the rain within His Hand, and smote the guilty and the innocent alike!

... And yet, within the four walls of the sanctuary before him, only the mystical prevailed—that which was removed from earth, which knew no human need, no human suffering.

Over the worshippers who might be there, the Unseen Presence, to Whose existence he could not quite subscribe, must brood, sentient and awful—the Dreadful Breath hanging like gray sea-mist in the still air above their heads. Yet, there was peace within those walls, and even upon the snow-bound churchyard that peace lay hallowed and unbroken.

The old man soon felt the soft, insidious influence of his religious surroundings creeping upon him. He smiled, sadly. It was incongruous that he, of all men, should now be standing here, almost like a penitent at the altar of the God Whom he had so long, so stubbornly rejected. How M'sieu le Curé would laugh, were he to see him! He would consider it a triumph for the Church, in his ignorance, poor fool, and even say, perhaps, that his prayers had been answered!

For a moment, Pierre Lapointe regretted, almost, that he had ever laughed at Sacraments, and prayers, and fastings. Like a worn garment, his self-sufficiency fell from him—and he needed—God. Within him there spoke a voice that said:

"Go in, Pierre Lapointe. Le bon Dieu grows weary with His waiting, and bids you enter. Cast from your heart this false delusion of your power to heal Ovide Savard; only the Great Physician can work Miracles, Pierre Lapointe. Go in; He waits for you."

The old practitioner unlatched the low door of the church. Perhaps, after all, he had been but the Instrument, the Earthly Vessel of some greater, higher Power. He would go in, and see with his own eyes...

The night wind caught the door behind him, and slammed it shut on its hinges. Dull, metallic echoes awoke in hidden places, and ran, whispering, along the walls.

Pierre Lapointe glanced apprehensively about him, and quietly crossed the dimly-lighted entry-way. His hand, remembering the habit of earlier days, instinctively sought and found the Holy Water font upon the wall. Hastily
crossing himself, he opened a second door, and before him, utterly deserted and sunk in a calm, religious twilight, lay—the church.

A few expiring candles flickered before the altar, and hanging in the empty darkness, like a spot of living fire, the Perpetual Lamp burned clearly, with a steady flame. The dead air was acrid with the perfume of incense and of drying pine-boughs, and the old man felt a sudden tightening at his throat. He loosened the muffler which was wound about him, and walked unsteadily to the low altar-rail. The weary Madonna in the gilt frame looked out with apathetic eyes from behind the artificial flowers which surrounded her, and, as she looked, her air of deep repose seemed to grow deeper.

Old Lapointe was on his knees, at last!

IV

When she had closed the door of her cottage upon the retreating figure of the doctor, the Widow Savard returned to her vigil by the bedside of her son. A sense of oppression weighed upon her, and her limbs seemed lifeless under the frail weight of her body. She sank to her knees and drew into her own, the white hand of Ovide, which lay upon the coverlet.

Who knows the anguish of the mother-heart that has been bidden not to hope—the blind, unreasoning despair that comes when hope is finally abandoned? A sudden numbness creeps upon the intellect, the faculties refuse to function; where there was a light a moment past an utter darkness deepens, nor can the martyred heart find comfort anywhere.

So it had come to pass—this bitterness—this desolation—this blow that fell without warning, like a thunderbolt from Heaven, upon a god not yet arrived at his godhood! Where, now, were the dreams that the Widow Savard had cherished all these years—the hopes, the aspirations? Where was justice—where was God, that He permitted this thing to come to pass? Was motherhood but a sham, a horrible delusion, after all—a Cross for woman-kind to bear, without reward? Was there no pity—anywhere—no sense of righteousness, or of compassion?

The Widow Savard crushed the wasted hand of her son to her lips, and a low cry broke from her. She had been outraged, cheated, tricked! By whom?

Her eyes, dim with tears, lifted themselves slowly until their gaze fell upon the crucifix set on the wall above the bed. There, the weary Christ hung dejectedly from His Cross, His head fallen to one side with the extremity of His pain. Upon the wounded brow the crown of thorns lay heavily, piercing the drawn, white flesh, and jewelled with drops of precious blood.

Slow anger, and slower hatred, dawned in the eyes of this mother kneeling by the great, high, shadowy bed. This lifeless image, then, was the symbol of the God in Whom she had so reverently believed—that selfsame God, Who had rewarded her with outrage, cheat and trickery! There was no answer God could make to her; there was no defense that He could plead! Had she not gone to Him with all her griefs and disappointments, trusted Him blindly, obeyed the Commandments of His Church? Had she not breathed to Him, in the dim hours of twilight and of dawn, the story of the love she bore her son—her hopes for him, and her ambitions?

He had not said to her “Nay.” He had only encouraged her by His silence. He had sustained her in her pride. He had accepted her prayers and her offerings—yes—until the very hour when all that she had lived for was to come to pass—until the very hour when her Ovide was to go forth into the world, his strength and his beauty girt about him—to conquer! There was no excuse that God could make to her! She turned her face away from Him:—she spat upon her Faith!

Stumbling to her feet, her mouth set hard in anger, she reached far over the
bed and lifted the offending crucifix from the wall. She would break these false idols that she had worshipped; she would cast them from her house!

Crushed between the palms of her agonized hands the plaster Christ crumbled to dust. The frail cross, freed of its martyred burden, broke in twain.

Thus passed the lowly Nazarene....

By midnight the illness of Ovide Savard had reached its crisis. Lost in a delirium as deep as it was terrible, the son of the Widow Savard lay breathless at the turning point of Life and Death. Before him stretched the dim, gray borderlands of sleep—unknown, mysterious, and yet alive and sentient with the presence of dread, awful things.

This was the secret place where God, upon the lips of Life, set the imperishable seal of Death—the kiss of change and horrible decay. No light was there, nor living thing of any sort; only the desolation that no man may speak—the utter emptiness of Space.

In this dim, shadowy place the torn soul of Ovide Savard was wandering, seeking the light where there was none to find, crying for peace where peace did not exist.

Dry-eyed beneath a grief too terrible for tears, Madame Savard stood motionless beside the sick-bed of her son, awaiting the return of young Baptiste, who had been sent an hour gone by to bring the doctor.

Her faith in God was gone. She could not say she felt regret, and yet—she missed her faith. There was no Heart on which her own could break, now that the consolation of her Church was gone from her; there was no Ear that would incline to hear her prayer. She would have reached for Unseen Hands to lift her up, but she could no longer feel the faith that once had taught her They were there. All that remained to her was old Pierre LaPointe. She had lost God—wilfully, and without regret.

Bitter tears came to her eyes, and one thin hand clutched desperately upon her gown, where it lay folded above her wildly beating heart. The ache, the longing for her old, inborn devoutness grew in her, and for a moment she stood almost upon the threshold of repentance, but no!—she had been tricked and cheated, and she would not believe! LaPointe alone could save her son; his was the skill, not God's, that would bring back her boy from his far wanderings. About this man, this second Saviour, she would throw a cloak of adoration and of worship. He, alone, could work the Miracle that would bring peace back to her anguished heart; he, alone, was worthy of her Faith.

There came the sound of hurrying footsteps on the snow, and, crying on its hinges, the low door of the kitchen opened.

Old LaPointe came in.

Behind him pressed the boy, Jérôme—curious about Death, and come to watch the last act of the play.

The doctor crossed to the corner of the room where the great bed reared its bulk against the monotonous gray walls. Madame Savard, motionless beside the door, followed each movement of the old physician with eyes that spoke the utter fascination born of a dumb despair.

Lifting the nerveless hand of his patient from the coverlet, Doctor LaPointe held it between his own for a moment—then laid it gently back, and turned:

"Jérôme, you may go home—I tell you!... Quick!—and close the door!"

Chagrined and disappointed the wide-eyed boy withdrew. He had been so close to Death, yet it had not been vouchsafed him to see.

Left alone with old Lapointe, Madame Savard stood grimly facing him across the room.

She pressed her head against the wall behind her, and braced herself as though expecting to receive a blow.

"Madame Savard, I would that I could promise you some ray of hope—not for your sake alone, dear friend, but for my own as well; for he has
grown dear to me also—your boy, Ovide. Only le bon Dieu knows the loneliness that has been in my heart for all these years—the heart of an old man, who longed for fatherhood, yet knew it not; but being without hope myself, what can I give to you?"

The doctor's hand relaxed, impotently.

"Nothing, dear friend, I am afraid; and just so much you must expect—no more—for he is bad, your son—so bad! Vraiment, I cannot tell you what the night will bring, but if he lives, it will be—miracle. Death seems already to be gathering him into her arms, but if le bon Dieu wills it not—the power to save him will be sent. Myself—I am but Empty Vessel, as it were—one might say—Instrument, for Other Hands to use."

The Widow's eyes looked straight ahead. She heard each word that Lapointe was saying, but offered no reply. A senseless jargon of empty and discordant sound—if she could but escape from it—mon Dieu—what happiness!

"I would ask you now to leave me here alone with him, Madame"—the doctor was continuing; "your presence, it can do no good, and you will only suffer—watching him."

As from gray ashes sudden fire may leap, so from the numbed, despairing lips of old Madame Savard, the blasphemy poured forth:

"Vierge!—is it not enough that He should do this thing, but that you, also, should be sent to torture me? I spit upon this God Whom you are suddenly defending! What has come over you, Lapointe, that you should turn to Him—for aid? Is it the weakness in the head that all the village talks about—or is it that I, too, have gone—clean mad?"

A hideous laugh distorted her worn face, and she clutched hard at the bosom of her gown:

"This is the payment that your bon Dieu has made me—eh?—to rob a widow who placed her Faith in Him, of the one comfort that she had. Did I not bring him up—my boy, Ovide—to be all things the priest desired—regular in his attendance at the Mass, truthful, devout, obedient? Did I not pay for prayers for him—I ask you? It is a mockery to tell me now, Lapointe, that le bon Dieu is watching over him! He is not there to watch, I say. He is a cheat! I would not give you—that for your bon Dieu!"

And snapping her fingers before the face of old Lapointe, the half-demented woman stumbled from the room.

Left alone, the doctor stood for some moments, motionless, beside the bed. Under the lamp-light the drawn face of Ovide Savard looked up.

"He will die," said old Lapointe, and turned away.

Through the closed door the retreating footsteps of Madame Savard grew fainter; then there was silence, and with each moment, as it passed, the silence deepened. It beat against the brain of the old man, pounded insistent upon his consciousness with cruel hammers. It seemed to him as though his mind would suddenly collapse, did not some change take place.

Uneasily he crossed to the low window. Faded chintz curtains barred the night, but he drew them wide apart with trembling hands and stood for a moment, spellbound, in the pool of light that entered.

Underneath the snow a phantom Tadoussac lay sleeping. The old moon, low in the West, hung like a silhouette upon the threshold of the day. From cottage chimneys faint spires of smoke arose, finally to creep like guilty ghosts against the brightening sky. It was a pastoral of Winter and of Sleep—as silent as the world it covered.

"I shall be glad when the day comes," said old Lapointe, and he sighed, wearily.

Just when the night was at its ebb,
the flickering lamp beside the bed spluttered for a moment, and then—went out.

Lapointe turned suddenly.

Was there some Presence that stood over him, or was he mad indeed, as old Madame Savard had said? He felt in the empty darkness with his hands, but there was nothing there. "It is Death who has come, at last," he thought, "but for which one of us?"

Blindly he stumbled to the bed. The white hand of Ovide still lay extended upon the coverlet but, when he touched it, old Lapointe drew back, for the warm fingers had closed timidly about his own.

"This is not Death," said old Lapointe, "but Life!"—and suddenly his strength deserted him.

He fell upon his knees beside the bed. In his old heart the flood-gates of his joy were opened, for, to him—a sinner—le bon Dieu had sent—a Miracle.

One tired hand dropped slowly to the floor. It fell upon a crucifix that lay—forgotten—in the dust.

The kneeling figure beside the bed seemed suddenly instinct with life. A trembling hand shot upwards in the dark:

"Father,"—the voice was scarcely audible,—"forgive them, for they know not what they do!"

V

Across the northern sky the cold dawn wrote with pallid hand the advent of another day. The night wind sank, and in the first, hushed hour of morning, the little world of Tadoussac lay reverent and still.

The fingers of the dawn crept in between the curtains of the kitchen window, and Madame Savard stirred in her chair beside the stove. Her limbs were cold, and the increasing light seemed suddenly to hurt her eyes. She drew her shawl about her, and got up.

She would go in, now, for if Ovide was dead her presence there could do no harm; and if he lived, he needed her.

"Lapointe! Lapointe!" the Widow whispered, and leaned against the door; "Lapointe!—why is it that you do not answer me? Tell me,—he lives, or—is he dead?"

There was no answer; and then she saw the kneeling figure by the bed.

"The old man sleeps," she thought—and crossed the room.

"I have come in, Lapointe," she whispered, and laid her hand upon him; but, suddenly, she drew back—aghast!

The man that she had touched was sleeping a much deeper sleep than she had thought, and, as she gazed upon him with a dim horror in her eyes, his hand relaxed the fingers, and from their grasp there fell, directly at the Widow's feet, the broken fragments of the desecrated cross.

She screamed aloud, and staggered back against the wall, one arm thrown out before her, as though to shield her eyes.

"This is the Judgment of le bon Dieu upon me," she cried—"and my Ovide—is dead!"

But, suddenly, where the old crucifix had hung above the bed, a Cross of light appeared. Downward it lengthened, until its radiant beam caught the still face that lay upon the pillow—downward, until its light fell like a benediction on the bowed head of old Lapointe.

The morning sun was rising, and the drawn curtains at the window had strangely wrought this miracle upon the wall; but Madame Savard, falling upon her knees beside her son, drew him into her arms, and said:

"By this same Cross which le bon Dieu has sent, have you been saved, Ovide!"

VI

The spring had come to Tadoussac, and worked her gentle way with earth and sky and sea. The agonized, wind-bitten trees had felt her swift, sure hands in passing; her eager feet had lightly run their course athwart the desolate, brown hills.
The May sky caught the deep blue shadows of the river, and flung a glorious canopy across the morning; like galleons upon a Spanish Main the white clouds drifted idly to the sea, their canvas spread before the wind.

Springtime was everywhere—tender and pensive. It breathed across the low sweep of the mountains, where they clasped the Saguenay; its magic web was hung in gay abandonment before the eyes of the beholder, spangled with dew, and weighted with the loveliness of flowers.

Above the lilacs in the simple garden of Madame Savard, a lonely bee was circling in the soft, warm air. His golden body turned with drowsy indolence, a flaming jewel set upon a field of blue. From under him the perfume of the white and purple flowers arose—heavy and sweet—and in its depth he dreamed away the sunlit moments.

Through the branches of the maple trees the morning light fell in pale traceries of silver upon the garden, and, somewhere in the sky, a lark poured forth his soul in cadences of song, forgetful of the earth, and of all earthly things.

Where the old garden fell abruptly to the sea, the hum of honey-laden bees arose, monotonous, insistent; and here Madame Savard was standing, beside her son, Ovide. Her eyes were lost to seaward, and in her arms she held the rich spoils of her garden-side—great, heavy flowers of purple and of white that spoke of Immortality and Death.

"And all the dreams that we have dreamed, ma mère, they will come true? And I will go on, as you have said, and build for him—where he left off?"

"Ah, oui!—all will be well, mon fils, for it is written in the stars. You will be great—someday—and from that High Place where he is, our friend will now look down—and understand."

Above the silver ribbon that marked the shining sands the sea-gulls were circling. Deep in her reverie the Widow watched their broken flight.

"Madame Savard!" a voice called from the gate and, turning at the sound, the Widow saw a stranger standing there.

"Bon jour, my friend; what can I do for you?"

"Ah, that I cannot say, Madame; perhaps it is that I can do for you, instead! They tell me in the village that in your house there stands a clock which has not run for many years. By trade, I am a maker of fine clocks, Madame, and no wheel is too small, no spring too intricate for these two hands of mine. Now, if what they have told me be the truth, perhaps it is, as I have said, that I can be of some slight service here to you."

"C'est très étrange, n'est-ce-pas, ma mère!—This is another prayer that le bon Dieu has answered!"—and Ovide pressed his mother's hand.

Madame Savard smiled wistfully; "Ah, non, it is not strange that he should come, mon fils; now that I have found my Faith again, I know that le bon Dieu has always heard my prayers. . . . Take you my flowers, Ovide; they are for the grave of old Lapointe," and turning to the maker of fine clocks, she said:

"Come, now, my friend, with me! This clock, you see—it has not run for many years. It has been sick—oh! such a long, long time. Perhaps your hands can make it well again!"
The Sacred Story

By J. B. Hawley

I

In the province of Shen-si, in a little village so small that it is never named on any map, the Honourable Li Quong nightly gathers certain of his cronies and spins them yarns of that barbarous Western World where once he spent a decade of his life.

Li Quong is an old man now and with the piling up of his years has come a shortening of his memory. He often forgets that he has told this tale or that and repeats them in all their wealth of detail. But there is one which he never forgets that he must not tell. To Li Quong, even in his dotage, it is still the Sacred Story and not to be profaned by being poured into strange ears.

Time was when Li Quong moved in higher circles than that formed by the gathering of the elders in his native village. Once he was acquainted with the great ones of the earth: with the Emperor’s chancellor in Pekin, with the ambassadors from other nations, and in London and Paris and Berlin with those fortunate individuals who rule the state and those still more fortunate ones who rule the rulers.

In a small way he, himself, had been one of the great ones. In his middle age had he not been under-secretary to that remarkable statesman, Wong Fu, who had startled the world with the subtlety of his diplomacy?

He had rather fancied himself as an observer of his fellow men and of those ways of foreigners differing from the ways of China. He had kept little notebooks in which he faithfully recorded all that he saw or heard. In the last of these that he ever penned may be found the following entry:

“Beauty knows neither time nor place.”

Then follow two lines from the book of some forgotten Chinese singer of songs:

“Eyes soft as the petal of the lily
Tiny hands fluttering deliciously . . .”

That is all. Yet it is the most important entry in the book. It marks the date of his meeting with Phyllis O’Rell.

II

She was beautiful, was Phyllis O’Rell. Pleasantly tall and slender, and graceful like the waving grasses bordering the rice fields. Her hair was gleaming gold, her eyes violet wells of unimaginable depths. Outwardly she was all that a man could ask. Inwardly—

Her father was a Torrington—one of the bad, mad Torringtons of Suffolk. Her mother a French dancer who had set Paris by the ears until the English milord had married her and carried her away to share his quasi-respectable life in London. Phyllis, the only offspring of this union of the English aristocracy and the French stage, inherited the recklessness of her father and the wilfulness of her mother, both of which qualities had never been curbed from the time she could toddle and was able to lisp “I won’t” and “I will” at a scandalized nurse.

The man she married when givers had given her up in despair and she had been sent home in disgrace from
three finishing schools, was not the man to change her. Tommy O’Rell was a decent fellow, but he had no way with women. He was the sort that never outgrow their shyness before the opposite sex and lose their strength of mind when confronted by an unruly petticoat. He loved his wife but he was content to stop there. He never tried to rule her. So through a half-dozen of London seasons she went her way untrammeled, dominating the women by the strength of her will, the men by her beauty.

When Li Quong met her in the stuffy, overheated ballroom of the Duchess who eventually spent her way into the Bankruptcy Court, Phyllis O’Rell was at the apex of her power. She laughed impudently as the Chinese under-secretary bowed over her hand and murmured her name after the man who had presented him.

“My word,” she drawled, “here is a surprise. A Chinaman who can say O’Rell. I thought no Chinaman could say r, Mr. Li Quong.”

And the dozen men surrounding her laughed as though she had said something really funny, Li Quong laughed too, although at the time he rather hated himself for laughing.

To an extent this beautiful foreign woman had made him lose face before her men and he resented it. Perhaps had he not been looking into her eyes, he would not have laughed but would have taken on that impassive expression indicative of offended Oriental dignity. But with that glance into her laughing eyes he felt that a mysterious bond had sprung into being between this stranger and him—a bond which ruled his mere surface emotions. So he, too, laughed at her insolent pleasantries. And that night he went home to dream about her.

There are men of all races who are head over heel in love weeks and months before they themselves know it. Li Quong was of this school of lovers. Although Phyllis O’Rell was in his thoughts day and night for a fortnight, he did not recognize the nature of his feeling for her. Then of a sudden it came to him that she was the standard by which he judged all women. And then—well, then he knew.

The knowledge that he loved Phyllis O’Rell upset Li Quong. It took him several days and nights spent in lonely meditation to get used to the astounding fact. Only then was he able to accept it and go about his regular ways of life.

From the beginning he realized that his passion was hopeless. He looked the facts squarely in the face. He was a Chinaman, a yellow man, and the woman he loved was a white woman of a class and type incapable of thinking of a man of his race except as a being a little inferior. Furthermore she was married and in his simple interpretation of English laws and customs, that too put her beyond his reach.

Love is a strange desire. For its gratification it demands one of two things which are the direct antitheses of each other. The lover to be content must either receive—or give. He or she must be standing with open hands into which are flowing gifts material, sensual or spiritual—or the hands must be pouring forth whatever of value the lover has to give.

Li Quong could never hope to be of those who receive. After only a little consideration he admitted that fact and accepted it bravely. The woman of his heart had neither love nor favours to give him. Glorifying her as he did, it seemed wonderful to him that she had even a good-humoured tolerance to bestow upon his unworthy self. So the hands he had thrust forth in the hope that something might be given him were instantly withdrawn only to be thrust forward again immediately in the gesture of giving. And lo, with dismay, Li Quong saw that his hands were empty.

For besides his love which was unwanted, what had he to give Phyllis O’Rell? Of things material nothing, even had she been willing to receive them. Of companionship, sympathy—he smiled sadly when he thought how little she needed these things from anyone, least of all from him.

He was very unhappy. For a while, life lost all savour and became a nau-
seating potion. In his waking hours there was neither joy nor content. Only in his dreams did he find moments of happiness. For in the land beyond the borders of sleep he had the power to gratify the urgings of his love. There he could give freely, joyfully.

As his unhappiness grew, so did his worship. In the petted, spoiled, thoroughly selfish Phyllis O'Rell he imagined qualities so beautiful that they moved him to a sort of dumb awe when he was in her presence. All unknowingly, when he was with her he made himself just a little ridiculous.

The impossibly clever Cranford woman, who observed everything and talked too much about what she saw, noticed his adoration.

"'Ware the yellow boy, Phil," she said one day. "I am sure that he has the most outrageous designs on you."

Phyllis laughed as she glanced across Mrs. Miltern's drawing-room into the pleading, adoring eyes of the Chinaman. It was this same Mrs. Cranford who opened Li Quong's eyes and showed him the real Phyllis. It is impossible to say what her motives were in doing this. She was the kind of woman who is always doing all sorts of unnecessarily unkind things for apparently no reason at all. Like everything else that she did, her education of Li Quong was accomplished in a subtle manner. She arranged situations that were bound to bring out her dear Phyllis' worst points and took care that the Chinaman was present to see his idol display her feet of clay. She relied upon Li Quong's powers of observation eventually triumphing over his prejudice. In the end her method justified itself. Slowly, painfully, the Chinaman received vision. He struggled, argued against, denied the evidence of his own senses but to no avail. In the end he had to admit that inwardly his beloved did not equal nor even approach her outward perfection.

Strangely enough this disillusionment did not lessen the strength of his love. But it filled him with a great bewilderment. He was puzzled that now that the flower had lost its perfume it did not become merely a weed to him. He knew that his love was not a thing based on either admiration or lust for physical beauty. And yet—well, in the first days of his awakening, it seemed to him that Phyllis O'Rell had only her physical beauty to present.

For long hours he sat and pondered over the problem. One night from out of the clouds of smoke encircling him, the answer to the puzzle came.

He saw pictured in the wreaths of smoke the words of Li Shan, not the least wise of the disciples of Confucius: "Only the eagle can call to the eagle, only the rat to the rat."

And he knew that something beautiful in the mad, selfish woman he worshipped had called to the beauty in him which had created his love. He argued that it was her soul, sleeping as the gorgeous dragon-fly sleeps on the rotting lily pads, that had murmured a message which his own soul had heard.

III

In those days there was a social event in the Great World that topped all others. Lord Barriscale's cruises to the Mediterranean are with his Lordship forgotten in the present generation. But then they counted more than audience with the King himself. To have been one of Barriscale's guests was to have been given entrée into London's most exclusive set—a set from which more than one duchess had been barred by the eccentric old nobleman who was its ruler. But aside from its social significance there was another reason why everyone desired to be a guest aboard the Esmeralda. It was the extremely ordinary wish to have a good time—which was something Barriscale's guests always had.

To be asked to join the yacht when London fogs began to thicken was the one social triumph Phyllis O'Rell had never achieved. And because she was very human it was the thing she wanted most in all the world. It doesn't matter how she finally obtained the invitation, but obtain it she did after four years of waiting. She was elated beyond meas-
ure and gave herself whole-heartedly to the preparation of her wardrobe.

Two months before the *Esmeralda* was booked to sail, Tommy O'Rell came a nasty cropper on the hunting field. A nag that he had ridden for two seasons took it into her head to turn nasty and threw him on the wrong side of a bristling hedge. He emerged from the hedge not greatly injured in his body but with the sight of both eyes gone.

For a little this untoward event in the bosom of her family put a check on his wife's spirits. Sickness in the house—especially the kind of exasperating, unending sickness which is blindness—was a beastly nuisance. In decency she had to devote herself somewhat to poor old Tommy who was having a bad time getting used to the land of darkness.

But the things done only in common decency seldom profit anyone.

O'Rell, who was anything but a fool, recognized this truth, and once he realized the motive in Phyllis' attentions, he put a stop to them. Perhaps it cost the poor fellow something to tell her "to get along and stop meddling about a broken crock that would much rather be left alone." But he did tell her, and she obeyed him. She renewed her consultations with dressmakers, milliners and the like, and the sun once more shone upon her world.

Somehow or other Li Quong fell into the habit of dropping in on O'Rell. And in a very little while the two men had become friends. Although they never mentioned the matter, they had in common their feelings for Phyllis. Love for the same woman when there is no rivalry can be a strong bond between men.

More than anyone who had ever known him, Li Quong learned to understand O'Rell. He delved beneath the surface layer of good-nature and shyness and struck upon a vein of extreme sensitiveness in the man. Also he found that he was unhappy for another reason than his loss of sight. He longed for a little affection, a little care, a little understanding to be given him. And because the one person in the world from whom he cared to accept these gifts could not or would not give them, life was hardly worth the bother of living.

Phyllis O'Rell gave London her farewell dinner about ten days before the *Esmeralda* sailed. She made a magnificent affair of it. Everyone—enemies and friends—were bidden; the enemies to expire of envy, the friends to be dazzled by her brilliancy as a hostess.

The walls of the great dining room in the Park Lane mansion were banked with flowers, the table strewn with them and with a fortune in plate and cut glass. Imitating her pal, Lady Calthrope, who prided herself on her ability always to find novelty for her guests in this oldest of worlds, Phyllis succeeded in finding an Arabian orchestra to play weird, exotic desert airs between courses. She sat at one end of the table resplendent in a gown from Worth and the O'Rell diamonds which she wore only on special occasions.

At the other end of the table sat Tommy O'Rell. The blind man was a pathetic figure amid the gayety of the two score or more laughing, chattering men and women. Although he managed to uphold his end of the conversations started in his vicinity and although he seemed quite at ease despite his affliction, he was rather out of it.

Li Quong, who sat a few chairs away at his right, felt a great pity for his host grow in his heart. And his eyes straying down the table rested on Phyllis in a stare of speculation and perhaps a little wonder that she who lived day after day with Tommy O'Rell should be so blind to his qualities and feelings. Then like a flash of lightning from behind banked clouds a flash of what seemed positive truth came to him. Were someone or something able to bring this man and woman together, it would be the making of the woman. It seemed to Li Quong that under the influence of O'Rell's gentle, upright nature, could she ever be brought there, Phyllis would lay aside her cloak of selfishness, of indifference, of cold inhumanity and emerge the woman he had once believed her to be—a woman with her soul awake.
And in his heart he prayed that this might happen, prayed with all the intensity of a true believer in the goodness of Buddha, with all the longing of a lover to give the supreme gift to the woman he loves.

The Oriental has the power to lose himself in his thoughts no matter what his surroundings. From before the vision of Li Quong his fellow diners disappeared. Only Phyllis O'Rell and her blind husband were left. As his concentration grew, becoming almost like a live, aggressive thing, his sensitiveness grew with it. In some strange fashion which at the time, however, seemed perfectly natural, he was able to absorb the emotions and thoughts of these two people with whom he was vitally concerned.

First crowding in upon his consciousness were the feelings of O'Rell. They came like the uneasy, mournful notes of the cellos and base viols opening a symphony. They were charged with an unspeakable longing and a wistfulness almost unbearable. They seemed to pass through Li Quong's being and journey to the woman laden with his pleas for their recognition.

And in her they set up a strumming on the strings of bewilderment. It was as though she suddenly began to have feelings such as she had never had before and was concerned, at first, less with the feelings themselves than with wonder that she should have them. Her eyes fastened themselves on Li Quong's in an expression of questioning as though she knew he were in some measure responsible for these feelings and she wanted to ask him why they had been sent to her.

She faltered a little in the expression of her conscious self which was indulging in gay badinage with a young man beside her. Then her eyes traveled down the table until they met the sightless ones of her husband. Li Quong experienced a second of exaltation when he saw her face soften to an unused pity and—was it tenderness?

The second passed. Her gaze was withdrawn and Li Quong was conscious now only of a slow consideration going on in her subconscious mind. Whether it was favourable or not toward her new feelings he could not tell.

The dinner progressed. Li Quong was once more a part of it. He found himself patiently explaining to a stupid dowager that the wearing of queues is not a religious custom of China. He was weighed down with a great melancholy. He felt that a moment had gone by which might have been the greatest moment of his life and that nothing, really nothing, had happened. He was inclined to hate himself as though he had somehow failed to help in the doing of something he had wanted done.

A silence fell over the table. Then out of it he heard Phyllis O'Rell's clear voice speaking.

"Good people," she said, "I'm going to tell you something that will surprise you. I will not be one of you on the Esmeralda much as I appreciate Lord Barriscale's kindness in asking me. I'm sorry but—well, you see I think I'd rather go to Devon with Tommy—that is if he wants me. No, no, dear boy. There's no use arguing. I've quite made up my mind and you know how I am when I have done that."

Everyone was standing about in the drawing-room. The impossibly clever Mrs. Cranford edged her way to Li Quong's side.

"I think you had something to do with that, Mr. Li Quong," she said in her thin, querulous tones.

Li Quong bowed to her.

"With what, dear lady?" he asked.

She tapped her fan against his arm impatiently.

"With the only thing of moment that has happened this evening," she answered, "With Phyllis' giving up Barriscale's party and doing the loving wife act to Tommy. Why did you do it?"

Li Quong looked into her pale, green eyes. A smile curved the corners of his lips. Then he said,

"What more can the gods do for their beloved than awaken their souls?"

He moved slowly away, still smiling. A few weeks later he returned to China. He was quite happy.
The End
By Ralph B. Cooney

For eight years, now, I have been trying to pass as a humourist. I've thought up hundreds of jokes and limericks. I've planned scores of practical pranks. I've manufactured thousands of puns, wheezes, mots and repartées.

But at last the realization has been conveyed to me that in spite of all my efforts, I am not really funny after all. A theatrical producer has just asked me to prepare the libretto for a musical comedy.

Keepsakes
By Frances Avery Faunce

Fair things my mind will not forget
Cling to me like an amulet,
Translucent jewels I may wear,
Pure diadems to crown my hair.

Days I have known shine like a gem,
I cannot tell the worth of them;
I only know they give my dress
A certain sapphire loveliness.

And when I lay them off at night,
The rays still burn so clear and bright,
Their brilliance is the love I keep
To grace the golden hours of sleep.

Christianity teaches a man to spend the best part of his life preparing for the worst.

A cynic is simply a man who has been successful in love.
Threnody Upon a Decadent Art

By Joseph W. Krutch

IN no department of human activity is our decline from the grace of the ancients more evident than in that of suicide.

It is not that people do not continue to take their own lives, but that they no longer do it exquisitely. We achieve our ends with devastating thoroughness, but, with all of our effectiveness, we are crude. The polished gesture is no more. Our crass utilitarianism has destroyed all of the fine arts, including that of suicide, and we are no longer careful that no act of life shall be more becoming us than the leaving of it. The modern designer of a suicide, like the modern builder, aims only at achieving his end. If he succeeds in getting himself dead he is satisfied, and cares nothing for the grace or beauty of the thing. As a consequence, his friends are likely to be shocked at his indelicacy, whereas, had he been an artist, his death might have added to his name a luster that no act of his life had been able to attribute.

The disgusting crudity complained of can in part be attributed to loss of caste by the act itself. Feeling that he is doing a shameful thing, the modern does it shamefully. It was not so with the Roman or Greek. He recognized in suicide a fitting end to an earthly career. To take one's leave gracefully and voluntarily seemed to him a more dignified end than to be snatched by death unwillingly away, and which of us barbarians dare question him in a matter of taste? Pliny, indeed, counted the right of self-destruction one of the most valuable of man's prerogatives, and pointed out exultingly that in that respect mortals are superior to God, who, though it is said all things are possible to Him, cannot compass his own destruction.

To the Christian must be very largely attributed the changed attitude. To him it seemed that to take one's life betrayed an unseemly haste to taste the delights of Heaven, which were not to be purchased so easily. Such precipitancy, in fact, was likely to result in his being permanently excluded from the very delights he had been so eager to enjoy, just as children are sent supperless to bed for plucking a cake before grace is pronounced.

Even had illuminating gas been known in the days of the Ptolemies, it is inconceivable that Cleopatra should have used it. Death by such a means suggests stuffy hall bedrooms and unfortunate shop girls, and is incompatible with "immortal longings." Moreover, its use seems to betray more concern for personal ease than artistic effect, and the pursuit of mere comfort is as fatal to beauty as any of the other characteristic vices of the philistine. Cleopatra's experiments, whereby she watched the effect of different poisons on slaves, were justifiable, since it must be remembered that she was seeking not merely a relatively painless death, but one that would be in no way repulsive to the finer sensibilities. Well aware that her story was one to be acted over in countries yet unfound and accents still unknown, she was too much of an artist to spoil the effect by leaving a distorted or mutilated corpse at the end.

Her work will repay the closest analysis, for the infallible intuition of genius arranged every detail of the plan. Admiration for the instrument which she finally adopted may be regarded as a sort of touchstone. Anyone with an authentic taste in suicide will feel at once the exquisite fitness of her final choice.
—the asp, for such a means smacks neither of the lamp nor the laboratory, but brings one in touch at once with nature—the source of all genuine beauty. Cunningly compounded poisons would have suggested the ignoble labor of vulgar apothecaries, putting in dirty shops, but the venom of the asp was quietly distilled in nature’s alembic.

“I wish you joy of the worm,” Shakespeare makes one of the servants say to her.

Evidently the spectators were regarding the catastrophe of her drama with proper aesthetic detachment.

The connoisseur can do no better than to avoid the newspaper as carefully as the lover of the drama does the contemporary stage, for he will find there nothing but accounts of performances that will shock all of his finer sensibilities. Even when poison has been employed—a method that has the sanction of the masters—he will discover that none of the finer effects possible have been achieved or, indeed, even attempted.

Socrates, involuntary though his suicide was, showed what could be done in this branch of the art. Surrounded by an audience capable of appreciating the best that he could give them, he tossed off the lethean bumper, not only like a man, but like an artist. Your modern, on the other hand, buys his vial of laudanum and, sneaking off to a corner, dies like a dog. Indeed, I am not aware that hemlock, with all its noble associations, can even be bought. No single fact could show more clearly how blind to their opportunities suicides have become.

The history of every art will reveal one supreme figure, without whom the ultimate reach of that art could never have been dreamed. Had Bach never lived, music might have meant no more than an aural titillation. Without Michael Angelo the sublimity of marble and paint would never have been suspected. By the side of Michael Angelo must be written Petronius Arbiter, for, as the former name stands for the perfection of the plastic and graphic arts, so does the latter for the suicidal. The great figures should be ever before us as counsels of perfection, and the story of Petronius cannot be too often told.

It is to Nero that we owe his triumph—to Nero who was, in a way, the greatest patron of this art, which during his reign and thanks to his influence flourished mightily. Yet, however much the emperor might enjoy the works of others, he himself had, as his end showed, no productive genius, and even his taste, one is inclined to suspect, was crude, so that he was likely to be content with mere bloodshed without having any just appreciation of the subtler effects. When his own time came he failed miserably, even, if we are to believe the gossipy Suetonius, ludicrously. When the news of his downfall reached him, he knew that his great opportunity had arrived, and we may be most charitable by attributing his failure to stage fright, arising from a realization of his responsibility.

“What, is it so hard to die as that?” jeered some of the guards, but even their scorn could not awaken inspiration.

Unable to persuade anybody to relieve him of the responsibility and do the deed for him, he snatched some poison (which he never used) and fled. At the last moment he attempted to drive the dagger into his throat, but lacked the courage, so that a kind-hearted soldier was compelled to lend his assistance. Surely so great an opportunity was never so completely bungled. While he lived fear compelled the award of the laurel to his atrocious voice, but dead none need praise his suicide.

But let us turn to the more pleasing contemplation of a glorious success. Unfortunately, we know almost nothing of Petronius save what is told by Tacitus. Yet from the latter’s laconic phrases we may infer the greatness of the Arbiter of Elegance. He was, it seems, erudito luxu, and spent his days in sleep in order to reserve the night for social delights, but such habits will not be held to count too severely in the estimation of an artist. For a time Nero regarded
him so highly that no diversion was considered elegant unless it had received the approval of Petronius. But at length the emperor wearied of elegant inventions just as he wearied (and this is more easily understandable) of the salutary commonplaces of Seneca. When Petronius heard that his approach to the emperor had been forbidden, he hesitated no longer, but, conscious of his ability to show the world how suicide should be accomplished, he prepared to achieve his masterpiece.

The austerity of Tacitus prevents him from fully appreciating the genius of Petronius, but a sympathetic imagination can easily reconstruct the picture from the skeleton given in the Annals. Gathering a few friends about him at the bath, he descended leisurely into the tepid water, and, reclining negligently, began to discourse with his companions. Casually, he drew the curved bronze razor over his wrists and lowered his arms into the water. A slender stream like crimson smoke curled upward and dispersed itself through the crystal water, which, after a time, began to blush faintly and then to grow more deeply incarnated. Being a man of pleasure, he avoided the usual death-bed topics and indulged in convivial songs and stories. From time to time he arrested the course of his too rapid dissolution by stopping the flow of blood, but, intermittent though the loss was, he gradually grew weaker and weaker, until with the breaking of the last jest and the emptying of the last bottle he was no more. Petronius Arbiter was dead, but he had left a name that is to endure as long as art is revered.

What the discerning lover of suicide will note particularly is the device by which the process of dying was prolonged. More than anything else, the repeated stopping of the blood reveals the touch of genius. The greatest limitation of our art is that its practitioners cannot appreciate their own achievements. By prolonging the process, Petronius showed how this limitation could be practically transcended. I have no desire to belittle the work of other great classical artists. There is a noble simplicity about the deaths of Cato and Brutus, and Empedocles, when he flung himself into the crater of Aetna, revealed imagination and a fine sense of theatrical effect, exhibiting the soles of his feet as the last vision he offered to the world. Still, in spite of many worthy rivals, Petronius remains The Master.

However valuable the force of a beautiful example, the too absorbed contemplation of past excellence is fraught with danger. Our ultimate purpose is to create anew, not to stop at any realization, however complete, of past accomplishment. We must make art live again; we must not decline into a sterile aestheticism. What, we must ask, can be done today? Can the golden age of suicide be revived?

Personally, my attitude is one of hope. Does not modern life offer an abundance of inducements to get away from it? Are there not as many things to escape from as there ever were? Surely, we should be no less willing to leave New York in the twentieth century than Petronius was to leave Rome in the first, for there are as many things to induce the *taedium vitae* and as many examples of the *lachrymae rerum* as there ever were.

The root of the trouble lies, as I have tried to suggest, in our attitude toward the art. Could we but escape from the feeling, born of puritanism, that the beautiful is merely one of the divisions of the sinful, we should find an increased perception of the beauty of suicide. Christianity, teaching that this world is a vale of tears, has done its best to make it such. To endure and, if necessary, create trouble is the essence of godliness, and consequently, to the austerely minded, a work like that of Petronius is doubly damned, first because it got him out of trouble, and, secondly, because it is beautiful. To the aesthete, on the other hand, it is admirable for these very reasons, and just as soon as the world can be brought to a proper appreciation of aesthetic values, the creator of a pleasing suicide, instead of being
regarded as merely the provider of another skeleton to be hid in the closet, will be exhibited, like a great painter or musician, as an ornament to the family tree.

Let me forestall the impertinence so often flung at the critic or connoisseur. "Why," no doubt many of my readers have asked me with an air of triumphant finality, "don't you show us how the thing ought to be done. For," and here the triumph grows complete, "example is perhaps better than precept."

The truth of the matter is, that though I know what is good, I am bound to confess that I am not able to compass it. To achieve a perfect suicide, the artist must have completely lost interest in all that life has to offer, while I, I must admit, have grown so much interested in self-destruction that I am unable to bear the idea of joining the dead where it is no longer possible.

The Faith
By Leonard Hall

I HAVE watched them pass, these comfortable things;
The brave young faiths that made my boyhood whole:
The love of God, that lightning of the soul;
Arms, lips and eyes; ambition's restless wings.
The days are marching, and the old dreams go,
And shadows sleep where torches flared before.
The dust lies deep upon the temple floor,—
The little gods are dead. And now I know

A faith that asks no sacrament of tears,
A love that is a proud and valiant thing,
A god whose altar fire shall never fade;
Beauty, the holy spirit of the years;
Beauty, by whose rich grace men dare to sing;
Beauty, whose touch has made me unafraid!

THE one thing that a woman does instinctively without any training is take curtain calls.

WHEN a woman is old enough to know better, she ceases to be attractive.
L
AURA closed the front door softly and climbed upstairs to her room in a sort of ecstasy, her fingers doubled up, held against her throat, as if she were afraid of losing something precious she held in them. She stepped gently on the stairs—the rest of the family was asleep—and even the creaking of the boards seemed a smooth, regular harmony. She closed the door of her room and sat down on a little low chair near the window.

So—Allan had proposed to her... at least he thought he had done the proposing... well, he had, after all... really. Allan and she were engaged... going to be married. Allan had asked her to marry him... had told her he loved her... best of all, really loved her. She and Allan...

Why not? Wasn't she desirable, quite worth marrying? Wasn't she the prettiest girl in the crowd, the gayest— the, yes, the cleverest? Getting Allan proved that. It was a suitable match. Quite. Her father and Allan's father had been friends for years and years... even their mothers. Outside of a slight, usual flutter they wouldn't even be surprised. No one would be... no one, that is, who mattered, now. After all, she and Allan had been “going together” for months now, six months, anyhow... and they'd been good friends before that—always before that. It was quite all right—most fortunate.

They could marry soon, now, in a month or two, no use waiting. They could take one of the new little bungalows over in Forbes Park, near the Harlands—it was pretty out there. And, married, she could relax a bit, settle down as one of the Married Set, but have good times. Married to Allan...

Allan was a dear... the nicest man she had ever known. She saw him, now, as he had looked when he—proposed, an hour before. They had been sitting on the veranda and the electric light from the corner had filtered through the wisteria vines. How handsome Allan was, his lean face, his smooth light hair, his hands. And he really thought he loved her... did love her.

She could still feel his lips on her mouth, her cheek. He was a dear... Allan...

Why shouldn't she marry him... have taken him, if she could get him? She could get him, she had proved that. Why not? Wouldn't it be silly—unthinkable, wanting him—and letting him go. Things like that... There was Amy, of course. She had been thinking of Amy all evening... and days, evenings before this evening. Amy. Why bother about Amy now? Allan was hers, Laura’s. Let Amy find someone else, if she couldn't hold Allan.

Of course it had been fair... how silly to worry about it, even think of it. Of course Amy and Allan had gone together, but lots of boys have love affairs before they settle down... she wouldn't have wanted Allan if other girls hadn't cared for him, showed that he was desirable.

Amy was a little fool if she had even thought she could get Allan. She'd
see that, now. Why, Amy was nobody at all, no people, nothing, a pale little thing, with big eyes and a colourless face and plain hair—the idea, the way she strained her hair back, just parting it and doing it into a knot behind. Even Allan noticed how unbecomingly she wore it, when it was pointed out to him. Oh, it was easy enough to see how Allan had been taken in, in the first place... that little thing was cleverer than she looked, for all of her colourlessness.

It had been Amy's fault, of course. Girls like that lead fellows on... goodness knows how far it had gone. And Amy read poetry to Allan—slim, white volumes... things like that. Well, she, too, could read poetry to Allan—if he hadn't grown up, got more sensible. Allan had taken Amy to places, theaters, the park. Laura had seen them together, Allan bending over her, Amy smiling up into his face... such a little thing for such a tall man—and always dressed in dark, cheap colours... rather dowdy. You mustn't "knock" girls like that... that's too evident, men don't like it. It's just contrast, gradual contrast, working ever and ever so slowly, that accomplishes results. Allan saw things, in the end. She was really doing the best thing for Allan, wasn't she? If she had let him go on, he might have married Amy—or worse. Imagine marrying that little, mouse-like thing... it would have meant stepping out of everything for Allan. Now...

Perhaps Allan had loved Amy. She didn't ask for first love. All she asked for was Allan... she had him... was going to marry him.

It wasn't fair to Amy... Amy and she had been friends, in a way. Well, why wasn't it? Amy was as bright as she was. Amy could fight back, if she wanted to. Maybe Amy had tried to fight back, tried to hold Allan—and lost. It hadn't been easy to win. Laura knew that. She had worked, worked, all winter. Still, the crowd, parties, coquetries, clothes, family, things like that had helped, in a small town. Amy hadn't had those. Amy hadn't had anything, except big eyes and a pale little face. Still... Amy read poetry and talked awful rot about things no one else cared about... a pretended depth... it was just as well.

Laura got up, started to unfasten her frock, remembered that she had promised Allan she would write him a note—that very night—now. Silly—still she might as well, there was a post-box on the corner, where the light was. She could slip out there in a minute.

At her desk she wrote a note carefully, five lines in her angular, artificial writing, read it over, sealed it. She was glad, now, that Allan had asked her to write to him, right away. It would settle things, decidedly. She'd tell the family, too, in the morning—get it definitely arranged. That was the trouble with Amy... why Amy had had Allan once, if she'd only known it, known how to play her cards... but she'd kept him to herself, in the background... men like Allan have to be pushed into things, gently, hedged around with publicity, made a part of a scheme. With the engagement announced and parties started for them, she and Allan would be as good as married. She'd ring up Grace, first thing in the morning, and let Grace give a luncheon to announce the engagement—they could have little pink corsages with the names in them for souvenirs—or something new. Grace was good at parties...

She crept down the stairs, they seemed just normally creaky now, with no thrill in them, and ran outside. It was only a step to the corner. She hurried to the post-box, dropped in the letter, ran back to the porch, stopped there a minute. A wind had come up, cold, biting. The wisteria stirred uneasily. In the living-room a window had been left open and the curtains flapped monotonously. Here, half an hour ago, Allan had kissed her... told her he loved her... it had thrilled her... she was going to marry Allan...
The thrill was gone, now. A soggy, chill, unpleasant heaviness had taken its place. Allan . . . going to marry Allan . . . Allan, of course . . . There was no one else.

Yet, at that moment, Laura knew that she wished that there was someone else, someone else who would have loved her, proposed to her, without plans and scheming, someone she loved, who would have loved her first of all. Allan had loved Amy without any planning or schemes . . . had fallen in love with Amy—kissed Amy . . .

Allan wouldn’t have looked at her, noticed her, if she hadn’t planned. Now, she was going to marry Allan—and she would have to keep on—planning . . .

Yet, Allan was the nicest man she knew, might ever know, good looking, fine—and she loved him, too, loved him more than she loved anyone else. He loved her, now. He had said so. She had to work for him—work to get him. That was true. But she had got him. Don’t most women have to work and plan and scheme to get the men they marry? Laura thought they did, though she knew that she would never admit it again, would never definitely find out.

A love match . . . theirs was a love match, of course. The town papers would call it that, all of her friends would call it that. A love match . . . well, didn’t they love each other? . . .

The wind seemed colder. Laura shivered, went inside, closed the front door carefully again, tried the latch, went up the unpleasantly creaking stairs and into her room. She closed the door and started to undo her frock at the throat.

Why . . . she was engaged to Allan . . . Allan had proposed to her . . . had asked her to marry him . . . a love match . . . they would both be very happy! . . .

Suddenly, quite unexpectedly, she found her eyes full of tears . . . she was sobbing. She threw herself on the bed. It was not Allan’s face she saw, now, in her mind, but another face, little, large eyed, pale.

“Amy,” she sobbed, “Amy, Amy!”

The only time a woman doesn’t trust her intuition is when it tells her that the man she has marked out for herself is too shrewd to be snared.

Success consists in saying what is popular, thinking what is profitable, and doing what is expedient.

Marriage is like a besieged town: those outside want to get in and those inside want to get out.
Moods

By Grace Hazard Conkling

If my moods were fagots dry
   And my will were one live spark,
Fire should touch the tallest sky;
   You'd forget the colour of dark.

I am tired of dreaming things
   That go by like morning dew.
Nothing that I make has wings
   Strong enough to get to you.

Spiders spin a cobweb wheel
   Made of tinsel like the sun.
When I break it do they feel
   Life for them is over and done?

I am tired of nets that shine
   As the spider's hung with dew:
Come, my dear, and shatter mine!
   Take my dreams away with you!

IT is the tragedy of actresses that, by the time they are mellow, deep and subtle enough to play the parts of grandes amoureuses, they no longer are young enough... It is the tragedy of all women.

WOMEN and mathematics should be left half-learned. Profound knowledge of either begets contempt.
At the age of twenty-eight the Reverend Thomas Hetherby was dispatched as a missionary to the heathen. He was sent into the interior of a dark continent to preach the living Word to the gentle tribe of the Glowumbi.

Now the Glowumbi are a quiet folk. They live as their fathers have lived before them since the first Glowumbi hunted elephants ten thousand years ago. They are very black fellows, with kinky hair, and an indolent expression in their eyes very much like that of an elephant. They eat one another, now and then, on feast-days. But that is the worst that is known of them.

The Reverend Thomas Hetherby settled among them in a cabin thatched with straw, and preached the living Word. It was a labour of love, and a difficult labour. There were thousands of them and there was only one of him. It seemed very difficult indeed to make them wear breeches. It seemed more difficult still to make them sing from the hymn-book. But the Reverend Thomas Hetherby did not falter. He preached to them, year in and year out, the magnificent Word. On every Sabbath day he perspired happily beneath the tropical sun, preaching the faith to three thousand squatting Glowumbi, who sat grinning before him, very black fellows, with kinky hair and an indolent expression in their eyes very much like that of an elephant.

He preached to them unflaggingly. They continued to eat one another on feast-days. But they were a kindly folk. They had all the vices and lacked none of the virtues. They invited the Reverend Thomas Hetherby into their huts. They broke bread with him. They loved him. And the Reverend Thomas Hetherby loved them. He wept for them, because of their heathenishness, at night. He ministered to them when they were sick. He preached to them on the Sabbath the living Word. He tried honestly to be one of them, in love and brotherhood. He laboured for forty years.

And yet there were so many thousands of the Glowumbi. It seemed to him that they changed but little. They wore breeches now, indeed, and sang from the hymn-book, but they seemed little different. He wondered on sleepless nights in his thatched cabin, as he listened to the reverberant snores of the Glowumbi on every side, if he had accomplished anything at all. He was afraid to attempt to appraise his labours of forty years. That he had laboured hard and long he knew, but there was a fear in his heart that, after all, the Glowumbi were still the Glowumbi.

On an April morning, after forty years, the Reverend Thomas Hetherby stood on the veranda of his thatched parsonage sadly surveying his flock. It was a feast-day. The gentle Glowumbi, in the center of the village, were eating each other, merry about the pots. He sighed. And suddenly the pathos of forty years' arduous labour without result broke down his diffidence and he prayed aloud, weeping:

"O God, Thy humble servant begs of Thee as a last reward that he be allowed to see, in truth and honesty, the net result of forty arduous years. He is old and failing. He has laboured hard. And these simple, shiftless people seem ever the same. Grant him one moment of light, that he may see, in
truth and honesty, what the result has been, for Thy power and glory. Then he can die in peace."

And suddenly, also, the Reverend Thomas Hetherby experienced illumination, as if by an accolade of fire.

But when the daze of the sudden shock was past, he stared with sorrowful eyes at the joyous assembly in the village. He saw them now—he saw everything now—in honesty and truth. They were still the same. He had made no difference. The gentle Glowumbi were dancing their childish dances, with rump-steak and cutlets, merry about the pots.

The Reverend Thomas Hetherby burst into tears. "Nothing," he groaned. "Nothing to show for forty years of life!"

He bowed his head and, turning his back upon the festive village, staggered into the house.

There he ran spank against the mirror he had brought with him long ago when he first came to the heathen. He recognized the spectacles upon his nose. Nevertheless, he drew back in terror.

The figure that confronted his was a very black fellow, with kinky hair, and an indolent expression in his eyes very much like that of an elephant.

---

**Song**

*By Glenn Ward Dresbach*

I'll spend this night in loving
And let your fallen hair
Veil all my restless visions
Of things I thought were fair.

I know but few beginnings
Of forces that contend
In me, aroused from darkness—
And in the dark to end.

I roamed to places golden,
But, oh, the lean gray lands
Before and after reaching
Like empty futile hands!

I'll spend this night in loving—
My only stars your eyes!
My only dreams to people
A fairyland of lies!
Il faut commencer par dire ce qu’était la ville de X.

La ville de X n’est pas la première venue: Jules César lui trouvait déjà un air de vieillcrrie. Elle a, tout comme une autre, ses cent mille habitants. Des lignes de chemins de fer, toutes ronflantes d’express, lui arrivent de tous les points de l’horizon. Elle a son histoire, s’il vous plaît... une histoire tantôt émouvante comme la vie des saints, tantôt pittoresque de péripéties comme l’existence d’un capitaine pirate. Elle a des gloires de toute sorte. En ce moment tout y est garni de célébrités. Elle a tout ce qu’on peut avoir en fait de grands hommes. Elle en a de trop: on refuse du monde.

Mais tout cela n’est rien. La ville de X... a surtout sa cuisine. Elle a des rillettes qui sont le dernier mot de l’art pour le cochon. Elle a une mousserolle qui est un poème au verjus. Son vinaigre est du vrai malaga. L’art de larder y est un prodige. Un simple lapin de chou—qui, ailleurs, se tirerait d’affaire en se laissant sauter avec un verre de vin blanc et un bouquet de persil—est, dans la ville de X... autant comblé d’égards, de truffes et de champignons que s’il était l’estomac d’un empereur romain. Des rajahs et des maharajahs ont quitté leur Inde, leurs éléphants et leurs femmes rien que pour connaître les petits pâtés du buffet de la gare. Et rien qu’à cause d’une certaine sauce au beurre, des foules d’Américains roux ont pris le paquebot.

Mais voilà: la ville de X n’avait pas de vrai grand hôtel. Elle continuait la bonne vie, sans façon. C’est dans des échoppes bancales, en de

"Splendid" et "Mondial"

By Gaston Rouplnel

Mais Barbougnol vint.

Il y a quelque trente ans de cela, il était arrivé de son Auvergne ravagée de volcans, avec pas d’autre richesse que l’idée têtue de faire fortune à tout prix. Et il sut, en effet, faire la fortune convenable que le commerce des vins en gros procurait jadis à tout brave homme modéré qui sait mettre de l’eau dans son vin.

Barbougnol voulait que la ville de X eût son hôtel. La chose se fit comme se font toutes les autres choses de ce genre et d’après le rite habituel. On fonda un société de six cent actionnaires, qui se hâta de faire faillite en laissant son million de capital entre les mains de six-huit grands malins. Et deux ans après, le temps nécessaire de cuisiner la seconde faillite, le gros Barbougnol resta maître de la place, avec le million de six cent dix-huit idiots dans sa poche.

Ces indispensables formalités une fois accomplies, le Splendid Hôtel ouvrit ses portes.

On l’adora. Pensez: quatre étages de vitrages étincelants... des jardins d’hiver sablés d’or... des salons capitonnés de soie... Et avec cela une armée éblouissante de domestiques rasés comme de la porcelaine.

Desormais alors la ville de X... eut comme partout ailleurs sa table d’hôte. Comme partout ailleurs, on y mangea, au Splendid Hotel, dans une
fausse argenterie ciselée et éblouie, le mouton d'Afrique, le tournedos béarnaise et le pot-au-feu de produits chimiques.

Barbougnol se frottait les mains. Un beau jour, il vit sans émoi un petit vieux attristé, aux airs chouinards, s'en venir mesurer à pas comptés le bord d'un trottoir. Cela n'avait l'air de rien. Mais il en résultait bien des choses. Ce petit vieux dressait le plan d'un nouveau grand hôtel. Et après des pâtes de maisons éventrés, deux ans de travail, et les deux faillites obligatoires, Barbougnol vit s'élever en face du Splendid Hotel un autre Splendid Hotel, le Mondial Hotel, qui lui ressemblait comme un frère. C'étaient les mêmes escaliers de marbre, les mêmes terrasses d'albâtre, les mêmes larbins rasés. Et ce fut aussi le même tournedos, la même sauce béarnaise et le même pot-au-feu de produits chimiques. * * *

La lutte entre les deux hôtels commença aussitôt.


Mais toutes ces ruineuses dépenses obligaient l'un et l'autre hôtel à réduire par ailleurs leurs frais généraux. Ce par ailleurs s'adressait à la cuisine. C'est la table d'hôte qui fit les frais des illuminations. Pour un louis par tête on vous y faisait la faveur de vous servir un bref potage aux airs de brouillard, une liqueur de vache couchée avec détresse sur du cresson et sur un plat de vermicel, une crotte de purée taillée au canif et ciselée comme une breloque. Après quoi il vous était généreusement permis d'aller en ville vous acheter un petit pain avec un cran de chocolat.

Et alors ce fut de plus en plus tout à fait comme partout ailleurs. Le poulet des fins de marché devint le faisan traufié. La cuisinière fut un chimiste; et, en fait d'épicerie, le Splendid Hôtel et le Mondial Hôtel eurent des antisepsiques.


Mais en ces jours de victoire et de gloire, les riches clients de "Mondial" mangeaient—en un correct silence birtannique, et sous le nom pompeux de "glacé de chevreuil"—un humble chien qui avait, par modestie, mariné dans la vinaigre.
The puritan mind, operating at present so lustily against the arts in America, and against the theater in particular, exposes itself amusingly in the recent reports of the Illinois Vigilance Association, a sister organization to the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice. A study of these documents, a dozen or so in number, is fruity with illustration of the lengths to which professional dirt digging currently carries itself. One of the reports, for example, is devoted to an indignant condemnatory summary of “The Passing Show,” a Shubert Winter Garden exhibit. Here are a few excerpts:

1. “The costumes are a miscellaneous collection of long and short skirts.”
2. “Some of the dancing is done in high-heeled slippers.”
3. “Referring to Salome, a muscle dancer, one of the comedians in a dialogue said: ‘She used everything but her feet. Her name ought to be Spearmint, she is so Wrigley.’”
4. “The remark, ‘Prohibition is a revenue destroyer,’ made a great hit.”
5. “‘On the level, you are a devil, but I will make an angel out of you,’ was the chorus of one of the song hits.”
6. “During one of the scenes a little screened cottage is hurriedly built upon the stage. The ideal home life was pictured in song by the wife and husband, but was ruined by the latter’s indulgence in rum. Staggering up to the door, the husband is answered with a rolling-pin and a miniature trunk, which the wife exasperatingly throws after him. The door is closed with a loud bang while the drunkard staggers away. Suddenly it opens and a dear little child of three or four years comes out upon the stage calling ‘Daddy, Daddy, come here.’ The child unites the parents and they dance off the stage with the youngster in their arms. But, oh! What a shameful place for innocent children.”
7. “During the War Stamp Song a number of the girls passed down through the audience selling thrift stamps. The box patrons on the main floor were supplied by girls in white satin pantalettes and vestes trimmed in green. What a shame that our flag, our government and our patriotism all be dragged in the dust in this way.”
8. “Often the audience was surprised to see some of the chorus girls sing or whistle from seats in the boxes, main, or balcony floors.”

This report bears the caption, “Shall Dramatic Exhibits Be Exploited for Money as Against the Safety and Character of Our Youth?” Picture the kind of mind that reads dirt in a woman’s short skirt, in a dance with high-heeled slippers, in such jokes about chewing gum and Prohibition, in an idiotic popular sentimental ditty, in the presence of a child upon the stage, in white satin pantalettes and vests trimmed with green, in a song sung from a stage box — and that sees an insult to patriotism in being asked by a pretty girl to buy a thrift stamp!

“Our recent investigations show that the modern theatrical stage is set for hell,” continues a second report. “The stage now reeks with moral filth and sensual exhibits. There must be no discrimination in favour of the costly playhouses where artistic effects and brilliant illumination lend charm and cover the cruder features of the play with an atmosphere of the subtle and the sensual that bewilders and checks the dull conscience of the average person.” In il-
Illustration of this "atmosphere of the subtle and the sensual," the following is emblazoned in twelve-point Caslon:

"Mr. Cecil Lean, impersonating a happy American sex-novelist, arrives in the play, so to speak, in the nick of time. An amorous Italian has just remarked that his brain is on fire, and Lean enters hurriedly and says that he thought he smelled wood burning."

"The war," therefore concludes the report emphatically, "must be waged on this whole program of evil!"

The balance of the Association's direct reports on the theater are in the main of similar flavour: a laborious reading of smut into things which, however cheap and banal, may yet be said to be approximately as dirty as Louisa M. Alcott. They throw a vivid and revelatory light upon the puritan mind of America, a mind that sees suggestiveness in a woman's ankle, the débâcle of the national chastity in a pink silk garter, and a gross and venomous insult to the American flag in the sale of a War Saving Stamp by a smiling little girl with pretty legs.

"The public," concludes now a separate document devoted to summary and criticism, "wearily endures these shows of reeking sewers and ill-smelling catch-basins which the modern show maker thinks the public wants." As examples of the aforesaid "shows of reeking sewers and ill-smelling catch-basins which the modern show maker thinks the public wants" and which the Association says the public wearily endures are those (1) "in which the crook is made a joke" (e.g. "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," which the public wearily endured for two enormously successful seasons); (2) "in which stealing is funny" (e.g. "Turn to the Right," which the hinterland public with an equal weariness is still enduring in its third successive crowded year); (3) "in which swearing is entertaining" (e.g. "Lightnin,'" which the public of a single city with an even greater weariness has already endured for two entire, packed seasons), and (4) in which drunkenness is a virtue (e.g. "The Merry Wives of Windsor" and "Twelfth Night" which the public has with an overpowering weariness been enduring since the sixteenth century).

The puritan mind always reminds me of the familiar coloured post-cards sold in the bye-streets of Paris which show the picture of a church and which, when held up to the light, dissolve the church into a racy boudoir. The puritan mind is always unconsciously holding itself up to the light. Between its outward aspect and its inner self there is ever the betraying piece of isinglass. One doesn't have to look far for the processes whereby a mind is thus converted into a negative constantly exposed to evil thought. Seeing dirt is an attribute of the uneducated and uncultivated mind. A small boy, in the quirk-centres of his uncharted brain, sees dirt in a score of things that, six or eight years later, seem perfectly innocent to him. In that period of his youngsterhood when he is in the middle grades of a primary school, he sees naughtiness in the photograph of his naked little baby brother, in words like "adultery" which he has surprisingly encountered in the dictionary, in the sculptured figure of the woman on top of the drinking fountain in the public square. Such things, a few years later, when his mind has developed a trifle, make no such impression upon him. The puritan mind, on the contrary, is always a mind still in the Fifth Grade state of development. Constantly seeing dirt, as it does, in the cleanest things, it believes that all other minds are in the same arrested state, and so dances its moron jig to the astonishment and consternation of those other minds.

In the second place, Puritanism is a paying business, just as anti-Puritanism is. If I get paid for writing against Puritanism, some other man gets paid for writing and acting in behalf of it. Puritanism as a profession is today the eleventh biggest industry in the United States: its salary list and earning power are thirty-six times as great as those of, say, dentistry, and its work—being obviously thirty-six times as pleasant and exciting—naturally enlists a thirty-six-
fold eager drove of applicants. A haberdashery salesman at Lord and Taylor's gets $32.50 a week. His job is a dull job, and one without kudos. As a smut sneller he can earn $12.25 a week more, with all expenses added; he can the meanwhile have a high time spotting holes in the tights of the girls in the burlesque-show houses; and he presents himself to at least a portion of the community in which he lives as an important and worthy Christian citizen. Where, when he was dispensing neck doilies, no one so much as ever gave him a second thought, his name now appears at the top of letter paper, his powers of elocution are sought by Y. M. C. A. lecture fixers, and the newspapers print any letter, however idiotic, that he addresses to the editor. Eight years ago, a dancing girl bobbed her hair and became famous. Today, a man bobs his sense of honour and becomes a famous moral crusader.

In the third place, one finds in the many so-called anti-vice organizations throughout the country a steadily increasing number of women. This is easy to understand. The kind of woman who goes in professionally for smut snooting is very often of a piece with the peculiar kind of woman who, the doctors tell us, pays them calls to seek counsel on certain intimate matters and thus to experience the second-hand sex thrill that proceeds from the narration of such matters to an alien masculine ear. The professional lady dirt digger may doubtless sometimes be sincere, but nine times in ten you will find that she is simply a somewhat passé houri on the hunt for physical provocatives that she can get, alas, only at second-hand. She is not content to let the police raid a dubious hotel—the sound and proper course—she must herself go along so as not to miss anything when Lieutenant O'Toole puts his shoulder against the door of Room 606 and smashes it in. She is not satisfied to drag the sad story out of some poor, misled, God-forsaken little girl; she must subtly enjoy the experience of repeating it at the meeting of the directorate, the latter composed mostly of men. It is not enough that she detect wrongdoings, quietly report them to the proper authorities, and see to it that they are quietly punished; she must set them down in print with not a dirty detail overlooked and send them through the United States mails to any one who asks for them.

Don't think I write of the abstract case. I do not. Two weeks ago I sent to the headquarters of one of the largest anti-vice societies in the country for its "literature." I used a disguised name and an unfamiliar address. There was nothing that indicated who the person requesting this "literature" might be. It might have been a boy of twelve, or a girl of twelve, for all the anti-vice society knew. Yet by return post there came, among the other pamphlets and circulars, one so absolutely filthy and indecent that the mere sending it through the mails lays the anti-vice organization in question open to a very heavy fine and jail sentence. If Mr. Sumner, of the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice, wishes to do a good job in putting down traffic in actually immoral literature, and earn honest thanks, let him proceed against this sister society for the suppression of vice. I have the records, the evidence, in hand. They are his for the asking. And it may be well to suggest to him, and to the United States postal authorities, that at the bottom of the lascivious pamphlet to which I have referred there appears this piquant line: "Continued in full report to be published later."

Titles of other pamphlets sent out gratis upon request by this same anti-vice club—to any youngster who can spell out his own name and write down the street number of the family barn, since the circular advertising them places no other qualification upon persons to whom they may be sent save that they be, as in the jocose old Police Gazette advertisements, "students of social problems"—are: "Don't Take a Chance," "Information—Venereal Diseases," "To Girl Friends of Our Soldiers," "Sex Education," and "Adolescence," the last especially adapted for youths of either sex." If, as the organization implies in
to pull a rabbit out of the silk hat but
must needs thereupon deliver an indig­nant lecture on the rabbit's deplorable
sexual activities. Of such stuff, the
mind that would convert—and is con­verting—a clean and rugged people into
a race of lecherously suspicious blue­noses. But enough of this. Let's to
the business of the meeting.

II

John Galsworthy is one of the most
conspicuous literary men in the Great
Britain of his time. Frank Craven is an
inconspicuous American actor who lives
down in Great Neck, Long Island. The
former has written a play called "The
Skin Game." The latter has written one
called "The First Year." In point of
sound value, there is small comparison
between the two. Craven's is superior
to Galsworthy's on eight out of ten
counts.

Out of the simple story of the wooing
of a typical American middle-class girl
by a typical American middle-class
young business man, and of the typical
perplexities, problems and readjust­ments that are part and parcel of their
marriage, Craven has evolved a play
that lights up a promptly recognizable
photograph with ironic humour, sharp
observation and not a little underlying
pathos. Dealing with the stratum of our
American life that is treated so accu­rately and illuminatingly by Thyra Sam­ter Winslow, he has achieved what is
one of the genuine native plays of
our theater; a much better play than his
"Too Many Cooks," yet one whose vir­tues were foreshadowed by the latter.

Several months ago, I printed in these
pages an essay on the American play­wright from which I somehow careless­ly omitted any reference to Craven. I
was guilty of a regrettable oversight.
For there was in his "Too Many Cooks,"
as there is now in his "The First Year,"
an indication that he may loom up a
noticeable figure in the manufacture
of the authentic native drama. It is in
such simple plays as these that Ameri­can life is most faithfully and tellingly
depicted. One like this last of Craven's is worth the whole five-foot shelf of Percy Mackaye, Charles Rann Kennedy and Augustus Thomas. For all its unpretentiousness and surface innocence, it has in it the meat of true drama, in this instance true American drama.

I may be injudicious in my praise but, as I engage the play it seems to me—save in the instance of one or two details—to be an admirable thing of its sort, excellently planned and directly and unaffectedly written. In the two details in point Craven has permitted the actor-theater to invade his manuscript with obviously bogus results. It is, for example, difficult to stomach the girl's rejection of the handsome and more admired of her two suitors in Act I merely on the ground that he insists upon an elopement rather than a more formal wedding. An elopement is precisely what would have appealed to the girl, since only a few moments before the playwright has emphasized the desperate ennui of her home, the desperate humdrum of her life, and her own desperate wish forthwith to get away from it all. Here, I suspect a bit of monkey-business on the part of Prof. Winchell Smith, the producer. Did he, desiring to glom "The Old Homestead" and "Pollyanna" trade in toto, substitute "elopement" as a blushless euphemism for what actually appeared in the original text? The second detail is the injection into the manuscript of the fat-pocketbook-finish hokum. The acting of the leading role by Craven himself is a droll and finished piece of work, and the supporting company is thoroughly capable.

The Galsworthy play has received the commendation that is often vouchsafed by an uncertain hazlittry to the mediocre work of a distinguished and competent man. It is written with the dignity that characterizes the majority of Galsworthy's efforts; it contains several scenes sharply executed; it discloses a flash or two of adroit characterization; and it is at times not without its streaks of eloquence. But on the whole it is second-rate stuff. Galsworthy has in his first act postured a question that awakens interest and that calls for a calm and well-ordered decision, and then has in his second act answered it with a Pinero play. Into the story of the conflict between the old aristocracy and the dawning power of the commoner he has by way of key situation and solution incorporated a slice of the outdated Pinero-Henry Arthur Jones theater, with its grease-paint repertoire of scarlet pasts, eavesdrippings, I'm-not-a-bad-woman and For-God's sake here are my pearls-take them and leave me my share of happiness. The net effect, for all a dexterous pulling in of reins at the finish, is of a collaboration between the first-rate Galsworthy who wrote "Strife" and the fourth-rate Galsworthy who wrote "The Fugitive."

Of dubious reasoning, observation and deduction the play is full. I need only mention, by way of example, the violation of the integrity of the characterization of the brusque commoner in attributing to him the immense jealousy of and pride in the honour of his family, here centered in a woman not of his blood who has but lately come into its circle. Or, in second example, the questionable implication that the scarlet skeleton is more authentically an occupant of a commoner's closet than an aristocrat's. Surely, though Galsworthy perhaps poses it here as a particular case, the posing is even so, to say the least, suspect. George Edwards please write.

There has been a brave effort on the part of several of the profound newspaper boys to set aside the plain aspect of the play and read into it a deep and meaningful war symbolism. The aristocrat, they observe, is clearly a symbol for England; the commoner a symbol for Germany; the dispossessed tenants symbols for Belgium; and so on. A similar enterprise might read precisely the same nonsensical significance into the same author's "Strife," written five years before the war. Or, I dare say, into "Up in Mabel's Room." Surely Mabel is Paris, her bed La Belle France, and the actor who crawls into it and ruthlessly attempts to gazump her, our old friend, the Hun.
The staging of the Galsworthy play, the work of the imported Mr. Basil Dean, is inordinately bad. Throughout the evening the stage is illuminated by mauve footlights and, periodically, by green and red border lights that in combination contribute to the *bükne* the aspect of a fashionable hop joint.

III

William Faversham’s production of a dramatization of Mark Twain’s “The Prince and the Pauper” is on a plane with the antecedent efforts of this most dignified of our actor-managers. Faversham is the sort of man that shakes up somewhat one’s notion of actors. Never once since he embarked on his career of independent, or semi-independent, enterprise—and that was back in 1907 or 8—has he done a shoddy thing; never once has he produced anything whereof quality and distinction were not uppermost in his own mind, at least. He has been a man who has done his best by the theater—a best that has included the “Herod” of Stephen Phillips, the “Othello” and “Julius” of Shakespeare, “The Faun” of Knoblauch, the “El Gran Galoeto” of Echegaray, and the “Getting Married” and “Misalliance” of Shaw—and he has most often lost his own money in doing that best. Even to his one or two second-rate efforts—second-rate, that is, or worse, in critical judgment—to such plays as de Croiset’s “Hawk” and Calthorp’s “Old Country,” he has brought his sincere and honest faith, and any man may make mistakes. I know of no one else in the native theater of our generation, whether manager, producer, actor or actor-manager, who has quite that clean inventory. And I know also of no one else—save it be Arthur Hopkins in his first four years—who, despite that clean record, has been subjected to more cheap and stupid criticism from the pea-shooter press. Actors customarily get very little of my sympathy, but—actor or no actor—Faversham and the brave theater that he has made his business do get mine. For I well know that actors—an actor-manager is ever an actor above a manager—are sensitive to criticism; and I often wonder how a man foolish enough to concern himself over such idiotic things must take it when he has spent a year preparing a first-rate play by an eminent artist, when he has given to it all of his honest and admittedly meritorious personal endeavour, when he has spent his last cent upon it with but very faint hope of ever getting more than half of it back, and when then he picks up the next morning’s newspaper and reads by way of criticism of his serious and painstaking effort a column of gas-house puns by some pseudonymous Alan Dale.

Well, I suppose it’s all in the day’s wash. This Dale is not merely “Dale”: it is a type—a type of journalistic play reviewer that is a hangover from the last generation and now gradually is beginning to disappear. But so long as it lasts, the persons who most faithfully and courageously serve the theater and who make heavy sacrifices to do it—the Hopkineses, the Favershams, the Arnold Dales on occasion, and the brave and needy youngsters who launched the Washington Square and Provincetown Players—so long must such as these be willing to suffer the dispiriting “critical” monkeyshines of men who—I turn magazine editor for the moment and report on the manuscripts that some of them have submitted to me—cannot, even when they seriously try, write simple, grammatical English.

As I have observed, Faversham’s production of the Twain story is, always in intention if not uniformly in execution, of a piece with his customary high standard. The Rives dramatization is somewhat patchy and, in spots, theatrically unimaginative as, for example, in its second act where the preliminary street scene might well be incorporated into the second, or interior, scene with the episodes of Scene I enacted just outside a doorway, in the left upper entrance. Such simple strokes as this would do away with the present necessity for long stage waits during the scene changes, waits which have been unduly prolonged by Rollo Peters’ failure to
employ a pivot stage, such as Hopkins used in the Cohan and Harris Theater for “On Trial,” and to employ the obvious drawn-curtain device (the curtain is already there) in the last act ante-chamber and throne room scenes. But for all this the play is a delicate and fanciful thing with enough of the flavour of the book to make it an extremely pleasant readventure of boyhood.

IV

“Just Suppose,” by A. E. Thomas, is another effort to write a “New Heidelberg” which finds old Meyer-Förster’s chair still vacant. It is a sentimentality sundae which evokes from Prof. Darnton, of the Evening World, the eulogy: “There has been no American play since the best days of Clyde Fitch to equal this admirable work!” Thus, children, are George Ade’s “College Widow,” Eugene Walter’s “Easiest Way,” William Vaughn Moody’s “Great Divide” and Eugene O’Neill’s “Beyond the Horizon,” among others, uncontestedly disposed of and lodged peremptorily upon the dump. I mention O’Neill. Well, perhaps it is a good thing for O’Neill. This foremost of our American dramatists seems currently to be in for an ill-omened application of super-salve by a number of the illustrious Prof. Darnton’s colleagues. Having written in the short play, “The Emperor Jones,” a first-rate and wholly admirable study of the mechanics of Ethiopian fear and terror, he has been promptly announced by Prof. Broun, of the Tribune, to be the superior of Dunsany. “Dunsany’s imaginative vein,” states the Professor, “seems to us thin. Not one of his fantastic melodramas, we think, can stand comparison with the more robust romances of O’Neill, with such plays as ‘Emperor Jones’ or ‘Where the Cross Is Made’.” But no, I am wrong; O’Neill will not be, and is not, deceived by such obscene jazz. It must give him a good low chuckle, forsooth, when he sniffs the sapient Broun’s pronunciamento and recalls—I hope I violate no confidence—that he deliberately wrote “Where the Cross Is Made” in a spirit of waggery: an experiment in treating his audience and critics as insane.

O’Neill is too fine and too precious an artist to be monkeyed with. He needs all the sympathy and encouragement that his critics can give him, but it must be intelligent sympathy and encouragement. Hysterical praise will some day (for such is the way of critics) turn a violently sour tail upon him in an effort to regain its personal equilibrium and to support its own esoteric wiggle-waggle. And that day may be one on which O’Neill will most need the assistance of these very men.

“Afgar” is a poor imported music show containing Lupino Lane, an acrobat who, coming out on the stage on the opening night and executing a difficult flip-flop, created a far greater sensation among the audience and the newspaper reviewers than if Hauptmann had written another “Before Dawn.” In the show is also Alice Delysia, a false-alarm Gaby Deslys. “The Mandarin,” an adaptation of Paul Frank’s play of the same title, is a sample of the Expressionismus drama that has been sweeping Central Europe during the last two years, and follows obediently the mad tune set by Walter Hasenklever and his studentencorps and by the venerable Georg Kaiser and his papabund no less. There is something to be said for this new dramatic form, but not by me. The leading rôle is played by Brandon Tynan, the choirboy actor. “Bab,” is the Mary Roberts Rinehart literatur weakly dramatized by Edward Childs Carpenter and offered as a vehicle for the talents of Miss Helen Hayes, a very skilful young woman whose theatrical sophistication and air of “stage child” precocity go a long way toward deleting her performance of the necessary suavity and charm. “Thy Name Is Woman,” announced by the management as from the Spanish and reviewed by the Rialto scholars with wondrous Andalusian wisdom, is Karl Schönherr’s “Weib-Teufel,” about which more anon.
After all, Munyon was probably right; there is yet hope. Perhaps Emerson and Whitman were right too; maybe even Sandburg is right. What ails us all is a weakness for rash over-generalization, leading to shooting pains in the psyche and delusions of divine persecution. Observing the steady and precipitate descent of promising postulants in beautiful letters down the steep, greasy chutes of the Saturday Evening Post, the Metropolitan, the Cosmopolitan and the rest of the Hearst and Hearstoid magazines, we are too prone, ass-like, to throw up our hands and bawl that all is lost, including honor. But all the while a contrary movement is in progress, far less noted than it ought to be. Authors with their pockets full of best-seller money are bitten by high ambition, and strive heroically to scramble out of the literary Cloaca Maxima. Now and then one of them succeeds, bursting suddenly into the light of the good red sun with the foul liquors of the depths still streaming from him, like a prisoner loosed from some obscene dungeon. Is it so soon forgotten that Willa Cather used to be one of the editors of McClure’s? That Dreiser wrote editorials for the Delineator and was an editor of dime novels for Street & Smith? That Huneker worked for the Musical Courier? That Amy Lowell imitated George E. Woodberry and Felicia Hemans? That E. W. Howe was once a Chautauqua orator? That Cabell’s first stories were printed in Harper’s Magazine? . . . As I say, they occasionally break out, strange as it may seem. A few months ago I recorded the case of Zona Gale, emerging from her stew of glad books with “Miss Lulu Bett.” Now comes another fugitive, his face blanched by years in the hulks, but his eyes alight with high purpose. His name is Sinclair Lewis, and the work he offers is a novel called “Main Street” (Harcourt) . . . This “Main Street” I commend to your polite attention. It is, in brief, good stuff. It presents characters that are genuinely human, and not only genuinely human but also authentically American; it carries them through a series of transactions that are all interesting and plausible; it exhibits those transactions thoughtfully and acutely, in the light of the social and cultural forces underlying them; it is well written, and full of a sharp sense of comedy, and rich in observation, and competently designed. Superficially, the story of a man and his wife in a small Minnesota town, it is actually the typical story of the American family—that is, of the family in its first stage, before husband and wife have become lost in father and mother. The average American wife, I daresay, does not come quite so close to downright revolt as Carol Kennicott, but that is the only exaggeration, and we may well overlook it. Otherwise, she and her Will are triumphs of the national normalcy—she with her vague stirrings, her unintelligible yearnings, her clumsy gropings, and he with his magnificent obtuse-
ness, his childish belief in meaningless phrases, his intellectual deafness and near-sightedness, his pathetic inability to comprehend the turmoil that goes on within her. Here is the essential tragedy of American life, and if not the tragedy, then at least the sardonic farce; the disparate cultural development of male and female, the great strangeness that lies between husband and wife when they begin to function as members of society. The men, sweating at their sordid concerns, have given the women leisure, and out of that leisure the women have fashioned disquieting discontents. To Will Kennicott, as to most other normal American males, life remains simple; do your work, care for your family, buy your Liberty Bonds, root for your home team, help to build up your lodge, venerate the flag. But to Carol it is far more complex and challenging. She has become aware of forces that her husband is wholly unable to comprehend, and that she herself can comprehend only in a dim and muddled way. The ideas of the great world press upon her, confusing her and making her uneasy. She is flustered by strange heresies, by romantic personalities, by exotic images of beauty. To Kennicott she is flighty, illogical, ungrateful for the benefits that he and God have heaped upon her. To her he is dull, narrow, ignoble.

Mr. Lewis depicts the resultant struggle with great penetration. He is far too intelligent to take sides—to turn the thing into a mere harangue against one or the other. Above all, he is too intelligent to take the side of Carol, as nine novelists out of ten would have done. He sees clearly what is too often not seen—that her superior culture is, after all, chiefly bogus—that the oafish Kennicott, in more ways than one, is actually better than she is. Her war upon his Philistinism is carried on with essentially Philistine weapons. Her dream of converting a Minnesota prairie town into a sort of Long Island suburb, with overtones of Greenwich Village and the Harvard campus, is quite as absurd as his dream of converting it into a second Minneapolis, with overtones of Gary, Ind., and Paterson, N. J. When their conflict is made concrete and dramatic by the entrance of a tertium quid, the hollowness of her whole case is at once made apparent, for this tertium quid is a Swedish trousers-presser who becomes a moving-picture actor. It seems to me that the irony here is delicate and delicious. This, then, is the end-product of the Maeterlinck complex! Needless to say, Carol lacks the courage to decamp with her Scandinavian. Instead, she descends to sheer banality. That is, she departs for Washington, becomes a war-worker, and rubs noses with the suffragettes. In the end, it goes without saying, she returns to Gopher Prairie and the hearth-stone of her Will. The fellow is at least honest. He offers her no ignominious compromise. She comes back under the old rules, and is presently nursing a baby. Thus the true idealism of the Republic, the idealism of its Chambers of Commerce, its Knights of Pythias, its Rotary Clubs and its National Defense Leagues, for which Washington froze at Valley Forge and Our Boys died at Chateau Thierry—thus this genuine and unpolluted article conquers the phoney idealism of Nietzsche, Edward W. Bok, Dunsany, George Bernard Shaw, Margaret Anderson, Mrs. Margaret Sanger, Percy Mackaye and the I.W.W.

But the mere story, after all, is nothing; the virtue of the book lies in its packed and brilliant detail. It is an attempt, not to solve the American cultural problem, but simply to depict with great care a group of typical Americans. This attempt is extraordinarily successful. The figures often remain in the flat; the author is quite unable to get that poignancy into them which Dreiser manages so superbly; one seldom sees into them very deeply or feels with them very keenly. But in their externals, at all events, they are done with uncommon skill. In particular, Mr. Lewis represents their speech vividly and accurately. It would be hard to find a
false note in the dialogue, and it would be impossible to exceed the verisimilitude of the various extracts from the Gopher Prairie paper, or of the sermon by a Methodist dervish in the Gopher Prairie Wesleyan cathedral, or of a speech by a boomer at a banquet of the Chamber of Commerce. Here Mr. Lewis lays on with obvious malice, but always he keeps within the bounds of probability, always his realism holds up. It is, as I have said, good stuff. I have read no more genuinely amusing novel for a long while. The man who did it deserves a hearty welcome. His apprenticeship in the cellars of the tabernacle was not wasted...

The other fiction that I have explored since our last meeting has not filled me with enthusiasm. I see nothing in "Hagar's Hoard," by George Kibbe Turner (Knopf), save a commonplace story very artificially told. "The Dark Mother," by Waldo Frank (Liveright), quite flabbergasts me. I am interested in the ideas of Mr. Frank and eager to hear them, but here he swathes them in such endless yards of writing that I am unable to make them out. "The Enemies of Women," by Blasco Ibáñez (Dutton), is simply one more interminable tale by the jitney Hugo. "The Blue Room," by Cosmo Hamilton (Little-Brown), is tosh. "The Gate of Ivory," by Sydney L. Nyburg (Knopf), baffles me almost as completely as the Frank book; it is about people who interest me, but I can't read it. "Satan's Diary," by Leonid Andreyev (Liveright), is a posthumous work that seems to have been written by a man already sick unto death. I come to "The Anthology of Another Town," by E. W. Howe (Knopf), and far more intriguing stuff. This Howe constitutes a sort of standing joke upon American critics; the Brandeses and Taines of the country, despite the bold partisanship of the late Howells, still approach him in a gingerly manner. It is his yokelism, half assumed but half real enough, that makes them suspicious. Observing it with something akin to horror, they are blind to his unmistakable talents as a literary craftsman. The plain fact is that Howe is a very cunning fellow, who has a style and knows how to write. If you doubt it, take a look at the sketch called "Joe Allen" in the present book.

II

The Incomparable Bok

Dr. Hendrik Willem van Loon, in his acute and entertaining history, "The Fall of the Dutch Republic," more than once describes (sometimes, alas, with a scarcely concealed sniff) the salient trait of his fellow Netherlanders. It is an abnormal capacity for respecting respectability. Their ideal, it appears, is not the dashing military gent, gallantly leaping for glory down red-hoéd lanes of fire, nor is it the lofty and ineffable artist, drunk with beauty. No, the man they most admire is the virtuous citizen and householder, sound in politics and theology, happily devoid of all orgiastic tendencies, and with money in the bank. In other words, the ideal of Holland is the ideal of Kansas, as set forth with great ingenuousness by E. W. Howe. One thinks of that identity on reading "The Americanization of Edward Bok," an autobiographical monograph by the late editor of the Ladies' Home Journal (Scribner). Edward was born in Holland and his parents did not bring him to America until he was already in breeches, but he had not been here a year before he was an absolutely typical American boy of the 70's. Nay, he was more; he was the typical American boy of the Sunday-school books of the 70's. By day he labored with inconceivable diligence at ten or twenty diverse jobs, striving with every ounce of energy in him to become a man, some day, like Morris K. Jesup. By night he cultivated the acquaintance of all the moral magnificoes of the time, from Ralph Waldo Emerson to Henry Ward Beecher, laboring with what remained of his steam to penetrate to the secret of their high and singular excellence, that he,
too, might some day shine as they shined, and be pointed out to good little boys on their way to the catechetical class and to bad little boys on their way to the gallows. Well, he got both wishes. At thirty he was sound in theology and politics, happily free from all orgiastic tendencies, and with money in the bank. At forty he was a millionaire and the foremost American soothsayer. At fifty he was a national institution.

It was anything but a dull boyhood, but I doubt that it was a very merry one. Bok was not only sorely beset by economic necessity; he was also held to a harsh and relentless industry by his peculiar enthusiasms. Now and then, of course, a bit of romance wormed into it; particularly toward the end of it. Once, for example, he got some hot tips from Jay Gould, and he and his Sunday-school teacher at Plymouth Church, a stock-broker outside the sacred house (this, to me, is a lovely touch!) played them in Wall Street, and made a good deal of money. But soon his conscience revolted against the character of Gould, who was certainly very far from the Christian usurer standard accepted at Plymouth, and so he gave up the chance of tips in order, to stay its gnawings. No other strayings are recounted. It is not recorded that young Edward ever played hookey, or that he ever tied a tin can to the tail of a cat, or that he ever blew a spitball at his school-teacher or at Henry Ward Beecher. Above all, there is no mention of a calf love. Deponent saith, in fact, that when he took charge of the Ladies' Home Journal, at twenty-six, he was almost absolutely innocent of the ways and means of the fair. He had, it appeared, never hugged a sweet creature behind the door, or kissed her neck in the privacy of an 1889 four-wheeler. He did not know that the girls like to be kissed on the eyes better than they liked to be kissed on the nose; he was unaware of their curious theory, after two cocktails, that every man who speaks to them politely is making love to them; he was densely innocent of the most elemental secrets of their toilette. This sublime ignoramus now undertook to be father confessor to all the women of America. More, he made a gigantic success of the business. Why? How? He himself offers no answer, and I am far too diffident to attempt one. Maybe his very normality was what fetched them—his startling resemblance, as of a huge portrait in exaggerated colors, to their fathers, their brothers, their husbands, their pastors, their family doctors. His point of view was the standard point of view of the respectable American man. When he shocked them, it was pleasantly and harmlessly, in the immemorial fashion of the clumsy male. He never violated their fundamental pruderies. He never really surprised them.

Nevertheless, this plu-normal Mr. Bok failed in his supreme enterprise: he never became quite a 100% American, and in his book he plainly says so. The trouble was that he could never wholly cure himself of being a European. Even a Hollander, though nearer the American than any other, is still a European. In Bok's case the taint showed itself in an irrepressible interest in things that had no place in the mind of a truly respectable man—chiefly in things artistic. When he looked at the houses in which his subscribers lived, their drab hideousness made him sick. When he went inside and contemplated the lambrequins, the gilded cat-tails, the Rogers groups, the wax fruit under glass domes, the emblazoned seashells from Asbury Park, the family Bible on the marble-topped center-table, the crayon enlargements of Uncle Richard and Aunt Sue, the square pianos, the Brussels carpets, the grained woodwork—when his eyes alighted upon such things, his soul revolted, and at once his moral enthusiasm incited him to attempt a reform. The result was the long series of Ladies' Home Journal crusades against the hideousness of the national scene—in domestic architecture, in house furnishing, in dress, in town building, in advertising. Bok flung himself headlong into his cam-
paigns, and practically every one of them succeeded. He was opposed furiously by all right-thinking American men, even by such extraordinary men as the late Stanford White. Nevertheless, he fought on, and in the long run he drew blood. He is almost alone responsible for the improvement in taste that has shown itself in America during the past thirty years. No other man or woman deserves a tenth of the credit that should go to him. He carried on his fight with the utmost diligence and intelligence, wearing down all opposition, proceeding triumphantly from success to success. If there were gratitude in the land, there would be a monument to him in every town in the Republic. He has been, aesthetically, probably the most useful citizen that ever breathed its muggy air.

But here I come upon an inconvenient moral, to the effect, to wit, that his chief human value lay in his failure to become wholly Americanized, that he was a man of mark in direct proportion as he was not a 100% American. This moral I refrain from plainly stating on patriotic grounds. . . . But read his book. It will make you snicker now and then, but it is, in the main, very instructive.

III

The Late Master-Mind

A truly devastating piece of criticism is to be found in “The Story of a Style,” by Dr. William Bayard Hale (Huebsch). The style is that of poor Woodrow, and Dr. Hale operates upon it with machetes, hand grenades and lengths of gas-pipe. He is one peculiarly equipped for the business, for he was at one time high in the literary and philosophical confidence of the late Messiah, and learned to imitate the gaudy jargon of the master with great skill—so perfectly, indeed, that he was delegated to write one of the Woodrovian books, to wit, “The New Freedom,” once a favorite text of New Republic Liberals, deserving Democrats, and the tender-minded public in general. But in the end he revolted against both the new Euphuism and its eminent pa, and now he tackles both with considerable ferocity, and it must be added, vast effect. His analysis of the whole Wilsonian buncombe, in fact, is downright cruel; when he finishes with it, not even a Georgia postmaster or a Palmer agent provocateur could possibly believe in it. He shows its ideational hollowness, its ludicrous strutting and bombast, its heavy dependence upon greasy and meaningless words, its frequent descent to mere sound and fury, signifying nothing. In particular, he devotes himself to a merciless study of what, after all, must remain the fallen Moses’s chief contribution to both history and beautiful letters, viz., his biography of George Washington. I have often, in the past, called attention to the incredible imbecility of this work. It is an almost inexhaustible mine of bad writing, faulty generalizing, childish pussyfooting, ludicrous posturing, and naive stupidity. To find a match for it one must try to imagine a biography of the Duke of Wellington by his barber. Well, Hale spreads it out on his operating table, sharpens his snickersnee upon his boot-leg, and proceeds to so harsh an anatomizing that it nearly makes me sympathize with the author. Not many of us—writers, and hence vain and artificial fellows—could undergo so relentless an examination without damage. But not many of us, I believe, would suffer quite so horribly as Woodrow. The book is a mass of puerile affectations, and as Hale unveils one after the other he performs a sound service for American scholarship and American letters.

I say that his book is cruel, but I must add that his laparotomies are carried on with every decorum—that he by no means rants and rages against his victim. On the contrary, he keeps his temper even when there is strong temptation to lose it, and his inquiry maintains itself upon the literary level as much as possible, without needless descents to political and personal matters. More than once, in fact, he says very kind things about Woodrow—a man
probably quite as mellow and likable within as the next man, despite his strange incapacity for keeping his friends. The curiosities of his character I hope to investigate at length on some future occasion, probably in "Prejudices: Third Series." At the moment, I can only give thanks to God that Hale has saved me the trouble of exposing the extreme badness of the Woodrovian style—a style until lately much praised by cornfed connoisseurs. Two or three years ago, at the height of his illustriousness, it was spoken of in whispers, as if there were something almost supernatural about its merits. I read articles, in those days, comparing it to the style of the Biblical prophets, and arguing that it vastly exceeded the manner of any living literatus. Looking backward, it is not difficult to see how that doctrine arose. Its chief sponsors, first and last, were not men who actually knew anything about the writing of English, but simply editorial writers on party newspapers, i.e., men who related themselves to literary artists in much the same way that Dr. Billy Sunday relates himself to the late Paul of Tarsus. What intrigued such gentlemen in the compositions of Dr. Wilson was the plain fact that he was their superior in their own special field—that he accomplished with a great deal more skill than they did themselves the great task of reducing all the difficulties of the hour to a few sonorous and unintelligible phrases, often with theological overtones—that he knew better than they did how to arrest and enchant the boobery with words that were simply words, and nothing else. The vulgar like and respect that sort of balderdash. A discourse packed with valid ideas, accurately expressed, is quite incomprehensible to them. What they want is the sough of vague and comforting words—words cast into phrases made familiar to them by the whooping of their customary political and ecclesiastical rabble-rousers, and by the highfalutin style of the newspapers that they read. Woodrow knew how to conjure up such words. He knew how to make them glow, and weep. He wasted no time upon the heads of his dupes, but aimed directly at their ears, diaphragms and hearts.

But reading his speeches in cold blood offers a curious experience. It is difficult to believe that even idiots ever succumbed to such transparent contradictions, to such gaudy processions of mere counter-words, to so vast and obvious a nonsensicality. Hale produces sentence after sentence that has no apparent meaning at all—stuff quite as bad as the worst bosh of the Hon. Gamaliel Harding. When Wilson got upon his legs in those days he seems to have gone into a sort of trance, with all the peculiar illusions and delusions that belong to a frenzied pedagogue. He heard words giving three cheers; he saw them race across a blackboard like Socialists pursued by the Polizei; he felt them rush up and kiss him. The result was the grand series of moral, political, sociological and theological maxims which now lodges imperishably in the cultural heritage of the American people, along with Lincoln's "government for the people, by the people," etc., Perry's "We have met the enemy, and they are ours," and Vanderbilt's "The public be damned." The important thing is not that a popular orator should have uttered such grand and glittering phrases, but that they should have been gravely received, for many weary months, by a whole race of men, some of them intelligent. Here is a matter that deserves the sober inquiry of competent psychologists. The boobs took fire first, but after a while even college presidents—who certainly ought to be cynical men, if ladies of joy are cynical women—were sending up sparks, and for a long while anyone who laughed was in danger of the calaboose. Hale does not go into the question; he confines himself to the concrete procession of words. His book represents tedious and vexatious labor; it is, despite some obvious defects, very well managed; it opens the way for future works of the same sort. Imagine Harding on the Hale operating table!
IV

Psychoanalyzing the Uplift

André Tridon’s “Psychoanalysis and Behavior” (Knopf) is addressed to the lay reader who is eager to find out what all the current debate over psychoanalysis is about, and has been repelled by the opaque explanations of old Dr. Freud and by the scarcely more intelligible discourses of his disciples and opponents. The psychoanalysts, as a class, are shockingly bad writers; one often wonders why they do not psychoanalyze themselves, and so find out what secret and illicit desire is impeding the free flow of their parts of speech. Tridon, on the contrary, writes simply and clearly; even a Congressman or a Princeton professor should be able to understand him. He gives, in very small compass, admirably lucid explanations of the chief theories of Freud, Jung and Adler, and adds a chapter on the theory of Dr. Edward J. Kempf, an American. Kempf, it seems to me, brings something genuinely valuable to the pioneering of Freud and to the fine critical work of Jung and Adler. That something is a device for bringing down the new psychology from the clouds. The trouble with Freud is that he too often thinks of the psychological process as a purely metaphysical process, carried on in a sort of vacuum. Sometimes, indeed, one finds him talking like a medieval philosopher. Kempf brings him back to earth by whispering into his ear that a man has muscles as well as a brain, and liver and lights as well as a subconscious. Here the work of Loeb and Crile has helped, but Kempf by no means merely parrots their ideas. What he has to say shows hard thinking and genuine originality.

Tridon himself applies the psychoanalytical doctrine to a number of everyday problems, a business that ought to be undertaken on a far more extensive scale. His chapters on the psychology of war hysteria and of comstockery are acute and instructive. Years ago, when psychoanalysis was new, I publicly challenged a number of eminent moral gladiators to submit to psychoanalysis, offering to submit myself as a control. They all refused. I was and am a vile fellow and full of secret sins, but I knew very well that I was not a tenth as vile as those professional Christians. Tridon, in a few pages, shows how much of the comstockian lust is genuine desire to save the plain people from hell and how much is something quite different. A thorough exploration of the mind of one of the smutty old fellows who sit as directors of vice societies would entertain and edify the public. It is amazing that the hallucinations of such sexual invalids should be gravely regarded by courts and legislatures. Of the half dozen I challenged as described, two have since been taken in gross violations of decency, and one other is under suspicion. I chose them at random, having no evidence against any of them—and already 50 per cent of them have borne out my surmises. The other half are still in hard service as tinpot messiahs—but there is only one of them with whom I would trust a 16-year-old girl.

Tridon attempts some theorizing of his own in his chapter on sleep, and, forgetting Kempf, wanders into unconvincing metaphysics. Sleep, he says, following Freud, makes up for the sorrows and disappointments of the day. The man whose life “fulfills almost all his wishes” needs relatively little sleep. For example, Thomas A. Edison. Again, Napoleon I, who slept but four hours a night until he reached St. Helena, where and when he began to snooze like a night watchman. Old people, having resigned all their hopes, sleep less than younger folk. . . . The notion, as I hint, probably has holes in it. The amount of sleep that a man needs is regulated far more by physical factors than by mental factors. I mention the awful name of intestinal stenosis, and pass on. The subject deserves far more careful study than it has ever got. Crile has looked into it, but only casually.
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KILL THE HAIR ROOT

My method is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today enclosing 3 stamps. We teach beauty culture.

D. J. MAHLER
1371 PP MAHLER PARK PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Your Face is Your Fortune

The world's greatest facial remedy will restore ruined complexions to the beauty and purity of youth.

If your blood is impure, if you have pimples, freckles, wrinkles, blackheads, redness of face or nose, a muddy, sallow skin, or any blemish on or under the skin, you need Labiache.

Dr. JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC COMPLEXION WAFERS

These marvelous beautifiers of the complexion and the skin are wonderfully effective, and are absolutely safe and harmless. The prescription was first used 35 years ago by Dr. Campbell, and he has made countless thousands of women and men happy in the possession of a pure, spotless complexion.

Send $1.00 for 1 box or $5.00 for 5 boxes. Ten dollars in plain cover on receipt of price from RICHARD FINK CO., Dept. 60, 396 Broadway, New York City. Every Druggist can get this remedy for you from his wholesale dealer.

REDUCE YOUR FAT
Quickly by Using

COSI OBESITY CREAM

Used externally - harmless for both men and women. No starving, no dieting, no exercises, no massage, no drugs; spend fifteen minutes daily in your own home and you will be surprised with the result obtained. (Six weeks' treatment) pound for $7.00, sent postpaid—sample 10c. Made and sold only by Dr. CURRIE 2803 Ave. G, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"and he gave it dead away"

IT'S REALLY surprising.
THE MONEY you save.
BY ASKING questions.
I FOUND that the maker.
OF A hair restorer.
WAS BALD as a coot.
SO I passed that up.
AND A bird who came.
TO SELL oil stock.
HAD HIS own cash.
IN LIBERTY Bonds.
SO I ducked again.
AND I asked a clerk.
FOR THE best cigarettes.
AND HE reached around.
FOR A fancy box.
AND I knew I was in.
FOR THE same old line.
SO I asked him this.
"WOULD YOU smoke one of 'em.
IF I bought a box?"
AND THEN he smiled.

LIKE A regular guy.
AND SAID "No thanks.
I'LL SMOKE my own."
AND I got wise.
AND ASKED him then.
WHAT BRAND he smoked.
AND HE showed me.
AND THEN he said.
"THEY SATISFY."
AND B'GOSH, he's right.

SURE they satisfy—Chesterfields have body—that's the reason. Body enough to satisfy a cigar smoker. And yet Chesterfields are mild. Impossible? That's it exactly—Chesterfields have accomplished the impossible. They satisfy and yet they're mild.

They Satisfy Chesterfield Cigarettes